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ABSTRACT
Listening to Children: A Descriptive Study of Children's
Expressions of Curiosity, Concern and Role Enactment
(February 1979)
Eva Ann Peterson, B.A., University of Arizona
M.S., Bank Street College, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor David E. Day
The purpose of this study is to provide a deeper understanding
of children's behavioral styles and strengths in school through an analy-
sis of verbal expression in a variety of instructional situations.
The study grew out of the author's unsatisfactory experiences with
two predominant current research approaches concerning children's learning
in the classroom. The first approach focused on discrete behaviors in
controlled environments and fails to take into account the complexities
in the daily I i fe of a real classroom. The second approach considers
broader ranges of activities in the classroom context, often focusing
on teacher interactions, curriculum evaluation, or normative behavioral
objectives. This latter approach still fails to consider the complexi-
ties of children's expectations, the meaning of children's behavior, and
the patterns of language which indicate their learning styles.
The contents of this study include the development of a method
and framework for listening to children's verbal communications.
The
method uses documentation and analysis for cognitive ( curiosity) , emo
tional (concern ) , and soc io-cu I tura 1 ( role enactmenj^) aspects
of
V
language. Seven types of expressions were coded from transcribed hour
long observations in each of three instructional settings, for five
well-functioning children, ages eight and nine years old. These expres-
sions were labeled ’’competence, concept, clarifying, confirming, expec-
tation, expression of feeling, and completion of task." The data for
this documentation were derived from a second and third grade class
using videotaped naturalistic observations, and were presented as five
descriptive profiles.
The research was directed toward questions of differences in
the individual child's expressions of curios i ty , concern , and role enact-
ment . Part of the research effort was also to determine whether these
patterns were predictable in the given instructional contexts.
It was found that patterns of concentration for utterances re-
flected ways the children perceived their own strengths as well as ways
the children elicited judgment about their behaviors from other people.
Consistencies in the children's expressions were related to individual
perceptions of their control, competencies, conflicts, and integration
of experiences from other situations.
The inferences made were focused on theoretical and practical
implications of understanding the development of children's adaptive
communication systems.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
I ntroduct ion
Nor must the word community, as used with reference to
language be taken in a too restricted or definite sense.
It has various degrees of extension, and bounds within
bounds; the same person may belong to more than one
community, using in each a different idiom. (Whitney,
1875, p. 156)
Whitney’s thoughtful statement is appropriate still, over one
hundred years later. Anthropologists, sociologists, psychologists,
psychiatrists, linguists, and educators all have studied similar aspects
of language within the "bounds" of their respective "communities." But
problems understanding the ways a person’s language changes in different
contexts are the same. Recently, theorists from each of these six fields
have been working together on the problems of understanding the language
of children specifically (Cazden, John, Hymes, eds., 1972). A trend in inter-
disciplinary studies of children’s language has developed from this
common link. That same interest influenced this descriptive report.
Understanding ways in which children’s language changes in different
contexts reflecting expressions of role-enactment, concern, and curiosity
evolves as the focus of a descriptive analysis in the present study.
In essence, the present study developed because of an interest in
finding better ways to understand how the many factors which affect
children’s learning and growth are reflected in their language. The
research in this report includes descriptive studies of five children,
ages eight years and three months, to nine years. The data were
gathered
2from three instructional contexts in a school setting in southern Vermont.
The analysis of data is based on a conceptual framework formed from
several interdisciplinary theories concerning children's learning and
growth. The study attempts to focus particularly on the individual's
successful learning experiences as perceived by the child. Before dis-
cussing how the study was developed, however, it is important to review
and delineate the concepts and literature which led to its formation.
Data on changes in children's language have been published in many
academic "idioms." A wealth of information about discrete linguistic
behaviors is available from experimental research. However much of this
information is either inaccurately interpreted or useless for practical
purposes. In the last ten years, though, many reassessments of research
on children's language have been made. New critical material has focused
on the formation of common strands in interdisciplinary studies, and the
problems of studying children in the classroom context (Cazden, 1976).
The discussions which follow explore examples of these materials
as they have provided background for the present study.
I nterd i sc i p I inary Stud i es
The recent trend towards interdisciplinary studies of children's
language is directly related to larger social concerns and programs. One
of the most comprehensive collections of interdisciplinary studies on
children's language is Functions of Language in the Classroom
(Cazden et al., 1972). In the preface, Cazden tells a
seemingly simple
story of how the book began. She recalls that a small
group of anthro-
pologists, linguists, psychologists, and sociologists was
called together
5after the first summer of Head Start, Fall 1965 to "suggest priorities
to the U.S. Office of Education for research on children's language and
its relation to school success (p. viii). The impact of this and
similar groups has been profound. Strong new interdisciplinary commit-
ments were made to improve research on children's learning and growth.
For a brief period in the sixties and early seventies, there was a surge
of public vitality, consciousness, and funding. The focus on common
problems of low income and minority children influenced new approaches
to language research. Scholars from many fields began to study children's
language with a sensitivity to a broad range of factors—societal, con-
textual, cultural. Throughout the essays in Functions of Language in the
Classroom one common theme is the consideration of contextual and
cultural influences on the children and therefore on the socio-l inguistic
research. The authors show special interest in the differences in social
contexts and social mores which affect children's languages. (A more
detailed review of soc i o- I i ngu i st ic literature appears in Chapter II.)
An interdisciplinary study of children's language must extend even
beyond the contextual, cultural and social variables. Language does
reflect social and cultural meanings. It also reflects emotive and
intellectual meanings (Isaacs, 1966). Child development theorists have
long been interested in the ways in which children's language
reflects
their learning, acquisition of new information, and formation
of new
concepts and skills (Chukovsky, 1963; Dewey, 1971; Froebal, 1907;
Piaget,
1969; Vygotsky, 1962).
In an even broader approach to interdisciplinary
endeavors, there
has been a concern for many years with problems
of integrating concepts
4of mental health into the practice of education (Biber, 1961). The idea
that the child's emotional well being is closely tied to school success
(Isaacs, 1966) has recently been misused and inappropriately applied
(Prescott, 1968). However, consideration of the child's feelings remain
as crucial an issue to understanding children's learning and growth as
the social, cultural, or Intellectual issues. Learning (in school or
out) is interlocked with success children feel they are achieving
positive or negative (Murphy, 1962). Therefore, a study of the child's
language in the classroom cannot neglect the importance of ways in which
language reflects the child's feelings.
The above discussion has reviewed one focus from recent research
involving four interdisciplinary issues. The issues were focused on
contextual, soc ia I /cu I tura
I ,
intellectual and emotional considerations.
Before discussing these considerations further, another aspect of this
study must be reviewed; methods of studying children.
Studying Children in the Classroom
Whitney's statement cautioned that a person "may belong to more
than one community, using in each a different idiom" (Whitney, 1865).
Data gathered on children's language in a school context offer over-
whelming information to support his observation (Labov, 1972a). However,
very fact that so much data are available in various instructional
contexts demands limitations and categorizations be made by the observer
(Cazden, 1972). Yet paradoxically it is the complexities of the class-
room which are crucial to understanding many of the ways children's
radox catches both researcher and practitioner.language changes. This pa
5If the realities of the practitioner's experience are ever to be
affected by the conceptual focus of educational research, many "bridges"
to and from the classroom must be built and crossed. Cazden's personal
account of her struggle switching from the university to the elementary
classroom is a poignant example (Cazden, 1976). She decided to apply
her academic understanding of children and their language to the acid
test by returning to the classroom. She shares her frustrations and her
feelings about the relevancy of her theoretical knowledge. Twenty-five
first, second, and third graders were crowded into one room, for six
hours a day, along with all the "objective" problems of an urban school
in a low Income community. The situation demanded a different response
than the university context. Cazden understood that as a teacher of
young children she needed a broader base for listening to language than
her background provided.
At an American Educational Research Association symposium in 1976,
Follow Through sponsors presented their work on assessments of children's
productive language. Elizabeth Gilkeson, of Bank Street College, spoke
of the process of teachers moving from the use of evaluation instruments
to the "Internalization" process of a language analysis system. Cazden
related this process to her own recent teaching experience.
1 had internalized one such system—that handles structural
features of language very well. But it was too narrow for
classroom relevance as those Fol low Through sponsors (Bank
Street, EDC, Far West Laboratory, High/Scope, and Tucson)
know so well. (Cazden, 1976, p. 81)
The language field is changing. The broader communicative
aspects
of competence are beginning to be recognized as important.
Communicative
competence is being studied in as rigorous a manner as
linguistic
6competence formerly had been (Cazden, 1976). Chomsky’s definition of
linguistic competence is limited to the speaker’s knowledge of grammar.
Communicative competence, however, has a broader definition. It Implies
the knowledge of the rules for what is appropriate language in a given
situation (Cazden, et al., 1972).
Cazden, herself (1976), does not foresee academic research offer-
ing ’’the most productive" focus on information about children in elemen-
tary schools for many years to come (p. 81). The lack of useful inter-
disciplinary research information is not a new problem. it need not be
viewed negatively. Gifted teachers have long been self-reliant students
of child development (Isaacs, 1966; Ashton Warner, 1963). The methods
they employ may not conform to "rigorous" scientific methods. However,
sensitive, experienced teachers have proven knowledgeable about children’s
language as it reflects their learning growth. Furthermore, these
teachers have realized that the questions about how children do learn in
the classroom are as important as the questions about what children should
learn in the classroom. The study on Language of Primary School Children
(Rosen and Rosen, 1975) was intended to inform—not from the researcher
to the classroom practitioner—but the other way around. The Rosens set
out to document instances of excellent teaching (and learning) in order
to study how children are using language In a well-functioning classroom.
They gathered information about the children from excellent teaching
settings. The present study has followed the same approach, using
excellent teaching situations as a source for collecting data on child-
ren's language. (These teaching situations are specifically defined in
Chapter III.) The approach in the present study has been expanded further
7to focus on data concerning strengths the children themselves are ex-
pressing. The notion of "strengths" pertains to expressions of success,
or successful resolution of a problem or coping with a difficulty
(Erikson, 1950).
However, the task of the present report was not only to document
changes in children's language in different instructional situations.
The task also involved trying to understand better how the children were
using language in relation to four conceptual issues. These issues were
briefly outlined in the previous discussion of the context of children's
language, socio/cultural expectations, cognitive development, and personal
fee I i ngs
.
The purpose of the present study is to offer a practical way to
look at and listen to children in a school setting which focuses on their
strengths in different instructional contexts. Before reviewing how the
study developed, it is important to discuss how the four points listed
above are specifically relevant. Thus, this chapter reviews ideas which
provide the conceptual basis for the study. The development of the
research framework, meant to allow new ways of listening to children's
language, reflects these four considerations: I) a given context, 2) the
social and cultural expectations of the environment, 3) emotional inter-
actions, and 4) cognitive stimulation. The following discussion reviews
them i n deta i 1
.
The Issue of Context
Cazden (1975) wrote that much research done today focuses attention
on ways different children respond to a single situation. She
feels
8there is a need to understand more about how the same child responds in
different situations (1975, p. 33). That same problem is expressed again
in the introduction to Fogel’s (1976) study of ’’Functional Communication
Competence in Children.”
There is limited information on how children adapt to
various communication contexts. Researchers know far
more about the actual codes used in communication than
they do about how these codes change according to context.
(p. 190)
Two other issues about context influenced the present study. They
concern the relationship between context and first, the documentation of
language, second, the assessment of learning. The documentation of
language and a consideration of context are especially important in two
child language studies sponsored by the English School Council Project on
Language Development (Rosen and Rosen, 1973; Tough, 1974). One goal both
the Rosens and Tough seemed to share was to capture the whole context of
the conversations they recorded. Their work gives credit to the complex
problems involved in understanding both the language usage and the intent
of the speakers in different contexts.
Carrinni (1975) has documented children’s behavior in a much more
extensive, individualized manner. Her child studies from the Prospect
School include interactions with other children and involvement with
materials. Her focus includes many aspects of the child’s behavior
throughout the school day. She uses a number of different coding systems
to indicate a wide variety of communicative styles the child uses in
different contexts.
Bank Street Follow Through has done extensive research on children’s
productive language in the classroom. A combination of several
tasks.
9located In different contexts, are used. The cumulative behaviors of
the child in the classroom, a small group discussion, and dyadic setting
are analyzed in terms of the Bank Street Follow Through program goals for
ch i I dren
.
Although different tools for the language analysis are used for
each setting (BRACE, ACOST, and Group Discussion) the whole system of
analysis Is consistent. Therefore, similarities and differences in the
child’s language in the three situations are observable (Bowman, Gilkeson,
Mayer & Thacher, 1976).
Marion Blank (1973) also has documented children’s language using
a tutorial context. She is more interested in understanding children’s
misconceptions about the meanings of the spoken word, and ma I -adaptat ions
of language meanings.
The second contextual issue involves the assessment of learning.
The North Dakota Study Group on Evaluation has sponsored a series of mono-
graphs which focus on critical analysis and alternative methods of
learning assessments which address this issue. For example, Elliott (1975)
addresses the problems of teachers becoming more diagnostic about their
own classrooms. Engel (1975) has written a comprehensive Handbook on
Documentation . The authors in this study group are asking questions about
methods of integrating theory and practice (Williams, 1975) ways of using
the classroom as a laboratory, and the teacher as a researcher (Patton,
1975). They are searching for relevant evaluation and assessment pro-
cesses for teachers and children. They are questioning a single system
normative approach to assessment from the actual context of the classroom.
10
The I SSU6 of Social and Cultural Expectations
Several current researchers bring together the study of language,
children, and society. The common viewpoints of Cazden, John and Hymes
(1972), Bernstein (1975), Rosen and Rosen (1973), and Labov (1972) are
especially important to this report. These are people with a common
interest in issues involved in bridging the theoretical and classroom
worlds. Although influenced by the social movements of the sixties, they
do not advocate compensatory education. They acknowledge that differences
in children’s language and the expectations of the instructional context
do certainly exist. But these researchers do not assume that those
differences should be treated as deficiencies which reuqire "compensa-
tion." They believe that the child’s language is adaptive to a given
context. Children do express their strengths and abilities. They will
demonstrate a full range of expressive skills appropriate to the context,
their perceptions of themselves, social cultural expectations, and the
successes they have experienced in a given instructional context (Cazden
et al., 1972).
Socio/cultural language patterns reflect many kinds of expectations.
For example, the dialect and nonverbal signs, such as eye contact, may
convey subtle but powerful information (Labov, 1972a). Context and func-
tion are also integrated (usually unconsciously) as part of the social
meaning. Becoming aware and listening to all the strengths a child’s
language expresses includes understanding information conveyed
as socio-
cultural expectations. One way the child must adapt to
the context’s
socio/cultural expectations (positively or negatively) is to learn
pro-
cesses for exchanging information. The child copies and enacts known
"roles" (Goffman, 1961) and "codes" (Bernstein, 1975). Furthermore,
this exchange and enactment of social or cultural information contributes
to the child’s sense of identity (Erikson, 1950; Isaacs, 1966; Hawkins,
1969). Therefore, the exchange of socio/cultural information exerts a
powerful influence on the child’s language. The ways the child adopts
various role enactments represents a set of verbal behaviors selected for
focus in the present study.
The way the concept of "role enactment" (Goffman, 1961) is applied
by the child may be either conscious or unconscious. It reflects the
child’s socio/cultural expectations as demonstrated by the manner and
content of expression, i.e., positive, negative, appropriate or not.
There is no doubt that role enactment is related to many forms of expres-
sion. The expectation, perception and adaptation of social mores are
evident. Role expectation is easily heard in children’s imitative play
of adults, for example. If a child is playing "mommy," s/he speaks dif-
ferently to "children" than the same child playing "teacher" would speak
to the "children." Perceptions of female and male role differences have
beeen shown in children as young as three years old (Money, 1972).
Adaptation of social hierarchies in the school context is also indicated
by recognized roles; the "bad" kid, the "clown," the "scapegoat," "leader,
"bully," and "teacher’s pet."
Role enactments also reflect children’s perceptions of feelings
(their own, peers, or adults). Expressions of anxieties and competencies
influence or reinforce the child’s communication of social expectations
(Isaacs, 1966). Research which relates children’s role-taking and refer-
12
ential communication demonstrates that both age and purpose affect the
clarity of children's referential messages (Johnson, 1974). Cultural
habits, social interactions and expressions of emotion may often be
closely related as demonstrated by role enactments (John, 1974).
Issues of Emotional Interactions
Issues of emotional interactions pertinent in this study were
especially influenced by Isaacs (1966) and Erikson (1950). Isaacs is
especially interested in intellectual growth in young children. Her
ideas of children's development are rooted in psychological assumptions.
However, her approach to the relationship between children's cognitive,
emotional, and fantasy growth eventually outgrew her Freudian origins.
Her idea was that the relationships between discovery, thought, and
reason originate in fantasy. The infant had a "circumstantial" relation-
ship to fantasy and thought. The real relation was the child's connec-
tion between the physical world and early infantile wishes or fears related
to the child's parents. Isaacs felt all the early fantasy play for
children was rooted in the symbolic meaning that objects could have:
engines, motors, fire, water, lights and animals, for example. And yet,
although the purpose of play seemed related to working out inner conflicts,
the cognitive role could also play a part. She felt children's interest
in the world lessened when they were feeling guilty or anxious.
The
combination of fantasy and thought provided a special place (way)
to
lessen pressure of conflict, to diminish guilt. Therefore,
the connec-
tion between fantasy and thought was first seen as an
intellectual linking
13
a "cognitive nexus" (1966, p. 101). The connection between fantasy and
thought was seen secondly as a way children learned through their own
curiosity about the world. Isaacs thought the ideas of "pretend-as- i f
"
were cognitive. She did not think children were confused about the dif-
ference between thought and fantasy. In fact, she felt once they under-
stood "as if" play concerning time past, they could begin to conceptualize
about the future (1966).
Isaacs did pioneer work documenting children’s language. She in-
corporated influences of the context with the recording of the child's
expressions. Her observations of the children at her nursery, Malta
House, (1924-27) were undertaken specifically to gain new insights about
their mental development, both socially and intellectually. She was,
however, acutely sensitive to emotional interactions as influential on
the entire process of communication and growth. She considered that the
context, function and development of the child's conceptual expressions
were inseparable (1966).
Like Isaacs, Erikson’s ideas of children’s intellectual growth
evolved from psychological, Freudian concepts (1950). Erikson's Ideas
grew to focus on the entire process of interactions between the context
and the person, however. His ideas extend far beyond Freud’s theories
of the influences on a person’s mental health. His contribution to our
understanding of the child’s growth process involves new considerations
of cultural expectations, societal influences. His work addresses subtle,
significant perceptual differences between the adult, who has assimilated
cultural expectations, and the child who is involved in the emotional
tasks of socialization (1950).
14
Erikson assumes unconscious motivation as a given. And Erikson,
like Freud, has developed stages for the human development process (hence
the term psycho-dynamic development). However, Erikson’s psycho-social
stages are conceptually broader than Freud's since at each stage, all
through life, the person must resolve crucial personal conflicts. The
dynamics of any given society’s mores and the individual's personal
concerns will influence the successful resolution of the emotional crises
involved at each stage. Therefore, for Erikson, the specific problems of
a young child are categorically different from the adult. The growth,
crises, conflict and resolution, however, are part of an ongoing growth
process (1950).
Several strands in the growth process must be considered in trying
to understand the child’s struggle to communicate and socialize; for
example, the child’s search for basic confidence in his/her own inner
continuity in the midst of perceived changes. Erikson notes that the
child must account also for the adult’s interpretation of an expression.
The child’s interpretation will be based on that child’s expectations of
known expressions. The adult may take for granted that the meaning of a
subtle deviation from the usual way of expressing an idea will be under-
stood. The child may be sensitive to the fact that the expression is
different than expected. But this sensitivity does not imply the child
understands the full meaning of the adult’s message. For example, to an
unsuspecting child, a sarcastic remark may be literally interpreted. The
child may have some awareness of a difference, but no clarity about the
adult’s implied anger.
Erikson is especially interested in the development of opportunities
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individuals use to "triumph” over psychological "hazards" of living.
His interest contributes to his constant search for the strengths
people are able to employ on behalf of their own growth and development.
He describes the need to understand and diagnose situations when child-
ren are motivated to grow, based on their strengths. The manner in which
the child relates to crises, conflicts, and resolution is reflected in
behavior and expressed both in language and motivation for further
growth (1950). These factors directly affect the child’s expressions
of personal concern about herself/himself as a successful growing person.
Expressions of concern are the child’s way of communicating the
direction of affective energy, emotional conflict, or motivating drives
(even for seemingly unrelated behavior). Clearly, the child may be ex-
pressing a complicated set of concerns. The adult, in turn, may not
understand what the child is trying to communicate. However, the expres-
sion of personal preoccupations and concerns must be considered by an
adult listener. The issue is inherently related to understanding language
patterns, communicative competencies, learning motivation behaviors and
strengths. Again, this is not to say that all such expressions of concern
need to, or will be understood. They may not be expressions which are
appropriate or acceptable in the school context. The point is only that
the adult must be aware of the child’s expressions of concerns—they are
always there, and always influence motivation for learning. This then,
is a concept which represents another important influence on the child’s
language. The ways the child expresses personal concerns represents a
set of verbal behaviors selected for focus in this study.
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Issues of Cognitive Stimulation
The cognitive theories of child development pivotal for the
present study are those of Piaget (1969). Piaget's theories were
pertinent for three reasons. First, they are widely discussed and
accepted among early childhood practitioners who would be interested in a
descriptive study of children's language. Second, the theories provide
an explanation for developmental growth which considers two important
issues, the influence of the environment and the use of language. Piaget
focuses on the child's tendency to build increasingly complex concepts
of patterns and perceptions using language as a tool. Third, Piaget has
done extensive research involving elementary school age children. Impor-
tant issues about cognitive, conceptual growth may be derived from a wide
variety of research. Bruner, 1966; Elklnd and Flavel
I
, 1969; Froebal,
1907; Kagan, Moss & Slgel, 1963; Luria & Yudovich, 1959; and Murphy, 1962
are only a few of the many, many scholars who have influenced the current
studies of intellectual development. However, the majority of this
research has been on the i nf ant or the young child; very little significant
cognitive research has been done in terms of the elementary school
child's cognitive, conceptual growth in the classroom context (Cazden,
1976)
.
Piaget's theories present a comprehensive idea of the ways in
which children approach the ordering of their world conceptually.
Children are curious about order. From birth they are constantly trying
to find patterns and discover predictable regularities (1969). For
example, a young child who is still learning that an object stays the
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same, whether you can see it or not, is easily stimulated by peek-a-boo
games. Once the child’s understanding of such simple regularities is
satisfied, he/she incorporates that knowledge in pursuing more complex
puzzlements. By seven or eight, the child is understanding new concepts
about how objects change. For example, although a lump of clay can be
changed into many shapes, it i s an important discovery to realize that
the amount of clay actually does not change. The idea that substances
can be changed in form or appearance (and reversed), yet remain the same
in quantity signals a powerful set of new understandings for the child.
This understanding is called "conservation" by Piaget. The grasp of
such concepts connotes the ability of the child to perform "concrete
operations." That is, the child can manipulate increasingly more complex
understandings of how objects, their physical states and appearances,
undergo changes. For example, the child who discovered conservation of
substances at seven or eight will generally discover the conservation of
weight at nine or ten. Then, as an eleven or twelve year old, that child
will understand conservation of volume. These kinds of understandings
naturally trigger new curiosities. Children between seven and nine are
beginning to grapple with so many exciting new ideas that they seem to be
entering a whole new world. They want to know how things work machines
as well as snow. They want to know about "a long time ago," or "What if
you couldn't see?" They are curious, in part, because they can really
understand in a new way. Piaget (1969) is careful to point out the
stimulation from developmental conceptual growth affects the "whole"
child. "What is most striking about this long period of preparations
for
and formation of the concrete operations is the functional unity...
that
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binds cognitive, playful, affective, societal and moral reactions into a
whole." (p. 128) This kind of curiosity, then, is logically incorporated
in the Piagetian developmental schema. Furthermore, it is consistent with
and complements the other conceptual issues from which the present study
was formed. Curiosity is demonstrable behavior, especially in children
seven to nine years old. Curiosity, expressed in this form, becomes the
conceptual and analytic construct most closely associated with cognitive
Issues used in this study.
Summary
Four major considerations have been reviewed in this chapter as
they contributed to the background and formation of the present study.
First, three issues of importance in considering the idea of contexts
were discussed; the need for the present study, current projects on
documentation of children’s language in classroom contexts, and assess-
ment of learning in instructional contexts. Then, three important
theoretical categories considering human growth were discussed. These
were focused on the soc io- I i ngu i st ic, psycho-dynamic, and cognitive
issues of child development. From these theoretical issues, three
variables were derived to form the conceptual framework used in this study
to listen to children’s language. From the socio- I i ngu i st i c research
the analytic construct of ro I e-enactment emerges as important to consider.
From the psycho-dynamic literature the affective emotional issues embodied
in the concept personal concern become the second construct. The cognitive
perspective contributes the third construct of curiosity as appropriate
for the seven to nine year old child.
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Although these three constructs are derived from various develop-
mental theories, together as a framework for listening, expressions of
role enactment, concern, and curiosity offer an integrated analytic
structure for perceiving and approaching the child’s learning process.
The continuity of patterns, sentence structure, and purpose which
children’s language reflect in different settings can be described using
this framework. That is not to say this is the only way the child orders
perceptions. However, there are "screens” (socio/cultural, emotional,
intellectual) through which a child is communicating. The child’s langu-
age must be described in keeping with the whole child, and the whole
child’s patterns of the expression. The meaning may not always be clear.
However, the overall reasoning process the child is using in a given
situation can be examined. The linguistic skills can be evaluated. The
screens of role-enactment, concern, and curiosity can be observed and
coded for frequency, purpose, context patterns, and the inter-relations
of success between those patterns. From this base, one becomes engaged
in an analysis of the child’s strengths. Thus, diagnostic tools become
part of—and are used as—the process. Smithberg (1972) encapsulates the
process from the school child’s point of view. "The child has to be able
to mesh the teacher expectations and parent expectations, and the world’s
idea about what a school child should be with his own wishes, interests,
and st i rr i ngs " (p . 12).
It is the goal of this study that the adult, observer or practi-
tioner, will find in it a framework for listening to children’s language
which reflects the child’s own developmental and contextual expectations.
The design of this investigation involves describing changes in the
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child’s language patterns indicative of three behaviors, role-enactment,
concern, and curiosity, as they occur in three instructional contexts.
These changes are described in relation to the following four research
quest i ons
:
1. Are there similarities and/or differences in role-enactments
expressed by the child in different instructional contexts?
2. Are there similarities and/or differences in concern expressed
by the child in different instructional contexts?
3. Are there similarities and/or differences in curiosity expres-
sed by the child in different instructional contexts?
4. Does an analysis of the child’s patterns from the above ques-
tions lead to predictability about the child’s learning styles
or strengths in different instructional contexts?
To answer the research questions, data were gathered in three
instructional contexts for the five children in the study. Video and
audio tapes were used to record approximately one hour (broken into at
least two observations) total in each of the contexts, for each child.
The data were transcribed, coded, and analyzed for each of the five
children in the study.
Before discussing the design and methods used for this study, it
is necessary to review the literature related to the general approach and
design of the research problem. After reviewing related literature, it
can be seen how the process of forming this framework for listening to the
children’s language was specifically developed. Therefore, in Chapter II,
related studies of children’s language are reviewed.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Background of the Problem
In Chapter I, the author reviewed cognitive, affective and socio-
cultural theories of child development in order to better understand ways
to analyze children's language. As a consequence, she developed the con-
structs of curiosity, concern and role enactment as the basis for the
analysis of the present study. Next the author defined a method for col-
lecting, analyzing data, and answering the research questions posed in
Chapter I. In order to develop an analytic framework appropriate for
these questions, the author reviewed three areas of research related to
children's functional usage of language. From this research she developed
the particular method of analysis used in the present study. This method
is fully described in Chapter III.
This chapter contains a review of the three areas of research
literature pertinent to the analytic method developed for the present
study. The chapter includes reviews of first, important psychol i ngui st i
c
and socio- I i ngui st i c studies; second, influential methods of studying
classroom language; and last, specific methods which were adapted for use
in the present study.
Psychol inquistic Studies
Linguistic studies of the fifties and sixties were predominately
concerned with language forms. The physiology of language,
origins and
structures were important to the post World War II technocracy.
At that
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time, quantitative systematic mathematical studies, measurements of
language production and process were sought to establish information
theories. Researchers were concerned with the discovery of scientific,
rigorous evidence that would link language forms and use to the ways
human systems originate and process data. In 1948, Norbert Weiner's
Cybernet i cs and C. E. Shannon's A Mathematical Theory of Communication
provided trend-setting methods and supportive data for the quantitative
measurement of stimuli which "provoked response." The results were that
a "bit" of information could be defined and the capacity to measure how
much information was being exchanged could also be defined in an extremely
explicit way. This type of research paved the way for general system
theories and the development of computer and data processing methods
(Shannon, 1968).
A great deal of the research done on infant and early childhood
language by psycholinguists has been influenced by this type of data
collection (Oldfield and Marshall, Eds., 1968). By being able to quantify
responses, researchers can get implicit feedback. This means, for example,
that someone analyzing a child's first words can calculate inferences as
well as possibilities for interactions which will alter anticipated
responses. In fact, acquisition and development of early language
have
been special interests of psycholinguists (Bellugi and Brown,
1964;
Brown, 1973; McNeill, 1966; Slobin, 1966). The influences
of mothering
(Stodolsky, 1965), the patterns of home expectations
(Milner, 1951),
and the differences in developmental speech and
communication patterns
(Chomsky, 1969 ; Luria and Yudovich, 1971; Sinclair-de-Zwart,
1969; Slobin,
1968) are also examples of current psychol i
ngui st i c studies.
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The influence of systems theories on research Is also reflected in
Chomsky’s (1965) studies of grammar patterns and the types of possible
transformations. His work has influenced many theories about language
acquisition. For example, Katz’s model (1966) has an even clearer and
more narrow orientation towards the data processing model than Chomsky’s.
Based on language as an object of knowledge in a two-part relationship
between knower and what is known, his ideas reflect directly the Influence
of the general systems theories. Sinclair-de-Zwart (1969) describes the
differences between a language acquisition model such as Katz’s, which
uses output as the internalized linguistic rules and as its input
speech, and the Piagetlan model, based on developmental psychology. Her
main point is that the transformational model fails to take into account
the role of symbols in the learning relationship and that the nature of
the "input" is much richer and more structured than Katz, especially,
suggests. Her view applies as the reason this type of research and
psycho I i ngui sti c studies in general, were not useful models for the
present study which considers complex and broad factors such as context
and personal interactions affecting the child’s language within a natural-
istic setting.
Sociol inguistic Studies
The sociolinguists’ awareness of their interdisciplinary commitment
is evident in the work of such current theorists as Bernstein (1975),
Cazden (1972), Hymes (1972), John (1974), Labov (1972b), Rosen
and Rosen
(1972), and Tough (1974). They have been making a major effort
to relate
theoretical particulars of a sociological and linguistic
nature to the
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daily lives and language of children in school. Their work is Important
to the present study in that they are providing examples of research
which bridge the theoretical and classroom worlds of language study.
Furthermore, they emphasize the importance of contextual screens and
multidimensional functions which affect communication.
Hymes (1972) notes the classic limitations of fieldwork apply to
most of the socio I I ngui st i c studies mentioned above and reviewed in
this present chapter. However, he claims that this kind of applied field-
work is, in fact, basic research. Certainly, descriptive accounts
of children’s language have been the main data source for classic studies
from Dewey (1971) and Rousseau (1957), to Chukovsky (1963), Freud (1963),
Isaacs (1966), Labov (1972a), Piaget (1964), and Rosen and Rosen (1973).
They each have had different, personal, and even biased limitations in
approaching the complex problems of describing behavior.
Socio I i ngui sts questions about children's language stem from
combined questions of anthropologists, sociologists, psychologists, and
educators. Their work has been developing in the last ten years as a new
interdisciplinary trend. They are especially Interested in the ways that
form and structures of language are related to the functions of the
language—the influence of context and content on meaning, the influence
of the study of society on the study of language.
Hymes (1972) writes that a discussion of language must start with
context. He continuously emphasizes the importance of purpose and situa-
tion in understanding language. He has expanded Chomsky’s definition of
"competence" from only a knowledge of grammar into a much broader notion
of "communicative competence" (1972). Hyme’s definition would include
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all the particulars that influence communication, from age, sex and
situation to purpose. He is especially interested in the kind of "cownuni-
cative repertoire" a person can command rather than just the verbal
rules that would apply in an ideal exchange. He is also interested in
expanding the linguist’s idea of "community." He feels, again, "language
should be studied in its social context, in terms of its organization to
serve social ends" (1972, p. xxxvii). His idea of "community" is one that
includes all "language," not just "speech." He develops a position which
embraces, rather than excludes, differentiation as a language factor to
study
.
Bernstein (1975) also embraces differentiation as a language factor.
His studies of classroom language and his development of "interpretive
frames" (1975, p. 20) of the social factors active in children's and
teachers’ communications are based on differences he finds in the social
communication patterns and structures of cultural transmission which
language exemplifies. Although Bernstein does not believe in differ-
entiating capabilities between middle and low Income children, he does
feel the differences in their class structure (middle and lower) plays a
significant part in their school performance (1975). The complexity and
extent of his work have been influential, though controversial, in the
sociol ingulstic field. The lack of specificity in his early work especially
brought him into the controversy of linguistic determinism (Cazden, 1968).
He has perhaps become best known for his ideas about the relationships
between class structure, the linguistic complexities of codes
predictable
due to social class cultural expectations, and the pedagogic
boundaries
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of control of different types of classroom structures and curriculum.
In defining his idea of codes. Bernstein distinguishes between two
types, elaborated and restricted.
They can be defined, on a linguistic level in terms of
the probability of predicting for any one speaker which
syntactic elements will be used to organize meaning across
a representative range of speech. In the case of an
elaborated code, the speaker will select from a relatively
extensive range of alternatives and the probability of
predicting the organizing elements is considerably reduced.
In the case of a restricted code the number of these alter-
natives is often severely limited and the probability of
predicting elements is greatly increased.
On a psychological level the codes may be distinguished by
the extent to which each facilitates (elaborated code) or
Inhibits (restricted code) an orientation to symbolize
intent in a verbally explicit form. Behavior processed
by these codes will, it is proposed, develop different
modes of self-regulation and so different forms of orienta-
tion. The codes themselves are functions of a particular
form of social relationship, or more generally, qualities
of social structures. (1965. p. 453)
More Important to the present study are Bernstein’s ideas about the
messages children must understand from the structure of the classroom
communication systems. Bernstein (1975) suggests the socialization
underlying behavioral expectations of appropriate authority and student
responses (i.e.. accepted modes of cultural transmission) determine the
structure of the lesson and control the pedagogic relationships.
John (Cazden. et al., 1972) takes Into account not only
specific effects of cultural differences In classroom Interactions, but
the effects of the national and political influences as well. She docu-
ments the influence of the federal government’s role in poverty and bi-
lingual programs focused on improving children’s "language.” Her insights
to built-in problems in the bilingual programs are a result of her
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who II Stic conception of the relationship between language, education, and
societies. From her experiences with American Indian children, she des-
cribes influences of the child’s culture that may help, hinder, or be
totally disconnected to learning (and surviving) in the classroom.
Labov (1972a, 1972b) has also found that soclol Ingui st i c patterns
account for profound differences in interpretations of people’s language
behaviors. He has been especially important in the soclol Ingui stic field
because of his meticulous research Into very specific, but profound
indications of social influences on language behaviors. He has shown,
for example, that dialects do not limit expression and yet they do play
an extremely important role in cultural identification as well as the
relationship of expression to the context. Labov has exhaustively combin-
ed research using the scientific method with an uncompromising concern
about a broad set of issues. Social, political, and educational implica-
tions are poignantly at Issue In his discussion. For example, he
studied the relationship between youngsters’ reading accomplishments and
social status in the peer group (1972a). It turns out that the "lames,"
those boys who were not core members of the gang, were more likely to do
better in school. It would not be out of place to suggest that the boys
who were not "successful" gang members could be more "successful" in
school. Labov has correlation figures as evidence for his data. But he
describes in great detail the context, and cultures which are contributing
to the application of language his subjects are using. In addition, he
gives rich samples of the subjects’ dialogues.
(^zden also has published articles about her own research which
give rich samples of children’s language (1974a, 1976). She records her
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own frustrations with the differences between understanding theoretical
particulars of linguistic disciplines and being able to understand and
teach children in a classroom. ( 1976)
. She has continuously been involved
in critical reviews of the sociol i nguistic literature as well. In her
essay on "The Neglected Situation in Child Language Research and Educa-
tion," (1970) she points out the need to study the same child's response
to different contexts. She is interested in going beyond studies of how
different children from similar class backgrounds have internalized gram-
matical rules as shown in one context. She is interested in how they use
language, perceive various contexts, and categorize social situations.
She notes from a study about curriculum (Rosen, 1973), the differences
In children's language between when children use a camera to take person-
ally significant objects and tell about the pictures, and when the same
children tell about a picture taken under adult supervision. Cazden's
Insights were influential in the selection of several contexts as the
background for studying the language of the children in the present study.
Two other interests Cazden expressed have been especially important
for the present study. They were focused on interpreting what children
are trying to say, or do, with their language. Her understanding of the
links between play and language for children (1974a) establishes a new
respectability for this combination, whibh she calls "metalinguistic"
awareness. It is a subject which may be found in many early childhood
case studies of the thirties, such as Isaacs, (1966) or Johnson (1928),
but is not discussed in most linguistic research. Another interest
she
expresses relates the difficulties involved for a classroom
teacher to
"think abstractly in the face of all that concrete reality,"
(1976, p. 75)
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Cazden felt a need to find a way of broadeninq her evaluations of class-
room interactions. She found her linguistic knowledge helped her look at
the structural features of the children’s language, but that type of
analysis system was too narrow for real classroom relevance.
Tough (1974) like Cazden, notes the need to consider the power of
various contexts in studying a child’s language. She also notes the set
of expectations chi Idren bring to the context wi I I influence their
interpretations. Tough feels it is extremely important to listen to
children and watch their behavior for indications of how they really are,
or are not, interpreting language, understanding messages, and ex-
pressing their changing interests. Tough focuses on adults’ (mothers and
teachers) questions, and expressions of expectations which the young child
must translate according to the context and nature of the exchange. Her
transcript and interpretation of a five-year-old’s misunderstanding when
the teacher indirectly hinted to pick up blocks, is a classic example of
such problems. The child did not respond to the teacher’s many hints.
Finally the teacher got very mad and made a harsh demand on the child to
obey. The child, unaware of the teacher’s discomfort, happily responded.
In her research for the Schools Council Project in England, she established
clear ways in which children encounter difficulties between school, teacher
and home communication styles.
In The Language of Primary School Children (Rosen and Rosen, 1973),
the Rosens approach their problem of understanding children’s language in
the classroom through a documentary, descriptive method. Their project was
also for the Schools Council Project in England. Their objective was to
find and report on situations exemplifying the "best current practice
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concerning language development in primary schoois (1973, p. 15). This
last point, as well as their method, the value system they display con-
cerning children’s development as people, and their sensitivity to
looking for strengths children display were all especially influential
for the development of the present study. They were interested In docu-
menting ways language functions for the "whole" complex child in a
classroom context, (Donnie Rosen was also concerned about the problems
involved in interpreting situations. Her response to her own questions
was especial ly important to the present study. She described the experi-
ence of transcribing the audio tapes after she and her colleagues had
considered the implications of analyzing children’s talk.
...Listening to taped conversation by children, giving them
the kind of close and patient scrutiny that was once
reserved for the written word. It has been an experience
full of excitements, pleasures, and surpri ses. . .but it has
also revealed that, however keen our Intuitions, we still
lack the analytical tools for handling taped talk and many
discussions peter out because so much cannot be identified.
Even linguists whose work rests on the foundation stone of
primacy of speech have shied away from the daunting task
of analyzing stretches of conversation. But we cannot
afford to wait and must do what we can. We have learnt
we must be listening posts, if for no other reason than
that there is no other way of tuning in to what children
make of their world, of us and of each other. We cannot
care for children and not care about and cherish their most
human quality (1975, p. 40)
Methods of Studying Classroom Language
In the sixties, public attention became focused on the plight of
children from low income and minority families who were predictably
failing in school (Frost, ed., 1968). Many early childhood educators
were convinced that early intervention in children’s schooling could make
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a significant difference in their predictions of a chi ld»*s reading
success in the kindergarten or first grade years (Frost and Rowland,
1968; Lavatelli, 1966).
Assessment methods of studying children’s language such as the
Metropolitan Readiness Tests and the Philadelphia Verbal Abilities test,
had been developed according to the experimental approach for finding
standardized, normative measurements. They were widely used to judge
the success of new poverty programs. Ultimately, most of these
assessments were more useful to congressional policy makers than to the
teachers or the children (Frost, Ed., 1968). Furthermore, instruments
like the Stanford-Bi net were even detrimental to children, since I
.Q.
and ’’ability" were interpreted as synonymous with various language
measurements. These measurements have been shown to be biased and in-
accurate (Horner, 1966).
A new trend in methods of studying classroom language developed
as many educators protested that such assessment as I .Q. and standardized
reading readiness tests were invalid. The standardized tests were shown
as inappropriate to judge either individual children’s real use of lang-
uage, or individual programs’ success in attaining stated goals for
children (Labov, 1976; MacDonald, 1975; Meir, 1972; Patton, 1975; Williams,
1975). Educators and institutions responsible for sponsoring, implementing
and evaluating such programs as Head Start, and Follow Through, were
especially active in developing new methods for studying children’s lan-
guage i n the c lassroom. Program sponsors such as E.D.C., HiScope, Bank
Street, North Dakota and Distar, were all invested in finding ways to
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assess children's progress according to the programs' stated goals for
their children. Generally these goals were different or broader than
the skills tested by the standardized tests. Consequently, the new
trend in approaches to studying children developed in accordance with the
individual program orientation. For example, programs with specific
behavioral goals, used pre- and post-tests d i rected at discrete behaviors
such as how many whole sentences a child would learn to say. Programs
with an orientation toward self-actualization developed interview
methods with tools for teachers and children to share their experiences
and perceptions of their growth process. The purpose was to gain pers-
pective and self-review, as well as define new goals (Petner, 1976),
Finding ways to explore the links between children's patterns of
expression and the adult's ways of interpreting the child's level of
mastery, or style of leraning, has always been problematical for scholars
(Cole, Sharp and Lave, 1976). Whether researchers use "holistic" or "molar"
models (Cline, i976) a demand exists for finding satisfactory toois for
broad language analysis questions which concern children's learning in
the classroom.
Furthermore, studies based on the experimental model are also
extremely important in understanding the overall functional uses of
language. Uses of referential and role taking communication
(Johnson,
1974), perceptions of role and dialect differences (Ervi
n-Tri pp, 1972;
Labov, 1972b) and proficiency links between oral and
linguistic skills
(Flavell, et. al., 1968) are only a few examples of
research which pro-
vide linguistic foundations for understanding
classroom communicative
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competencies. The advantage of such rigorous research projects is the
ability to isolate out pertinent data. The disadvantage of the model
for the present study, is that whatever the data has been isolated from
becomes unimportant.
The "holistic" approach (Cline, 1976) has been more influential
in the model used in the present study. Three research sources have been
most helpful: they are the North Dakota Group on Evaluation, the
Arizona Center for Educational Research and Development, and the Bank
Street Follow Through Program Analysis.
The monographs which the North Dakota Study Group on Evaluation
have presented offer a variety of methods for documenting and describing
the complexities of classroom environments as well as evidence of child-
ren’s learning. For example, Pat Carrini (1975) has documented a child’s
behavior in a number of contexts. She has used different graphs to con-
note time and movement information, social interactions, and task involve-
ment. The complexity of her perceptions speak directly to the complexi-
ties encountered by trying to interpret children’s behavior.
The Arizona Center for Educational Research and Development has
developed new methods for assessing their TEEM Follow Through programs
(Conrad, Renfrew, Meredith and Fillerup, 1976), The situational language
tasks were developed to offer individualized assessments for language
performance in reaction to the non-s i tuat iona I , standardized evaluations
and also in response to the need to find better ways of measuring
a child’s
progress in an-open classroom. As these tasks were focused
on questions
about the relationship between oral and written language
performances of
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the child, however, they did not provide a readily adaptable model for
the present study.
The tasks measure nine variables of specified language usages
such as; verb-tense diversity, voacbulary, T-unit measurements, child-
initiated questions, and the assignment of words a child gives to a
cartoon character task. The variables are measured in three separate
sessions, with pre- and post-testing done in each session, and a dif-
ferent selection of participants in each session. (The group is with
the teacher in the first session, a new adult in the second session,
and in the third session the children are left alone.)
Bank Street Follow Through program analysts also researched ways
of assessing children’s success in classroom situations in terms of the
sponsor’s goals for them (Bowman, Gilkeson, Mayer, Thacher, 1976).
This analysis system is entirely focused on children’s productive
language as evidenced and analyzed from three situations. The first ts
the classroom environment. The BRACE tool uses timed classroom observa-
tions to code behaviors for such categories as ’’supportive, cognitive,
affective, and rountine” (Bowman and Pecheone, 1976). In the second,
children are coded in a small group discussion for such behaviors as
’’linguistic competencies, logical reasoning, thinking and imagination,
dramatic quality, basic information, and clairty” (Bowman, Gilkeson,
et. al., 1976). The third situation has one child and one adult who are
given a story-telling task. The adult asks the child to complete two
story starters and tell an original story into a tape recorder. The
stories are played back to the child as they are told. They are then
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coded for such categories as "linguistic competence, logical reasoning,
and imagination" (Bowman, Gllkeson, et. al., 1976). This analysis system
affords a number of advantages for the present study. These evaluation
instruments were designed both for formative and for summatlve data-
gathering purposes. The simplicity and immediacy of recording and analy-
zing the data is adjustable for looking at teachers or children over a
period of five minutes to whole days or months. The Brace coding system
is based on the work of Barker (1966) and Flanders (1967), Brace
authors Bowman and Mayer have attempted to comine the simplicity of
easily discernable discrete behaviors with a more complex value system
based on the program’s goals for children. But most importantly, the
values and goals were compatible and familiar as the chosen site was
also a Bank Street Model Follow Through Program. For the purposes of
the present study, the Bank Street System appeared to be the most rele-
vant model for approaching the research questions posed in Chapter I.
The following chapter provides full description of the method with the
situations, definitions, and procedures used in documenting and analyzing
the observations and data collected for the present study.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
Although we know a great deal about how children develop
and learn as revealed In interview and laboratory experi-
ments, we have relatively little information on the ways
they function in the natural setting of the classroom.
Studies of this aspect of early childhood education
are needed, including those that are purely descriptive,
if the field is to move ahead into exploratory and hypo-
thesis-generating studies. It seems essential to build
a backlog of knowledge, comparable to that which has
accrued in psychological studies of learning and develop-
ment, before attempting major experimental manipulations.
The suggestion that descriptive and explorative studies
should take precedent over experimental studies imposes a
heavy burden on the researcher. In such investigation
the researcher must impose his own conceptual vigor, un-
aided by the logic of experimental design. (Almy, 1975,
p. 253)
I ntroduct ion
As the review of the literature in Chapter II suggests, few
types of research have been developed which offer sophisticated and
reliable methods of studying classroom interaction and learning. The
most common tools of measurement have experimental design and solicit
Information through various forms of questionnaires. Standardized
achievement tests have been developed In this way for example. The goal
of these tests is to measure academic and curriculum achievements
and
expectations based on standards and averages derived from calculations
of norms and average scores. They do not focus on
the individual
child's expressions, unique responses or adaptations.
Another type of research currently popular in
classroom studies
uses observations and coding systems to analyze
classroom dynamics, but
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the focus for this approach most often centers on teacher behaviors.
An example is the Flanders Interaction Ana I ys i s ( 1 967) . A body of
research which looks at the individual child's functional range of
"communicative competencies" is lacking, though some important contri-
butions have been compiled recently (Allen and Brown, Eds., 1976).
For many years, early childhood educators have been encouraging
and counseling teachers to become their own "researchers." Developing
techniques for understanding the individual child through systematic
observation and analysis as an essential tool for the classroom teacher
is eloquently urged by Millie A
I
my.
Perhaps no aspect of the early childhood educator's
work provides greater challenge than that of assessing
development and learning. If she takes development as
the aim of education and care, she will need to find and
develop new modes of assessment, new ways of looking at
children. She will always run the risk of subjectivity and
poorly documented proof of progress. She will need to
defend her position against those who take a narrower
view and look for more immediate and directly observable
results. Nevertheless an increasing number of educators and
other professionals and parents are dissatisfied with
present ways of assessing children and evaluating programs.
The early childhood educator will not be alone in her
search for better ways. (Almy, 1968, p. 243)
The dissatisfaction Almy pointed out refers to normative research
methods used to assess individualized program goals (such as the
National Follow Through Evaluation, Stallings Report, 1973) and has
resulted In several American institutions developing new methods of
research. The North Dakota Study Group on Evaluation, The Bank Street
Follow Throuoh Program, the Tucson Early Childhood Follow Through Program,
and High Scope are all currently working on ways to assess their
own
programs in terms of achievement of specifically stated goals for
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children. They are interested in understanding a child's individual
learning process in the classroom. Therefore, their approach to
evaluation is more comprehensive than standard academic measurements
of classroom skills. The analysis of dynamics, and the evolution of
coping, adaptive self-assessment techniques are inter-related both
with goals for children and teachers, and with methods of evaluation
(Petner, 1976). These are goals which grow out of a philosophic view
about the ways people learn and develop. They are consistent with the
author's ideas and approaches to questions about children's learning
and interaction in the classroom. They closely approach the same
values .and questions from which the present study evolved. Therefore,
they offer the most useful models and sources for methods of inquiry
for this study.
The present research method originated in attempting to find an
appropriate way to adapt the Bank Street Follow Through Analysis System
and analysis tools to the research questions of this study. The
adaptation required that a satisfactory way be found to examine the
broad perspectives of cognitive, emotional, and sociocultural indications
in children's language. At the same time, the method had to include
enough discrete description of the behaviors so that decisions about the
observation would not be totally subjective. A pilot study for two
children was done to experiment with viable ways of documenting and
describing verbal expressions of children in several different instruc-
tional contexts. In doing the pilot study, the Bank Street Analysis
System (Bowman, Gilkeson, et. al., 1976) was used with the idea that it
might be sufficiently related to the research questions to be used as the
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main coding system for the study.
Pilot Study
The pilot study was done with several goals in mind. One was to
refine techniques for microphone and videotape recording of the child-
ren as they moved spontaneously about the classroom. Another goal was
to gauge what effect the observation activities would have on the
classroom teachers as well as their respective groups of children. The
most important goal was to listen for identifiable expressions of
curiosity, concern, and role enactment. Four additional points were
relevant to the proposed study. Would there be enough difference in
the three instructional contexts to warrant further study of the child-
ren's expressions? Could identifiable patterns be seen in combination
with these three broad constructs (curiosity, concern, role enactment)
which the children used to convey cognitive, emotional, and socio-
cultural meanings? Could these three constructs be interpreted,
identified, either by the responses the child elicited or by the occas-
ions which triggered the child's own responses? Would the children's
responses show any consistent style or predictabi I ity as to form or
function?
Procedure . It had been proposed that the study take place in two class-
rooms in a small public school in southern Vermont. One boy
was chosen
from each of the candidate classrooms. Both children
were considered
to be well-functioning by the author and their
teachers. Both were nine
years, three months old. One child in the third
grade was especially
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academically and socially skilled and very verbal. The other child,
in the second grade, appeared much younger than his peers, was not
academically outstanding, and appeared much less verbal. The boys
were chosen to see whether their differences would present special
problems for the documentation and observations.
These two children were video and audio-taped in three instruc-
tional contexts. The technical problems of recording selected Informa-
tion in a normal classroom day were considerable. The children and
teachers seemed comfortable, however. Often they were unaware of the
recording activities as evidenced by the normalcy of the activities
and exchanges between teachers and children.
Both children showed clear examples of expressions of curiosity,
concern, and role enactment as defined by the author. Furthermore,
the changes and consistencies in their expressions revealed clear
patterns for each child using his individual strengths in approaching
or integrating new information.
In addition to being coded for the constructs of curiosity,
concern, and role enactment, the children’s responses were also coded
according to the Bank Street Analysis System. This system involved
usinq three separate coding tools, one for each instructional context.
The author’s reliability rating was checked by certified Bank Street
coders and found to be 90^ reliable for each of the tools. The checked
data involved three classroom observations using the BRACE, one discus-
sion using the Discussion Code, and one story task using the ACOST
analysis
(Appendix A)
.
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The Bank Street system provided detailed information for the
three contexts. The data from the analysis tools, however, was not
easily Interchangeable with an analysis for curiosity, concern, and
role enactment constructs. Since the Bank Street tools were devised
to evaluate specific program goals for children (see Appendix A), it
is understandable that the coded information did not channel easily
into simple cognitive, emotional, and sociocultural constructs. At
this point, the author made changes in the coding system to provide for
more discrete behavioral definitions. The purpose was to categorize
differences in the curiosity, concern, and role enactment codings for
each child relative to different observations. Seven kinds of behav-
iors were identified as common for wel I -f unct ion i ng children in
school. These behaviors were coded as "competence, concepts, clarifying
Information, confirming information, expectations, expressing feelings,
and comp let ion of a task."
It was decided to continue the study for eight children using
the modifications in the coding system, and thus replacing the use of
the Bank Street tools.
Subjects
Location . All the data were gathered at a small elementary school
con-
sisting of six Bank Street sponsored Follow Through classrooms
from
kindergarten to third grade. The school Is located in the
poorest
section of a southern Vermont city, population about
12,000. Most of
the children in the school were from low income
families, although
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children from middle income families and other parts of town came by
bus to school. Participation in the Follow Through Program was by
parental choice, not by city-sponsored mandate.
This location was picked for several reasons. The author had had
four years experience as the staff developer with this program and
knew the program goals, teachers, and administrators very well. She had
known, worked with, and videotaped these second and third grade children
from the time they had entered the program as kindergarteners. She
understood the assumed values, expectations and routines of the school —
factors which were especially important in terms of securing people's
trust and permission to use spontaneous, informal observation arrange-
ments.
The two classrooms chosen for the study represent excellent
examples of structured, open-classroom programs, where a positive atmos-
phere is emphasized. The curriculum is focused on possibilities for
challenging children's thinking as well as providing an opportunity
for constant, informal verbal expression. Both teachers were highly
experienced and unusually gifted. They were interested in the research
project and invested considerable time and energy in making the study
possible. Further, they were familiar with and sympathetic to the
goals of the program, supportive of children's learning, interested
in
child studies and the problems of classroom research.
Both teachers
had spent many years teaching mixed socio-economic
groups in an mforma
classroom style based on individualized curriculum
opportunities, a
materials-oriented approach to mathematics, a language
experience
r
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approach to reading, and an integrating core curriculum based on studies
of the community, past and present. These factors were especially
important in providing an exemplary, cooperative setting with experi-
enced teachers.
The second grade . In the second grade classroom, children were expected
daily to do reading, skills workbook pages, and math assignments. The
assignments were placed in their individual folders during the morning
work period. Both individual and skill group activities occurred all
morning. The whole group took a mid-morning break for snack and recess.
At the end of the morning, a group discussion was held to review the
morning work, sing songs and prepare for the afternoon. After lunch and
a short recess, the group met together again for personally-oriented dis-
cussions (friendship problems, or reasons games were not going well),
a story or group guiet reading time. The rest of the afternoon work
period was divided between math and social studies or natural science.
The children then had both assigned and optional projects.
At the time the observations were made, the children were study-
ing about Eastern Woodland Indians. They were preparing to spend two
weeks at a "School Outdoors" in the mountains, seven miles from town,
where they were bussed daily for the entire school day. This outdoor
"school" took place every year at a site known as "Camp Taubanoung."
The curriculum preparations in which the children were involved included
sewing clothes, embroidering designs and decorating with shells, tanning
sheepskins, making tools, building model longhouses, growing
various
plants, making dyes from plants, preparing and cooking authentic
foods.
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There were three adults in the room: a head teacher, Ms, S. M.;
a teacher aide, Ms. K.M.; an intern, Mr. R.; and 17 children.
The third grade
. The third grade classroom also had children’s
assignments placed in individual folders. The morning work period fol-
lowed much the same pattern as the second grade class, with small skill
groups ca I I ed together for various groups while individ ua I child ren con-
tinued to do their assigned tasks. This class also had snack together
as a group and recess as a mid-morning break. In addition, there was a
lesson everyday for the entire group on language arts or math skills,
(for example, punctuation, capitalization, or units of measurement).
After lunch, this group had a story and discussion related to social
studies. Next they worked on projects. This group was studying the
buildings in town at the time of the observation. They had been going
on field trips in small groups, making books about their chosen build-
ings, In addition, several very large cardboard models of local
buildings (taller than any of the children) were being constructed.
A small scale three-dimensional map with iTKDdels of the school and
surrounding neighborhood were projects In progress as well.
There were three adults in this room: a head teacher, Mr. W,;
a teacher aide, Ms, L.H,; an intern, Ms. K.; and 20 children.
Original subjects . Eight children were chosen for the study, two boys
and two girls from each classroom. They were all considered to be
functioning well in school by their teachers and the author. They
were selected to give as wide a range of personality, academic
achieve-
ment, and family background as possible. Each of these
children was
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videotaped in the three instructional contexts and the observations
were transcribed. However, after the coding and descriptive profile
was completed on the first child, the author and her dissertation com-
mittee decided to reduce the number of children for whom complete
profiles would be done. The amount and quality of information avail-
able from the observation data contributed to choosing the final
subjects.
Final subjects
. From the second grade class, three children were
chosen: Dot, Jane and Kevin. From the third grade class, two children
were chosen: Rick and Susie. The variety of verbal responses, dif-
ferences in academic and social skills, and the quality and quantity
of videotaped observations were the most important criteria for
choosing these five children. The following brief descriptions include
the child’s age at the time the data was collected. More detailed
Information is given in each child’s profile.
Rick, 8 years and 9 months. Is a child with many friends in
the classroom. He is functioning academically on grade level. He has
five older siblings in a low income two-parent family.
Susie, 9 years, has a couple of close friends in the class.
She is functioning on grade level academically. She repeated second
grade. She is the third of four children in a low income, two-parent
fami I y
.
Jane, 9 years, is a popular child in the classroom. She is
below grade level academically and had repeated her kindergarten year.
She is the oldest of two children in a low income, single-parent
family
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Kevin, 8 years and 3 months, gets along socially very well.
He IS below grade level academically. He is fifth of six boys in a
two-parent, low income family.
Dot, 8 years and 2 months, functions socially unevenly in the
classroom. Although she would still be considered as functioning below
grade level, she had made enormous gains during the school year surpas-
sing the standardized test measurements for a year’s growth difference.
She is the youngest of three girls in a two-parent, low-middle income
fami
I
y.
Procedures
Documentat i on . A I I the observations were documented using a Sony
Po*"'i’”A-Pak, half inch, video machine. Many observations were audio-
taped as well. Various microphone arrangements were tried both in the
pilot study and in the beginning taping of the final study. A remote
control, portable mike was first used. The sound was uneven, and often
overpowered by a radio system from the local Ambulance Emergency Rescue
service next to the school grounds. The problems of distractions and
entanglements in long cords from using a connected microphone were
eased by having it available in the classrooms for long periods of time
for several months. Most of the time the recording was done by the
author, alone. However, several times other people came in to give
assistance either with the camera or by discreetly following a child
with the microphone. In each case, the second person came for several
days, and interacted informally with the children so they had a chance
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to become familiar with that individual.
The experience of being videotaped and watching themselves on
tape was not a new one. All the children in the study had been video-
taped regularly in their classrooms by the author since their kinder-
garten years. The expectations had always been stated that children
were taped only as they were working since that was the reason for
the project. The third grade children had also used the videotape
earlier in the year to produce their own version of Sesame Street.
Many of the observation tapes were played back in both classrooms right
after they were filmed. The classes were not told, however, that
certain children were being selected especially for observation.
Each subject performed in three different instructional contexts.
Therefore, three different types of data were collected for each child.
The classroom data was collected from observations made during the
course of the regular day. The small group discussion observations
were made out of the classroom. The story telling context with one
adult was also taken out of the classroom.
The children’s tasks corresponded to the nature of the three
contexts as described in detail in the following section. In general,
however, the children were not given special behavioral instructions
nor expectations for the observations, but rather were directed to the
activity, which, in fact, dictated the behavioral response.
Task I. The classroom context . The child was expected to go about
normal classroom behaviors, doing the expected daily academic
lessons,
interacting with peers in an everyday manner, and pay no
attention to
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the fact that he or she was being videotaped. The videotape equipment
was turned off and on, depending upon the involvement of the child in
an activity, the variety of activities that the child had been obser-
ved in, and the technical feasibility of recording the interaction.
Some children were much more aware of the camera, others were more
involved in academic or social activities. The goal was to collect
a total of one hour’s documentation of interactions for each child,
spread throughout the day’s activities, though not necessarily taken
on the same day. The number of observations, then, depended on the
length of an interaction. An interaction was defined by the author
as an activity or exchange with a visible beginning, middle, and end.
The children all had different schedules and individualized assign-
ments. Therefore it was impossible to include in the task expectations
for a specific activity such as reading, math, or writing. However,
as these were, in fact, the focus of most of the children’s interactions,
they were the activities included in most of the observations. The
following list shows the activities and number of coded observations
collected for each subject from the classroom observations. (Some data
were not coded because the interactions were too short, or the
technical problems too difficult.)
Table I
Class Sub ject
2nd Hot
Coded Observations Ma.ior Activities
7 Writing, skill game, workbook
sewing, watching the snake.
Sewing, watching the snake,
peer play, peer help, trading
she I Is .
2nd Kevin 7
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(Table 11 continued)
Class Subject (^ded Observations Ma jor Act I vi t i es
2nd Jane 9 Weaving, snack, reading,
sewing, peer help, math,
guessing game.
3rd Rick 5 Spelling, peer play, writing,
building model, test.
3rd Susie 6 Building models, checker game,
spelling, reading, writing.
Task 2. The discussion context . The child was expected to join a
small group discussion, contribute according to his or her own natural
inclination, and behave in an appropriate manner. The discussion
contexts were all videotaped outside of the classroom. They were
all half an hour long, and were focused on a particular pertinent sub-
ject which was decided upon before the observation by the teacher and
the author. The following list describes the subject, location,
number of children and adult leader for each of the discussion
observations for the collected data.
Table 2
:i ass
2nd
Subjects
Jane
Other Peers Adult Discussion Topic Location
2 Author Egg projects Li brary
2nd Dot & Kevjn 1 Author School Outdoors Tutor i ng
Room
2nd Dot, Kevin &
J ane
1 Ms. S.M . Buztail. a story
about a snake
Third
grade room
3rd Susie & Rick 4 Mr. W. Thank
you note
for class picnic
Third
grade room
day
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(Table 2 continued)
Cl ass Sub jects
3rd Susie & Rick
Other Peers Adult Discussion Topic Location
2 Mr. W. Summer activities Tutoring
Room
—The story-telling context
. The child was expected to join
one adult in a location outside of the classroom for a story-telling
task. This was the most structured task, with similar instructions
given to each child. Adapted from the ACX)ST instrument used by Bank
Street Follow Through Program, this task is described in full In
Appendix B. Two aspects of the observation are different from ACOST:
I) Not included in the ACOST is the interaction between adult and
child before and between stories. The use of the tape recorder by
the child is considered an important part of the exchange with the
adult. Therefore it is coded as part of the context; 2) The coding
system used in the study varies from the A(X)ST system. Each child
was videotaped for two half hour observations with the exception of
Dot who used a whole hour In her first observation, and Kevin who
had three observations. The children were given the opportunity to
learn to use *he audiotape, to record and play back their stories just
after they told each one. Each child was given two story "starters"
and asked to finish each story. Then each was asked to tell a story
of his/her own. In the second observation, he/she was given one
story starter and asked to tell one or two stories of his/her own.
The following list of what was collected on the five final subjects
includes the author’s titles for the stories if the child did not
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give specific titles.
Table 3
Class Sub.ject Adult Original Story Titles
I) Flashlight 2) The Fight2nd Jane
Kevin
Author
Author,
Ms. L.M
AuthorDot
I) Nutcracker 2) Monster 3) Giant
I) Birthday 2) Deer Story
3rd Rick Author,
Mr. W I ) Three Boys 2) Hurt Knee
Susie Author,
Mr. W. I) Teacher 2) Tiger
Definitions for Coding
The following definitions provide the main criteria for the
coding decisions. It is a basic assumption of this study that expres-
sions have many functions. The coding and interpretation of expressions
depends on the whole interaction. These problems will be given
detailed attention in the individual child’s profile.
The differences In what triggers the sense of an expression
being cognitively, emotionally, or socially oriented is dependent on
the individual observer’s interpretation as well as the behavioral
definitions. However, the reliability of interpretation is mainly
dependent on shared common attitudes and program goals for children’s
school behavior. The observer must assume the underlying pedagogical,
psychological, and philosophical values to make decisions and inter-
pretations, in keeping with this way of listening to children.
The
definitions become a way to organize and specify information
the
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children offer. Thus the teacher, the observer, can describe ways
children are displayinq strengths and listen to what the next
questions are for challenging and continuing their growth.
Cur i os i ty . Curiosity (Maw and Maw, 1961) is defined as an expression
which implies eagerness to learn, or a disposition to inquire.
Expressions of curiosity will not be limited in this study to formal
questions beginning with such words as who, what-does, what-if, how,
would, why or where. If the context is judged to support a sentence
fragment as an expression of curiosity, it will receive that coding.
Maw and Maw used the following criteria: "an elementary school child
was said to exhibit curiosity to the extent that he:
1. Reacts positively to the new, strange, incongruous or
mysterious elements in his environment by moving toward then, by
exploring them or by manipulating them,
2. Exhibits a need or a desire to know more about himself and/
or his environment,
3. Scans his surroundings seeking new experiences.
4. Persists in examining and exploring stimuli in order to
know more about them," (1961, p. 299)
Concern . Expressions of concern reflect feeling or sentiment
which
relate, belong to, or affect the welfare, happiness or
interests of
the person. Concern is also an expression of interest
in or care for
persons or things, regard, solicitudes, or anxiety.
Using the Maw and
Maw pattern for an operational definition, the
child will be said to
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exhibit concern to the extent that he/she:
1. Expresses feeling directly about self, or something affecting
friend, family, or environment. (I like, I want, I wish, i did it; Get
Away I
)
2. Expresses feelings through indirect actions that connote
emotional content (laughing, crying, hitting, bullying, mimicking,
singing, helping, nurturing). One child under stress repeats aloud to
herself, another child under stress pinches himself.
3. Uses (or misuses) material in a manner that communicates
feelings (avoidance, dislike, preoccupation). A child may throw
blocks when angry to get attention—or for other reasons. The action
shows feelings. The child who will only work with one math puzzle, no
paper work, expresses a feeling through the use of materials.
4. Reacts (positively or negatively) to expressions of feeling,
caring or regard about self, another person, animal, object. A child
may reject an apology, not want to be touched or hugged, may seek
peer perspective of an argument, may mimic caring actions of another
person.
Role enactment. Webster (1956) defines a role as a part, or character
performed by an actor in a drama, hence a part taken or assumed by any-
one (Goffman, 1961 ) notes "role enactment" covers the "actual con-
duct of a particular (person) while on duty in his position,"
while
"role" alone connotes the normative demands of the position.
Actually
all three of these meanings function together In this
study to convey
various sociocultural expectations a child enacts. The
child will be
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said to be carrying out a roie enactment to the extent that he/she:
1. Demonstrates knowiedge of accepted (social/institutional)
signs or modes of communication, ruies, or attitudes/intentions. This
may be used positiveiy or negativeiy. For exampie, the child who
threatens to disobey rules is still demonstrating a knowledge of
acceptable behavior. Examples of signs would be raises hand, looks
authority in the eye, responds in turn. Examples of attitudes would
be eagerness to please authority or cooperation with goals of group.
2. Explores possibilities for portraying and extending:
a) classroom roles (teacher, leader, goodie, clown, bully, scapegoat;
b) home roles (parent, child); or c) other sociocultural roles (C.B.
radio, T.V. character, sportsperson
,
street dude, space or western
heroes.
)
3. Uses role play for reaction to, clarification or reinforce-
ment of social expectations. For example the child scans surroundings
for confirmation signs like approval, acceptance, permission, or author-
ity.
Component variables . The seven component variables are used in the
coding to help specify similarities and differences in the curiosity,
concern and role enactment constructs. They have been selected
to be
mutually complementary, to offer a positive, balanced range
of behaviors
for a well-functioning child. They offer clues and
details about the
child's style and patterns of expression. After
each variable defini-
tion, three examples are given to show how this
category of expression
would be interpreted for each of the three
analytic constructs: curiosity
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concern, and role enactment,
I. Competencies: What the child shows or says, or asks that
he/she can do, including past tense and the negat i ve—cannot do.
Examples: a. Curiosity 1 can fix this by pulling that up.
b. Concern— 1 want to make you feel better by
helping you.
c. Role Enactment— 1 »m taking my doll on a walk
in space.
2.
Concept: What the child demonstrates or expresses as an
Idea about how something works, how things go together, the existence
or solution of a problem.
Examples: a. Curiosity—Does the sky go up forever?
b. Concern— 1 wish that broken tree would fall
on you.
c. Role Enactment—There’s not enough room for
us all to stand in a straight
1 i ne.
3.
Clarify: How the child separates out, seeks categories or
differences for information. This may pertain to a task, material,
relationship or an idea in an effort to be more specific.
Examples: a. Curiosity—What’s the temperature of boiling
water?
b. Concern— 1 don’t like this shirt on me, i1’s
c.
too big.
Role Enactment— I ’ I I be Superman, you play
Wonderwoman.
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4. Confirm: When the child requests or offers positive or
negative acknowledgement only. This has I itt I e or no additional
information, and may be a single syllable, a nod or a shake of the
head.
Examples; a. Curios Ity—Teacher asks child if she knows
where the turtle is. The child
responds questioning by saying,
*No'2'* but begins to look around
the room.
b. Concern-Child asks, "I hate turtules, don't
you? The response of the second
child is a shudder as she says,
"Yes!"
c. Role Enactment—Teacher says to child, "It is
your turn to feed the turtle.'.'
The response of the child de-
notes acceptance of the respon-
sibility by tone of voice or
gesture such as going for the
food, "Yes."
5. Expectation: When the expression denotes what the child or
another person is supposed to do. This may be about materials or
social behavior.
Examples: a. Curiosity—The light was supposed to go on
when I touched these two wires,
b. Concern—You're not supposed to hurt the dog.
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c. Role Enactment—No one is supposed to talk out
of turn.
6. Expression of Feeling: When the child displays or expresses
direct personal attitudes such as pleasure or dislike. Emotions such as
annoyance, amusement, anger, and anticipation are included. Singing,
crying, and laughing are also included.
Examples: a. Curiosity—Angrily stomping around the child
shouts, "I’m going to search everyone
unt i I I f i nd my car."
b. Concern—Crying, "I hate everybody I"
c. Role Enactment—Taunting, sing song, "Teacher’s
pet, teacher’s pet, couldn’t
get out of a fireman’s net."
7. Completion of Task: When a child indicates achievement of
a goal, the intention to finish, or focuses on accomplishing closure for
a problem.
Examples: a. Curiosity—"I have almost finished learning
about every bug in this room."
b. Concern—"Aren’t you glad I’ve finished my
math?"
c. Role Enactment—"It’s three o’clock, time
to
clean up and go home."
Unit of Cod inn
definitions for the coding terms are ciearly
understood,
the coding works with the transcript
for each observation
After the
the person doing
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as a separate, but complete interaction.
From the transcript, every time the subject speaks, the coder
tries to Interpret every sentence the subject says. The unit of
coding, in terms of the seven variables and also the three analytic
constructs, is usually whole sentences. The combined structure of subject,
verb and modifiers provides support and cohesiveness for the coder’s
interpretations. Many times, however, implied words are omitted, such
as a question, ”Am I supposed to go to lunch now?" which could be
spoken as "Now?" in the context. Other examples of single word sentences
would be calling someone's name, answering a question, or asking an
implied intent of another person. The coding unit is less related to
the grammar than to the meaning of the sentence. The coding unit is
the simplest interpretation of intent based on the subject's response
as an implied or uttered sentence within the context of the conversation.
Directions for Coding
1. Code only one child at a time for a given interaction.
2. Code individual sentences in the interaction with considera-
tion for the sense of the meaning of the whole exchange.
3. Discard small interruptions from people other than the
subject unless they change the subjects' responses to the interaction.
4. Code all the data on one child at a time, rather
than
individual children successively for a given interaction,
for a better
sense of pattern and continuity for the individual
child.
5. Preview the entire videotaped interaction
before and review
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it after each coding to ensure a sense of the entire interaction.
6
. All ow for rn i xed cod i ngs
,
or severa I poss ibili + ies which
will be further clarified after the final review of the videotape.
7. Complete rough tally sheet from transcript. Number each
coded unit or sentence utterance, and record abbrevation for code, RE,
CR, CN. Note key phrases, patterns, predictions or explanations as
shown in sample. The purpose is to record the overall pattern of
dialogue in combination with observer's comments and questions.
Rough Tally Sheet: Sample
C
Coded Unit
of Utter-
ance
Number
Competence
Concept Clarify
Conf
irm
Expectat
io
Express Fee
1i
ng
Comp
1
ete
Task
Not
Coded
or
Mix
Exp 1 anat i on
1 .
2.
RE Dot reads aloud, smil-
ing, "1 went to the
park.
"
CR Comments to peer, "1
didn't stay overnight
tho." voice changes,
pace faster.
3. CN "I'd be scared of
freezing." Note: would
she be afraid in the
summer? of anything?
Close to feeling—mix?
Watch for more.
Tota 1
Un i ts 3
Tota 1
Con-
struct
RF 1 1
CN 1 1
CR 1 1
8.
Complete Detail Tally Sheet for each analytic construct
separately. Include totals and component variables from rough
tally
separated by observation and context. The sample shows the
role enact
ment details. There would be a separate concern and curiosity detail
tally also for tliis child. The purpose of this record is to provide
tally patterns for situational differences.
Detail Tally Sheet: Sample
Role Enactment Totals of Component Variables by Context
Competence
1
Concept
1
Clari
fy
L
Conf
irm Expectation
Express fee
1i
ng
Comp
1
ete
task
Not
Coded
or
Mix
Classroom
Observat i ons
1
2
3
Tota 1
Di scuss ion
Observations
1
2
Tota 1
Story task
Observat ions
1
2
Tota 1
9. Complete chart of Coded Utterances using totals from
all
three (curiosity, concern, and role enactment) tally sheets.
This is
the final chart as used for each child's descriptive
profile. The pur-
pose of this chart is to provide summary patterns for
the component
variables and analytic constructs as coded from the
three instructiona
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Chart of Coded Utterances: Sample
u — O) T3
c +- c 0 0 X
0) +- > E (0 in — "O —
1— Cl •4- +- m — 0 o s;
<D 0) •— •— u CD CD — in o
Q. U u s- CD L- 0 CL ro i_
E C (D c CL Q. -4- E -t- -t- o
O O — O X X O oO o o O UJ UJ O z Total
Tota I
for Whole
Context
Curiosity
C I assroom
Di scuss ion
Story Task
Concern
C I assroom
Di scuss i on
Story Task
Ro 1 e
Enactment
Classroom
Di scussion
Story Task
Mixed
Construct
C I assroom
Di scuss i on
Story Task
Mixed Coding Responses
in the event that an utterance met the
criteria for more than one
of the three main behaviors or more than
one of the seven variables, it
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was coded separately. These combinations were used in the analysis
only as they were significant in one of two ways: (I) if there was an
unusually high incidence of such combinations in a particular child's
overall style or in any particular context; or (2) if there was a par-
ticularly consistent pattern to the kinds of combinations the coding
showed. For example, if the child was always linking "completion of
task" and "expectation," as in "This is supposed to be done today," or
"I have to put this last stitch in and be finished like we're supposed
to." If the utterance meaning was unknown or in great doubt, it was
not coded
.
Additional Coded Information
In addition, three pieces of information were coded from the
transcripts but not used in the tallies unless there was a particular
reason or question for their use. The three added items were:
(1) Verbal or nonverbal: not all non-verbal responses were
transcribed. Only those responses which seemed either uncharacteristic,
especially emphatic, or contradictory to the verbal message were coded.
(2) Utterances initiated by the child or a response to a
question or task: if an utterance was part of the continuity of a con-
versation, it was not coded as initiated. However, if the utterance was
a change from the conversation to a new subject, it was considered an
initiation. The criteria for this judgment are the same as those used
for the Bank Street Analysis (Appendix A).
(3) To whom the utterance was directed, or the primary person
or thing it was about: Five categories; teacher, peer, material
or task.
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self, and family comprise this section of the code. The material is
available for further clues about a child’s style in terms of focus for
the content of the expression. However, unless there was a special
need to refer to this part of the child’s expressions, it was not used
in the ana lysi s.
Re I iab i I i ty
In order to check coding reliability, two people besides the
author coded a sample observation. The first classroom observation for
Dot was chosen for the sample because of its length and clarity as well
as a variety of reasons. The coders were chosen for their experience
teaching and familiarity with the underlying assumptions of the study.
The first coder is the second grade teacher for the study. She
was given the coding definitions and transcript and asked to code what
Dot said. Her coding checked with the author’s for 85^ of the responses.
The second coder is an experienced Bank Street teacher who cur-
rently administers a day care center. She was given the same transcript
and the same instructions, although she did not know Dot and had not
seen the videotape. Her coding checked with the author’s for 80^ of
the responses.
Presentation of the Data
In the following chapter, a profile on each child describes both
the coded findings and the examples which substantiate the
interpreta-
tions for children’s styles and patterns. The data is organized
in
response to the research questions.
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For Gach chi Id, th© codGS from oach cod+gxI" wgtg comparGd for
highest and lowest incidences of the three constructs; curiosity, con-
cern, and role enactment, as well as the seven behavioral variables.
The analysis reviewed the incidents where the highest coded percentage
of each of the three constructs occurred. For example, suppose Sarah
had eight episodes coded in Context A, the classroom. In the first
episode she expressed the highest percentage of curiosity remarks of
all the classroom episodes. In the sixth episode she expressed the
lowest. Then in the analysis those episodes are reviewed to explore
what the differences were that evoked her expressions of curiosity . . .
what kinds of patterns were visible in her style, what learning strengths
she used—either as adaptive or risk-taking styles—and what would be
the "next question" about her expressions of curiosity.
Emphasis is on the consistencies and differences in the behaviors
rather than the contexts per se. However, particular attention is paid
in the analysis to the aspects of context and evidence of behaviors that
connote risk-taking on the part of the child. This is seen as growth
potent i a I
.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
I ntroduction
The previous chapters have provided background for the focus and
interpretation of data presented within this chapter. In Chapter I,
the contextual, sociocultural, emotional and intellectual considerations
in children's developmental learning were discussed as essential elements
for understanding the child's behavior in school. Chapter II included
a review of literature concentrated on related methods and theories of
studies of children's language and classroom research. The process and
details involved in gathering and organizing the data for this study
was presented in Chapter III. The results from the collected data and
the analysis are presented in this chapter as a separate descriptive
profile for each of the five children.
The analysis and interpretation of these data are based on an
organization, framework, for listening to cognitive (curiosity), emotional
(concern), and sociocultural (role enactment) expressions which were
coded as three analytic constructs from transcripts of classroom
observations for five children. The coded organization of the data also
includes seven variables, categories which connote behavioral consisten-
cies. The expression will always be coded according to one of these
seven component variables of behavior, as well as the cognitive,
emotional,
or sociocultural constructs for the child's expressions. To
differentiate
these categories in the text, the analytic constructs are
underlined (cur-
iositv. concern, and role enactment ) and the variables
are listed in quotes,
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The seven "component variables" are: "competence, concept, clarifying
information, confirmino information, expectation, expressing feeling,
and completion of task." The definitions of these categories can be
found on page 51
.
The five children in the study were observed, and videotaped in
three different instructional contexts. The first context was the
classroom. The second was a small group discussion with an adult
teacher; the third a story task context with one child and one adult.
In each of the second and third contexts, recordings were made during
two half-hour Iona observations. The first context (the classroom)
provided approximately one hour of recorded time, but the length of
observations vary according to the activity the child was doing. There-
fore, to have an hour total recorded time, the number of classroom
observations varies from five to nine observations depending on the child.
The data analysis and descriptive profiles for each child are focused
separately on the four research questions as presented in Chapter 1.
Research questions . I. Are there similarities and/or differences in
curiosity expressed by the child in different instructional contexts?
2. Are there similarities and/or differences in concern expressed
by the child in different instructional contexts?
3. Are there similarities and/or differences in role enactmejit
expressed by the child in different instructional contexts?
4. Does an analysis of the child’s patterns from the
above
questions lead to predictability about the child's
learning styles and
strengths in different instructional contexts?
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Procedure
The observations were recorded and taped by the author and
usually one other person. The video equipment was already familiar to
the children as the author had been taking video observations of them
for the three previous years, commencing at kindergarten level. (Two of
the children also had been involved in a classroom video project.) The
equipment was set up in the two classrooms several days a week for three
months. It was not in use all the time. Children were not told when
the equipment was recording or who was being observed. The standard
answer to their questions was that sometimes it was ’’on" and sometimes
it was not. On several occasions the class groups had the opportunity to
view the videos that had been taken that day. Observations for the
second and third contexts took place out of the child’s own classroom.
The library, a tutorial room, and another classroom were used. The
transcripts from these observations were then coded separately by the
author, according to the context in which they occurred.
Data . The same format is used for the presentation of the data for each
child. First a brief biographical sketch is presented including the
child’s age at the time of the observations. A section on the classroom
context is then presented. This section is divided into three parts for
the analytic constructs curiosity, concern and role enactment. Each part
has first a summary statement and then a more detailed description
of
the data on the child’s behaviors. The summary statement
is an interpre-
tation of the data and applies only to that part of the
description. If
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there is very little data for any part, the summary statement is not
separated from the data description.
At the end of the Classroom Context data discussion, there
follows a conclusion focused on the first three research questions;
similarities and differences for the child's curiosity
, concern, and
role enactment codings apparent in the Classroom Context. Finally there
is a predictive statement, based on the fourth research question, which
considers the child's demonstrated styles in relation to the expectations
of the Classroom Context.
After the Classroom Context section there follows a similar
section for the Discussion Context, and the Story Task Context. Both of
these are presented in the same manner as the Classroom section. There
are summary and data parts for the curiosity
,
concern and role enactment
cod I nos and then a conclusion which reviews the research questions in
relation to the child's behavior in the given context.
After all three context sections, there follows a final summary
section for the child. This summary consists of I ) a review of the main
behavioral characteristics for the curiosity , concern and role enactment
codinas, and 2) a review of the situational characteristics for the
Classroom, Discussion and Story Task Contexts. Also in the final summary
for the child are charts which show the total coding scores for the child.
The five children in order of their presented profiles are Rick,
Susie, Jane, Kevin, and Dot.
Rick; A Biographical Sketch
Rick was eight years, eight months old at the time of the
observe-
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tions. He is the youngest of six children in a two-parent, low income
family. Both parents work, although the father's work is seasonal.
Rick is shorter than most of the boys or girls in the class but
we I I proportioned. He is blond, bright-eyed and healthy in appearance.
Rick also appears to be very active, happy and cooperative in the class
room. He is popular with the children. He is often the peacemaking
link between differing factions. Both academically and socially, Rick
is considered by his teacher to be a we I I -f unct ion i ng child.
Rick: The Classroom Context
Curiosity Ana lysis .
Summary . Several patterns of Rick's responses coded for
curiosity are distinctive. He makes clear the fact that he wants in-
formation. He demonstrates an ability to get i nformat ion and then to
extend it by his own initiative. If Rick does not get what he wants at
first, he persists. He uses a variety of skills to adapt his styles of
getting information in different situations. Rick showed a willingness
to take risks by guessing the (wrong) word or anticipating the (wrong)
answer as he tried to find out new information.
Data. Five observations were coded and analyzed for Rick in
the classroom context. His 75 curiosity coded utterances were 42.6^ of
the 176 total classroom utterances coded. This figure is both the high-
est number of curiosity coded utterances and the highest percentage of
curiosity coded for Rick in all three contexts. As Table 4 indicates,
Rick's highest codings for curiosity did not coincide with his highest
number of total utterances in any observation.
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Note: In the fourth observation, twenty-four of the curiosity
utterances were non-verbal codings.
TABLE 4
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR RICK
Observat i on Tota 1 Curiosity Percent of Total a
Utterances Utterances Cod i nas
1 . Spe 1 1 i ng 17 9 53.9
2. John Wayne 30 1 1 36.6
3. Writing 35 15 42.8
4. Project 50 29 58.0
5. Test 44 25.0
176 75 42.6
Total Classroom Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
14 12 15 3 16 — 12 —
In the first observation, Rick asks the student teacher why a
spelling word was marked wrong:
R: (shows spelling book to student teacher)
T: "OK. Well, in the book you wrote w-e-r-k."
R: "No way. (opens book to page, points to word.)
T: "I think it’s because you were in a hurry. You just wanted
to get back to the monopoly game. OK."
R: "That's an 0— It's an 0— see?"
T: "Well, it looks like an 'E' to me."
R: (He works on the letter. Pulls down hat.)
Although Rick does not carry the discussion further, he has gotten the
information he asked for. This circumstance, combined with the high
curiosity percentage for the observation suggest he was actually trying
to find out why the word was marked wrong. This is supported
also by
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the low percentage codings for the other two analytic constructs: W .1%
for concern and 35.2^ for role enactment. (Other tactics, for example,
might have been to elicit the teacher’s sympathy. This would have been
coded for concern. Or, Rick might have tried to make her feel either
one of them had done something uncalled for. This would have been
coded predominantly role enactment.) This interaction illustrates one
of Rick's patterns. He first tries to get the information which was
the basis for some action; then he makes a judgment as to whether the
action was fair or not in his own opinion. But he does not necessarily
share that opinion.
In the second observation, Rick again shows how he uses
curiosity expressions to get information. Here, he adapts a different
method of inquiry. Two boys are playing newscaster with the mike as
the main prop. Rick as newscaster, asks, "Jess, what do you got in
your history?" It is not surprising that Rick wants to know what
has really made this especially disruptive, unpredictable child so dif-
ferent from the other children. However, Rick’s inquiry could easily
be interpreted as a fantasy question, appropriate to their game of pre-
tend. Rick’s style of expressing curiosity often leaves the other per-
son a choice of whether to take his question seriously or not. It is
an interesting style. It leaves Rick open to taking the risk of asking
the wrong thing at the wrong time. On the other hand, either party can
also retreat and save face if necessary. This style will be discussed
again in the discussion of the fifth observation.
In the third observation, Rick demonstrates persistence as
he
asks for the correct spelling of a word from several
people, and as he
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stays with his frustrating writing task. Also, he demonstrates that
he has integrated the learned skill of thinking about reasons as he
writes, "Today was good because.
. .
." The video portion of this tape
shows Rick's energy is concentrated on finishing the task. The coding
for the component variables shows that 25^ of Rick's responses in this
observation were coded for the variable "complete task" (see Table 2,
P" ^^9). This is considerably higher than in any of the other observa-
tions, and supports the interpretation of his concentration. It is the
concentration, his investment in the writing problems, which is very
different from the casual, more social attitude of his peers. This
quality of his behavior supports the curiosity coding in the observa-
tion. In another context, this behavior might be more peer-oriented
and therefore coded as role enactment.
In the fourth observation Rick is trying to make stairs for a
huge cardboard building which the class is constructing as part of
their study of Brattleboro. As Table 4 shows, Rick had a very high
coding for curiosity in this observation. The 58^ curiosity was
mixed with a very high occurrence of non-verbal responses (29 out of
50 responses were coded nonverbal). One other aspect of this observa-
tion is important to notice. It is the way Rick adapts his response
pattern when interacting with the teacher. For most of the observa-
tion, Rick has been working alone and managing very well. When he
does ask for help, it is classic that the teacher-aide misunderstands
his questions because she appears to have her own agenda for the prob-
lem. Rick is trying to bend a cardboard in a straight line. That is
his problem, not size or fit for the piece. But the teacher-aide does
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not "hear" his question until, exasperated,
an entirely different manner.
he expresses himself in
R: Mrs. H., will you come here? (He calls three times butkeeps on working and trying until she responds.)
Are you having a problem?
I can't get this to bend.
Now how wide do you want the stairs?
(no answer)
How wide do you want the stairs?
(Shows her with the ruler.)
(Interrupted by another child.)
Mrs. H., I can't make it bend.
All right now, how wide do you want the stairs? Do
you want them this wide or this wide? (gestures)
R: (Motions on cardboard with finger.)
T; (Takes cardboard, prepares to fold.)
And how long do you want them?
R: Long
. .
.
just that long. (gestures)
T: You want them that long?
R: Yeah ... to fit that (points to building).
T: You mean if we measure it fits? OK let's try it.
(She prepares to fold across the piece. Rick had
been trying to fold lengthwise the same piece.)
You're not going to get them perfectly even because
cardboard is very hard to . . . (she begins actually
folding now )
.
R: 1 don't want it like that!
T: Oh . . . this way? (She changes direction to lengthwise.)
R: Yeah.
T: (Begins using Rick's old folds, turning them up and down.)
This is where you're having your difficulty, huh?
When Rick changed into the analytic construct of concern ("I don't want
R
T
R
T
R
T
R
T
it like that.") then his teacher "heard" what he was trying to say more
sensitively, even though he had stated his problem from the beginning
in a most clear manner ("1 can't get this to bend.").
Again, the fact that Rick is interested in new information is
apparent in the fifth episode. In this situation, he is coded for the
lowest percentage of curiosity utterances, 25^. But the questions he
does ask generally pertain to the task, such as guesses about what the
next word in the spelling test they are taking will be. One surprising
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question comes after the teacher gives the word "war" to spell and il-
lustrates it with tile addition, "like World War I." Rick jumps at the
opportunity. "World War I! When?" He is not taken seriously, how-
ever. He responds by saving face as he Joins his peers then in playing
a war game and generally giving the teacher a difficult time. Clearly,
Rick saw himself as taking a risk in that situation. His over-acted
enthusiasm and quick withdrawal from asking for serious information and
then joining his teasing peers suggest the risk had to do with social
position among his peers. This interaction cannot be discounted as an
important factor in Rick's expression of curiosity style.
Concern Analysis .
Summary
. The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
The most important consistent pattern Rick displays in his class-
room expressions coded concern is a sensitivity to the needs and feel-
ings of his peers. A second issue that appears to have significance
in Rick's concern expressions has to do with fighting.
Data. From the five classroom observations, the 22 utterances
coded for concern were I 1.7/S of the 176 total classroom utterances.
This figure is very close to the discussion coded utterances but much
lower than concern coded for Rick in the story-task contexts.
The subtleties of Rick's actions convey a great deal more com-
munication of concern than the coded figures reveal. For example, in
the fourth observation, Rick and his friend, Tony, are working on build-
ings. Tony is having a very frustrating time, f^ick asks, "Want me to
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CONCERN
TABLE 5
CODINGS AND TOTAL
CLASSROOM CONTEXT
UTTERANCES
FOR RICK
IN THE
Observation Tota 1 Utterances Totail Concern Percent of Concern
1
. Spe 1 1 i ng 17 2 1 1 .7
2. John Wayne 30 2 6.6
3. Writing 35 2 5.7
4. Project 50 (29 n.v.) 7 14.0
5. Test 44
_9 20.4
176 22 12.5
Total Classroom Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept C 1 ar i f
y
Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Feel i ng
Comp lete Task Mi X
1 2 1 - 2 1 1 1 4
do the (inaudible for name of the part of the building) for you?" He
then keeps rechecking on his friend. He goes over, huddles several
times often putting his arm around Tony in a comforting manner before
becoming engrossed in his own building problems.
A second example of fhis behavior is seen in the fifth observa-
tion when Rick takes part teasing a peer who is behind in getting the
spelling words. However, Rick is the only child who then also gives
the other child real help in catching up by re-giving him the words.
In the third observation, "Writing," it appears that Rick wants,
and yet is flustered by receiving, support from a peer. First he
is
asked if he did one of the books the boy. Jack, is looking
at. That
would have been a nice accomplishment, as the books were
very well done
Rick doesn't lie, but he is reluctant to let go of the
possible recog-
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nition. The resuH is a bit confusing. He says, "I didn’t do one of
'em." But then he goes on with two unfinished sentences and mumbles
three more uncodab le utterances
. . . very rare for Rick. He also shows
some initial embarrassment when this same peer tries to read what he is
writing. Rick lauglis and covers his work. However this action brings
about an unexpected bonus. The peer does in fact seem supportive (at
the momentC and guesses a word that might fit. Rick reacts immediately
and positively. The actual word he was looking for was "trouble." The
peer guessed "fights." Rick went along with the idea. He asked how to
spell "fights." The peer seemed then especially astute in perceiving
there was more to the sentence than would appear. However, Rick did
not reveal much about the problem he must have had;
J: (A peer who has leaned over R’s book and begins reading
aloud.) Today was a good day because not many people
got . . .
R; (lies down over page and laughs)
J: Into fights? (guessing at what comes next)
R; Yeah . . . How do you write fights?
J: F— i —
R; Wait. F— i
—
J ; G— h—
R: G— h— t (gets by himself)
J: S— fights. (Pause) You got into a fight?
R: mmmhmm (positive)
J: When? Who? Did you get into a fight?
R: Me and Matt.
J: Oh yeah . . . you were (inaudible).
R: (Rises to knees, closes book and puts it down. Does not
answer J .
)
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary . One issue that seems to stand out in Rick's role enact
ment behavior in the classroom is the way he reacts to or
uses author-
rs to have several techniques and uses different
styles
ity. He appea
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depending on the adult, peer or situation. A second important point is
the ability Rick demonstrates to respond to social expectations by
offering several possible interpretations for his responses. He uses
his sense of humor and a combination of naivetl and enthusiasm to main-
tain a balance—or control — in many social situations.
Da^. The total average percentage and number of utterances
coded for role enactment are lower in the classroom context than in
either of the other two contexts. The relationship between the role
enactment and the curiosity codings in the classroom show a see-saw ef-
fect. When Rick's curiosity coding is high, his role enactment is low,
and vice versa. This can most clearly be seen in the two observations
where each analytic construct is highest, for example, the fourth ob-
servation codings in Table 4 and Table 6.
TABLE 6
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR RICK
Observat i on
Tota 1
Utterances
Role Enactment
Utterances
Percent of Role Enactment
1 . Spe Ming 17 6 35.2
2. John Wayne 30 17 56.6
3. Writing 35 18 51.4
4. Project 50 14 28
5. Test 44 54.5
176 19 44.8
Total Classroom Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Feel i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
17 8 8 10 1 1 5 9 1 1
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Rick demonstrates a willingness to confront authority in several
classroom observations. He often uses non-verbal signs—such as pull-
ing down his hat in the second observation. He may refuse to acknowl-
edge a teacher when he is refusing to adapt the expected classroom be-
havior. However, if the authority question between peers and adults
seems to be more of a social "game" than a learning situation, as hap-
pened in the fifth observation, Rick may switch back and forth from
adult side to peer side, depending on his sympathy for the adult, or his
perception of the treatment he is receiving. In the fifth observation,
the student teacher told him to sit still. He replied, "I’m sitting."
Then he made a play for his peer’s amusement by standing up and chal-
lenging, "You think I’m standing?" He continues to try defining him-
self as one of the "bad" boys in this observation by teasing both the
teacher and another child. He states, "I’m always mean." It is impos-
sible to know whether he is expressing a serious opinion, or if he’s
bluffing ... or i f he really is just unhappy in the situation. He
might be using socially unacceptable actions to cover his feelings or to
"get even," for example. However, the high coding for role enactments
in this observation (54.5^) clearly reflects that Rick was invested in
dodging and adapting social mores rather than the kind of problem
solving (building) he was doing in the fourth observation.
On the other hand, Rick demonstrates enough understanding of
the accepted modes of speech for "authority" that he can incorporate
them for his own uses. For example, in the second observation, "John
Wayne," Rick is playing with the most unpredictable, and "toughest"
school. Jess and Rick are playing with the mike. Rick seemskid in
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determined to get control of it. Rick has assumed the newscaster role
and asks for Jess’s history. Jess replies it is songs. Rick takes hold
of the mike and asks Jess to sing one. Jess asserts his position say-
ing, "Cram it." Rick responds with an adult intonation of Jess’s name.
The tone seems to suggest such an unacceptable response should make Jess
feel ashamed of himself but Rick giggles as he says it. This response
contains enough humor that it allows Rick to maintain a safe place for
himself, and yet keep control of the mike. Unlike the child who is the
stereotype of a "goody-goody," Rick keeps a forthright balance between
adult and child "authority-struggles" with his sense of humor. This
use of adult intonation with peers is used by Rick often. It will be
seen as a style that reappears in the discussion context also.
Another style of Rick’s role enactment behavior that also re-
quires sensitive balancing is the way he bluffs about what he knows or
doesn’t know. For example, in this same episode, Rick and Jess have
changed control positions. Jess has caught Rick off guard:
J: Here I’m the newsman. (Takes the mike from Rick.)
This is Howard Cossel I introducing John Wayne. John
Wayne, what do you got for guns?
R: (Tentatively) Well, I got a f if—Well, I got a 32.
I got a 47. And I got a (pause) one hundred . . .
( i naud i b I e)
.
J: (Dissatisfied, pushes Rick away, and speaks proudly
and quickly into the mike.) He has a 22 magnum, 30-30,
30 ought 6, and . . .
R: And a shotgun.
J: They’re all Winchesters.
R: All right. Now I’ll sing you a song. Jess, sing it. . . .
J; (Singing as he leaves) Na . . . na . . . na. . . .
Again, there is no way of knowing how conscious Rick is of the way he
has handled the soc ia I /cu I tura 1 subtleties of this exchange,
but his
humor and responsiveness are intrinsic elements in his style
of role
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enactment behavior.
Rick: The Classroom Context; Conclusion
Curiosity
. The similarities in curiosity expressed were related to
Rick's persistence in trying to get information and his generally direct
manner, making himself clearly understood. A second similarity is the
style he has of including expectations as part of his problem solving,
reasoning processes.
The differences in curiosity expressed were related to the ways
he adapted his style to the situation in order to elicit the information
he wanted. A second difference was in an uneven way he demonstrated
his style and persistency in challenging his own competencies.
Concern
. The similarities in concern expressed are related to his re-
sponsiveness to the needs and feelings of his peers.
The differences i n concern expressed relate most clearly to his
changing responses to different people in different situations as
these responses reflect how Rick appears to feel about the person.
Role Enactmenf . The similarities in role enactment expressed relate to
Rick's expressions of competencies, his interest in the classroom ex-
pectation, and his commitment to completing tasks. His style of com-
bining humor, naivete and enthusiasm in his responses is another simi-
larity in role enactments expressed.
The differences in role enactments are related to the degree of
indirect and open interpretation, or purpose, his style provokes. The
variety of techniques he is able to use in reaction to, or eliciting
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Classroom mores are also clearly differences in role enactment expressed.
A third way his role enactments reflected differences was in the changes
he expressed in loyalties between peer and adult interaction styles.
Prediction
. Rick will work to adapt to classroom expectation and wi I I
respond to content and information positively. He wants to be part of
the group considered as successful and competent. However, he will
not necessarily challenge himself fully if he can rely on others. Rick
demands direct reasonable and responsive expectations. This manner,
combined with his changeable loyalties to peer or adult mores could be
in confl ict wi1h his desires to adapt in a given classroom context. His
conflict would be especially intense if inconsistent and unreasonable
adult demands (according to his perception) were made.
Rick: The Discussion Context; Analysis
Curiosity Analysis
.
Summary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
Rick demonstrates he is interested in getting specific informa-
tion in many ways. This is consistent with his classroom curiosity
expressions. He asks for details in the discussion. He responds to
explanations from adults. He offers both information and explanations
to peers. He also demonstrates a willingness to verbalize assumptions
or expectations. He appears to be connecting ideas and information as
he expresses his thoughts.
Data. From the two discussion observations, 33.7^ of Rick's
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totdl utterances were coded as curiosity expressions. This figure was
both the lowest percentage and the lowest total number of curiosity
coded utterances of the three contexts. The second discussion observa-
tion had about twice as many total utterances as the first observation.
Rick was coded for almost four times the number of curiosity utterances
in the second observation, however.
TABLE 7
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR RICK
Observat i on Total Curiosity
Utterances Utterances Percent of Curiosity
1 . Thank You 51 II 21.5
2. Summer Plan I 1 5 44 39.1
166 55 33.7
Total Discussion Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept C 1 ar i f y Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Feel i ng
Comp lete Task Mix
10 9 17 19 8 - 2 -
In the first discussion, the group was given a task to work on
collectively. The children were to review a picnic they had been on the
day before and compose a thank you note for the sponsors of the picnic.
Rick first expresses some curiosity about the "other" third
grade classroom in which the discussion is being held. Slowly he is
attracted to the task. Finally he initiates a display of interest by
identifying particular people and describing important experiences he
had or shared with peers.
The high number of utterances coded for "clarifying information'
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(Table 7) indicate that Rick was trying to make information as specific
as possible. The relatively high number of "concept" codings suggest
that Rick was also trying to make the information he gathered make sense.
He showed that he also would anticipate possibi I ities of how various
combinations of the new information could be made to make sense. One
reveal ing remark Rick made is an example of the way he makes assumptions
trying to piece together "incongruous" information. This example came
from the part of the discussion when Rick was most involved. The
teacher was talking about the problem of delivering the thank you note
they were composing. It was important that it be delivered as soon as
possible. The teacher appeared to be mulling over a possible solution
saying, "I know Bob." (Bob is a teacher at the sponsor’s institution.)
Rick picked up immediately on the information and offered an assumption
at the same time as he said, "And he'll give it to the class tomorrow."
Rick continued to display this style of verbally expressing
anticipation of ideas in the second discussion. In the second discus-
sion observation the children were reviewing a published list of summer
activities sponsored by the town recreation department. The list con-
tained information about all the activities, their location, descrip-
tion, and times. The teacher, Mr. M., explained that staff members
would come to different areas on certain days to offer games and ac-
tivities. He then named the first location. Mr. M. asked. Does any-
one here live there? No one does do they?" Rick answered, "I can get
there fast." By expressing anticipations this way, Rick is taking a
risk. Here his information happens to be irrelevant. He is
not
actually answering the question although he clearly seems to
be antici-
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pating possibilities. It is not clear what, if any, particular purpose
Rick was pursuing. He might have just been finding ways of moving to-
ward something new and integrating it with his known world. He might
have wanted to be ready in case the activity was appealing. He was
willing to take the risk of being questioned for his answer, or of be-
ing wrong in his response in several other instances where his utter-
ances were coded curiosity.
Rick shows that he is wi 1 I ing to take a risk of being wrong in
another example directly connected to the way he thinks about solving
problems. The children were trying to decide where the park location
named "the indoor tennis courts" was where a particular activity would
be held. The teacher was encouraging them to try to figure out where
i t cou Id be
:
T; Is it the same as the skating rink?
The indoor tennis courts?
R: No. The outdoor tennis courts—maybe they mean them
cause they're kind of indoors—they're fenced in.
When something is being explained to Rick, he is attentive and
generally polite. He had trouble reading the word "dramatics." He read
"dramics." He appeared attentive as his teacher corrected his pronun-
ciation and explained the meaning of the activity. Rick repeated the
word correctly and listened politely. It would be problematic to guess
whether such a response was socially or cognitively inspired. However,
this style is consistent in other responses. Rick does not back away
from adult explanations and often seeks them out, directly or indi-
rectly. In fact, he often tries to explain things to peers in a helpful
manner— trying to impart information that he has. He does not appear
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to realize such interactions are viewed as intimidating by some chil-
dren. For example, when it becomes evident that Susie does not know
where an important downtown building is, he eagerly tries to explain it
to her. He appears to expect her curiosity to be more important than
her embarrassment. (Which in her case is not so.) Therefore his pur-
suit with her is unsuccessful.
Concern Analysis
.
Summary and Data
. The summary and data material are combined in
this discussion. From the two discussion observations, 12.656 of Rick's
total utterances were coded as concern expressions. This figure is very
close to the classroom contexts both in terms of the percentage and as
the actual number of utterances. There is a wide difference in the
number of total utterances coded for the two discussion observations.
This difference is reflected in the percentage differences although the
number of utterances coded for each observation is very close.
TABLE 8
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR RICK
Observat i on Total
‘ Concern
Utterances Utterances
Percent of Concern
1 . Thank You 51 • 10 19.6
2. Summer Plan I 1 5 I I 9.5
166 21 12.6
Total Discussion Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat ion
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
5 2 2 - 1 9
- 2
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In the discussion, the concern behavior that Rick displays
is mainly a kind of daydreaming. He appears to disconnect himself on
several occasions until one peer rudely interrupts him by calling out
a remark about his underwear showing. But it is important to notice
Rick can and does disconnect from a situation.
In the second discussion there are also very little concern coded
utterances. However, three incidents are interesting to note.
The first incident happened at the very beginning of the second
discussion. Rick appears surprisingly distressed that he cannot figure
out how to open and fold back the two page hand-out. He requests the
teacher's attention. He expresses for the only time in all the observa-
tions a lack of confidence when he says he can't figure it out. How-
ever, once he has mastered the opening and turning, he volunteers to
show another child where everyone is reading from on the page.
The second incident happened later in the discussion after Rick
called for the teacher's attention four times. He appeared to be try-
ing to incorporate a personal experience and the current discussion.
The group is discussing the "recreation building" as the location for
some of the summer activities.
R: Mr. W. . . . Mr. W. . . . Mr. W. . . . Mr. W. . . .
Downstairs you can go skateboarding inside. . . .
T; In the rec center?
R: Yeah. And once I hit my head on a skateboard. It
didn't hurt. My mother said I had the hard head.
(He knocks h i s head .
)
S: You should have helmets on.
R: (Shakes head negative) I don't.
This example could be interpreted as most related to Rick's sense of
social attitudes and his own competency. However, as he relates an
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injury and then denies that it hurt on several other occasions, he ap-
pears to be also very involved in expressing his feelings and regard
for himself. Further, while Rick's manner is often boastful, he ap-
peared here to be much subdued by the experience. Only at the scolding
of a peer saying he should have had a helmet does Rick return to his
"touch" style of boasting.
The third incident was reviewed previously on page . Rick
was explaining to another child where a building was. In fact, he ap-
peared to be really trying to help that child. Her reactions were not
positive, whether from embarrassment, confusion or both is not clear.
The striking part in terms of Rick's reaction to her needs was that he
only approached the problem from a perspective that was sensible and
helpful for him. For, as discussed before, he likes to have things ex-
plained. When he is confused, he considers the attention he requests
as a positive legitimate way of getting extra special attention.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary. The interpretations of two outstanding role enact-
ment issues about styles and goals Rick displays in the discussion ob-
servations are supported by the data discussion.
The first issue has to do with his perceptions of the differences
between adult and peer interpretations of expressions concerning social
expectations. The second issue has to do with the way he apparently
internalizes social expectations. Rick relates to non-verbal and non-
obvious signals as criteria for group participation. His decisions
are
apparently supported by his sensitive perceptions of social
expectations.
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Dat^. From the two discussion observations, 54.6/6 of Rick's
total utterances were coded as role enactment expressions. This figure
was both the highest percentage and the highest number of utterances
coded for role enactment of the three contexts for him. The second
discussion observation had almost twice as many utterances coded for
role enactment as the first observation. However, the percentage aver-
age for both was very close.
TABLE 9
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR RICK
Observat i on Total Role Enactment
Utterances Utterances Percent of Role Enactment
1 . Thank You 5
1
2. Summer Plan I 1
5
1
6
()
30 58.8
58 50.4
88 54.6
Total Discussion Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
29 3 16 18 1 1 - 6 5
Rick repeatedly demonstrates a double understanding for socially
appropriate responses in a given situation. He shows he can use adult
expressions for social expectations. He also uses his peer-culture in-
terpretations as incongruous or humorous contrasts. He appears to take
pleasure in being equally competent in both styles. A clear example is
seen in the first discussion observation. The teacher suggests a nice
way to title a sign-up sheet is needed. Rick is the first to volunteer
with the polite, and "right" answer, "Will you please sign your name?"
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However, he then turns to a peer and quietly restates what perhaps he
sees as the true message which the children should be reading, "Sign
your name or I'll break your (inaudible)." Rick has many ways of ap-
pealing to peers with expressions he knows are not acceptable to the
schoo I
-cu I t ure value system. For example, he suggests to a peer that
they should sign the groups' collective thank-you note as "Wallen
[their teacher's last name! and Juniors." This is a sophisticated
display of the father-and-son billing system. This remark was one of
only three role enactment utterances coded for the component variable
"concept" for Rick in either discussion observation.
A second way Rick demonstrates his competencies using both adult
and peer interpretations of social expectations is focused on manage-
ment of a female peer. She has just said the sponsors of the picnic
ought to write their own thank-you note to themselves. Rick apparently
thinks this is a little bit "out-of- I i ne. " He says to her, "Aw
Dotty . . ." in such a way that she seems to be put on track of her un-
reasonableness. Yet he manages to recognize her attempt at humor also.
Rick appears to be using a role enactment as an implicit expression of
his feelings. He manages to convey that he is sharing his disapproval
(real or unreal) with his peer for an adult set of social expectations.
Somehow, he manages also to be himself--a child mimicking what a grown-
up would be expected to say. Still, his admonishment appears sincere
and ski I led.
Rick is also one of those children who seem magically clued
in to non-obvious signals from the group and teacher. He "sensed"
when
the first discussion was over and stood up to leave. This
again repre-
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sents an action on his part as the resu I I- of his own expectation, (it
might be noted for ontrast that Susie, for exampie, was described as
taking actions in order to elicit an expectation from the adult which
she could clearly interpret; p. 130).
In the second discussion, Rick contributes much more verbally.
One special element comes out which shows Rick's sensitivity to male/
female roles and social expectations. The group has begun to discuss
the gymnastics being offered as a summar activity. Rick's first re-
sponse was to mimic a girl's voice, using a high pitch, saying, "Oh, I
I do fhai." Then he says he hated watching the Olympic gym-
nastic meets.
Dot
:
Do boys do gymnastics?
T: (nods) Yes.
Dot 1 want to do those bars,
bars
.
You know, when there's two
R: ( Watches Dot .
)
T: Uneven parallel bars . .
them.
. where they're going around
Dot If hurts my stomach.
R: My sister can do it. Ti na . She can do t good
.
My brother threw her off
get hurt . . . nuth in'.
the couch once. She didn't
Then much later in the discussion the teacher asks the children what
they are going to sign up for. Rick seems to slip . . . almost.
T: Remember what you're interested in?
R: Youth archery, and tennis lessons and gymnastics.
Dot: You're interested in gymnastics? (She is watching
the teacher, not Richard.)
R ; No
.
Dot: Yeah. Boys can. (She sounds straightforward and
encourag i ng. )
R: Yeah? I'm going down with my brother and fool around.
T: (to another child) You like horsemanship?
R: I don’t want to do gymnastics.
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Ri ck: The Discussion Context; Conclusion
The similarities in curiosity expressed are related to the
purpose he appears to have in collecting specific information and trying
to integrate it into reasonable explanations or predictions.
The differences in curiosity expressed are related to his inter-
est in the content of the material and the capabilities and possibili-
ties he is able to perceive.
Concern
. The similarities in concern expressed involve the styles in
which Rick integrates experiences and feelings. He often denies the
latter, even though he gives cause of injuries or a sensitive perspec-
tive on the problems involving conflicts of feelings or desires.
Differences in intensity of interest in the subject and peer
interactions are evidenf in the way he related to subject matter. There
is also a difference in frustration he can tolerate which seems con-
nected to the given situation and his clarity of understanding about
the task.
Role Enactment . The similarities in role enactments expressed are most
clear in their common focus on expressing competencies.
The differences in role enactment expressed reflect his invest-
ment in the content and also his changing between adult and peer's
styles of culturally acceptable expressions.
Prediction s. This context would appear to be most changeable in terms
of learning strengths displayed by Rick. Dependent on task, grouping,
and leadership he will adapt to display his most comfortable social
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competencies, positive or negative, peer or adult oriented. His
strength of seeking and incorporating information could either be com-
plemented or cut off by his perception of his role in the group process.
Rick: The Story-Telling Task Context; Analysis
Cur ios ity Ana lysis
.
Nummary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
In this context, Rick demonstrates that he expresses curiosity
easily and about a wide range of subjects and ideas. The majority of
his curiosity expressions are focused on competencies, resolving con-
ceptual problems, and specifying information. His story characters
are consistently resourceful in pursuing various alternative actions.
Their persistence results in finding an appropriate solution to the
story problem.
Data . From the two dyadic observations, 34.8^ of Rick's total
utterances were coded for curiosity expressions. This is the middle
number of curiosity utterances coded for the three contexts, although
the percentage figure is very close to the discussion context. Both
observations had very nearly the same number of curiosity utterances
as well as percentage totals.
Rick easily expresses interests in a wide range of subjects and
ideas in the story context. He seemed most interested in expressing
and finding out about competencies. For example, he did not focus on
the way the tape recorder operated, but on what would make his competent
to run it. As the component variable codings in Table 10 show, Rick
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TABLE 10
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR RICK
Observat i on Tota I
Utterances
Curiosity
Utterances
Percent of Curiosity
1. Three Boys 86 50 54.8
2. Hurt Knee
_92^ 32 34.7
178 62 34.8
Total Story Task Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
18 18 17 1 5 - 3 -
had a high number of "concept” codings in this context. In fact, this
is his highest "concept" coding of any of the three contexts. For exam-
ple, he was the only child who really seemed to connect the task he was
asked to do with the fact that the author was doing a study about chil-
dren. He even then tried to connect the task with a project he had
been part of the previous fall studying the community with the author.
He asked, "Why do you want us to tell these stories?" After hearing
the answers to several such questions, Rick usually had long periods of
silence. This unusual silence was followed by new questions. The ap-
pearance was that he was not clear how to use such new information.
Still he seemed very interested in knowing more.
The quality of persistence is evident also in the stories them-
selves. Rick's characters stay with their problems until
they find the
solution. Furthermore, they try several ways of thinking
about their
problems. For example, one story starter leaves
Walter and Sharon
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(the characters
they try to buy
h i s emphas i s on
ways
.
in the story) discovering they have no money just when
a record for their mother's birthday. Rick demonstrated
finding ways of dealing with the problems in alternative
And after Walter and Sharon were very sad, because
they couldn't get their mother a present. And they won-
dered where the money was. And they wondered and wondered.
And
. . . urn . . . SHaron said to Walter, "Who do you
think took the money?"
He said, "Maybe . . . maybe nobody took the money.
Maybe we lost it."
And Sharon said, "Money was in your pocket, Walter,
wasn't it?"
He said, "Yeah (sighs), yes, but it's gone now."
And Walter looked and looked around where he walked and
no money turned up. And they were so sad. And Walter
finally found the money in a parking lot. And they
went to the dimestore. And they bought their mother the
record, and some other stuff, like a rose and stuff. And
Sharon and Walter walked home. And their mother was so
happy that she kissed them and gave them lots of stuff.
The end.
Rick's need to know about his world seems based on practical, survival
issues. But he also demonstrates curiosity in a romantic or "heroic"
way. One way he shows this interest is in his resolution of story
problems. For example, characters get rescued from their trouble.
Ceremonial gifts are given to the females, such as a rose for the
mother. The issue will be discussed further in the role enactment data
d i scuss i on
.
Rick asks for and uses specific information consistently in his
stories. This behavior is consistent throughout the three contexts.
Rick does not tell of boys Just jumping in the water in his first story.
He notes much more detail about their escape.
. .
and the bears came home. And the three little chil-
dren were sifting in chairs. And one of the boys said,
"Look who's coming, some bears."
And, urn, another, the littlest boy said, "I heard the
story about the three bears."
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And he said—the oldest boy said, "Yeah, but that was
with Goldilocks. We’re not Goldilocks."
And, urn, they tried to hide. They hid behind the
chairs. And the bears couldn't, didn't see 'em until
the biggest boy coughed. And they went over and looked
behind the chairs. And they saw 'em.
And, um, the boy ran out of the house. And the bears
chased 'em unt i I the boys went into a river and swam down-
stream. The End.
Concern Ana lysis .
Summary and Data
. The material for the summary and data sections
are combined for the discussion of Rick's concern coded utterances in
the third context.
From the two observations, \2lo of Rick's total utterances were
coded as concern expressions. This percentage and the actual utterances
were both the highest concern coded figures for the three contexts.
Both observations had almost the same number of concern coded utter-
ances as well as percentage figures.
TABLE I I
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR RICK
Observation Tota 1
Utterances
Concern
Utterances
Percent of Concern
1 . Three Boys 86 16 18.6
2. Hurt Knee 92 14 15.2
178 30 16.8
Total Story Task Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
3 2 - 1 2 17 2 3
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The interest in fighting mentioned in the discussions of concern
is apparent again in Rick's stories. Both original stories in the first
observation were about boys being chased. In Rick's special version of
Goldilocks (page 92) three small boys are chased by bears. His second
story in the first observation was about a small boy who came running up
to a bigger boy for protection. Then they both had to deal with the
gang of even bigger boys who were trying to beat them up. There was an
interesting change in the ending. Rick usually talks about someone
being so happy at the end of the story that he is the "happiest" boy
on the "whole block" or in the "whole world." In this story the boy is
so happy that "he came home by himself."
In the second story telling observation, Rick again uses the
protagonist as protector. Here he finds a little girl with a hurt knee.
He finds out where she lives and takes her home. Then the boy is forced
to take money from her mother because she is so happy to have the girl
home. He doesn't want to take the money, but when he has to, he uses
it to buy the girl a present. All of Rick's stories seem to convey a
sense of generosity, and awareness about dependence and independence.
Yet there is romance involved in protecting or searching for safety
which is predominant and repetitive in the events in Rick's stories.
Stylistically, Rick's stories are full of people talking dramati-
cally, conveying their feelings. He seems to switch characters and
viewpoints eas i
1
y . He has a spec iai style of story-telling language to
reinforce the fabric and feeling of his stories. It appears to be
something he enjoys doing. For example, in the first observation, he
begins one original story this way:
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Once there was a boy and he was walking down the street
and he met up with this lady. And she said, "Little boy
will you help me across the street?"
And he said, "Yes." He walked her across the street.
And come to find out he was a boy scout.
It is in the story telling context that Rick is coded for the most "ex-
pression of feeling" utterances. It is interesting to note that the
characters in his stories express not just happiness, sadness or mad-
ness, but fear, worry, pleasure on behalf of others. These are not Just
lumped in one fantasy story, but occur consistently throughout Rick's
stor ies.
Role Enactment Analysis
.
Summary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
In this context, Rick shows that he will extend himself to meet
the social as well as task expectation of the adult. He is able to
guide the adult to his own level of understanding. When a difference
of opinion about task or social expectations arises, Rick demonstrates
he is able to negotiate to achieve his goals.
Rick's use of socio/cultural stereotypes in his stories is sof-
tened by his sense of humor and romance. He shows a sensitivity to
differences in the associations of male/female objects as well as role.
His stories also appear to involve social issues of old/young and
strong/weak for his characters.
Data. From the two dyadic observations, 47.7^ of the total ut-
terances were coded for role enactment expressions. This is the middle
percentage and the middle number of role enactment utterances per con-
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text for the three contexts. The second observations had a slightly
higher number of role enactment utterances as well as percentage of the
tota I
.
TABLE 12
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STUDY TASK CONTEXT FOR RICK
Observation
utterances '^°Utterancer^
Percent of Role Enactment
1. Three Boys 86 39 45.3
2. Hurt Knee 92 46 50.0
178 85 47.7
Total Story Task Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
10 7 1 1 27 4 4 15 7
Rick's component variable codings for role enactment are quite
widely distributed. This pattern is consistent with his other two con-
texts' role enactment codings.
Rick shows three ways in which he extends himself to meet the
social expectations of adults in this context. First, in all his
stories he shows socially appropriate respect for adults. He is able
to give roses to his mother and escort little old ladies across the
street (as a boy scout!). Second, he shows tolerance for adults' needs
and expectations. For example, in the pre-story sections, he "listens
to the adult explanations. He very likely already knew much
of the in-
formation about the tape recorder. This interpretation is
supported
by the way he shows an attitude to tolerance as he nods
and smiles . .
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until he is confronted with something neediessiy contusing. Then he
simpiy states, "That don't make no sense." In this way he also keeps
the adult tuned to his own level of understanding. The third way Rick
interacts with adults' expectations is by showing a willingness to nego-
tiate when there is a difference of opinion about what the expectation
should be. For example, in the pre-story dialogue from the second ob-
servation the adult is eliciting what Rick remembers from the first
story-telling task.
You had some Walter and Sharon stories, right?
Umhm (positive)
.
I’d like to give you one more Walter and Sharon story.
And then I'd I i ke to hear a story of your own
which could be about anything.
R: (playing with mike
. . . has been very still, looking
down. After T. finishes here, he looks up.)
T: The Walter and Sharon stories
. . . I ’m not sure
which ones you had.
I'll tell you if you tell me.
OK. I'll tell you. There was one about a birthday
surprise.
. . .
(nods affirmative) That. . . .
You had that one? OK.
Yeah. . . .
Then there was one about going to the dimestore.
. . .
(simultaneous with T.) the mother's . . . about the
mother's birthday?
Rick's patterns of anticipating action, reviewed in the other
contexts again appear. He shows again that he is willing to take risks
about his judgment. One clear example happens just as the Walter and
Sharon story starter is being told. Rick misjudges the appropriate
break in the starter where he is supposed to begin his part of finish-
ing the story. He starts to come in too soon. Asked to hold onto his
idea he shakes his head that he can't. He mumbles something like, "You
n't count on it." However, when the time for him to finish the storyca
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does come, he shows no hesitation or i I I feelings about continuing the
story. This action is interpreted as risk-taking. Rick did turn out
to be "wrong" in his anticipated action. However, he has an important
school -ski I I and valuable asset if indeed he is as comfortable trying
out his ideas as he appeared to be in this example.
Rick demonstrates ways he can make socio/cultural stereotypes
of characters in his stories. Yet he also uses small twists of humor
to change them into humorous prototypes as for example in his story
about the boy scout and also the boys in the Three Bears story. Rick
often has in his story line something unexpectedly romantic as well,
as in the story of the poor little girl’s mother forcing the boy to
take money for bringing her back home. But there is another aspect to
the seeming stereotypic roles. The issue of what people are supposed
to do "morally" seems to be incorporated in all of Rick’s stories. It
is hard not to suppose that Rick, who has shown himself to be so adapt-
able to both adult and peer-culture mores, does not also have some con-
flicts or questions about situations where appropriate behavior actually
provides a source of conflict. The closest Rick comes to approaching
any expression of that sort of conflict in his stories is when the
money was offered to the boy for taking the little girl home.
He didn’t want to take it. And he wouldn’t accept it. And
the Qthe mother^ made him take it. He didn’t want to. But
he had to take it ’cause she wanted him to.
Rick: Story Telling Task Context; Conclusion
Curiosity . The similarities in curiosity expressed relate to Rick’s
display of interest in finding out, adapting to and coping with
the
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env i ronment
.
The differences in curiosity expressed are related to the manner
in which he pursues solving problems. He integrates and adapts in-
formation from his discoveries in various ways to complement either the
previous understandings or his present needs.
Concern
. The similarities of concern expressed were focused on issues
of fighting as well as other moral and value expectations and his sen-
sitivity to the needs of others.
The differences in concern expressed reflected his changing in-
terest in practical or romantic styles of approaching these issues.
Role Enactment . The similarities in role enactment expressed relate
to Rick’s interest in complying with social expectations, by solving
problems, confirming information and bringing closure to his involve-
ment in an acceptable manner.
The differences in role enactment expressed are reflected in the
several styles he uses to negotiate task expectations, and also to take
risks in trying out his assumptions about those task expectations.
Predictions. Rick would appear to really benefit from the dyadic con-
text when it provides an opportunity to explore ways of combining in-
formation he has, or wants, with issues he cares about. It appears im-
portant for him to structure his perception of his environment and to
explore the conflicts between his values and morals and the realities
he experiences in daily life. He appears eager for the information
the
adu I f offers.
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Rick: Summary
~ curiosity utterances are characterized by his clar-
ity, specificity, and persistence in getting information. This is ac-
companied by a willingness to risk, guess, and state expectations as
he reflects on personal experiences. Rick works always to integrate
his knowledge toward new possibilities and potentials. He responds
seriously to fhe special attention his style of curiosity and specula-
tions inspire. He encourages and models this form of attention from
adults and peers. His curiosity expressions are widely adaptable so
that he is not only able to elicit responses in many ways, but also to
use the information he needs at will.
Concern . Rick’s concern utterances are characterized by direct, though
not usually dramatic, expressions of his feelings. Most often his con-
cern takes the form of non-verbal signs. These signs may be about
separation, as when he turns his back on a conversation, or disapproval,
as when he pulls down his hat with a jerk, or comfort as when he puts
his arm around a troubled friend. He shows interest in broadening his
understanding about emotions. This is shown on the charts by expres-
sions of competence, concepts, and expectation for concern codings
which appear in all three contexts. He also has several persistent
personal themes which occur in all three contexts. These themes have
to do with his feelings about fighting, being "good," or "bad," helping
others, and being independent. In the story context, he clearly touched
the widest range and conveyed his most intensity about the power of
feelings, as well as the conflicts that power can create.
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Role Enactment
. Rick’s role enactment utterances are characterized by
a high regard for school and social values, an adept manner of combin-
ing, contrasting, and adjusting the different standards of peer and
adult value systems, and the usage of objects and actions to connect
his expressions with child/adult and male/female role especially. He
often expresses stereotypes about peoples’ social roles which he sof-
tens and individualizes with his humor. He makes stereotypes of social
situational conflicts which he tends to romanticize and resolve by draw-
ing on social or moral judgments.
In the Classroom. Rick’s highest codings are for both curiosity and
role enactment. He uses cognitive expressions in an extremely adaptive
and active way. He uses many ways also of accommodating social expecta-
tions. However, with the exception of social competencies, Rick’s main
effort is cognitively directed.
In the Discussion . Rick’s highest codings are clearly for role enact-
ment. Here he shows highest scores for four role enactment variables,
and a lower, but closer spread of codings for curiosity expressions.
By far the highest score in this context is for role enactmenjf
’’com-
petencies." This figure is so much higher than any other coding
for
Rick in all the other contexts that it must reflect some
unusual con-
tributing circumstances. The higher concern "competency
variable
adds additional depth to Rick’s expressions in this
context. His
curiosity pattern appears weaker overall, however.
Only the "clarify-
ing" variable is especially high in comparison
to the other
In fact, Rick’s active cognitive participationcod i ngs
.
in contribut-
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ing, or soliciting, information for the group most likely did reinforce
his emotional and socially oriented "competency" utterances.
In the Story Task . Here Rick's codings are most surprising and complex.
He scores the highest concern of the three contexts, and yet does not
show an improved grouping in terms of closeness of spread between the
component variables. He shows role enactment again as his highest
total score, but the spread of variables coded is much more evenly dis-
tributed. (The "confirm" variable is deceptively high as it reflects a
number of single syllable assenting nods during a long explanation by
the adult.) The cur i osi ty cod i ngs are unevenly spread with the high-
est codings for "competence" and "concept." Clearly, Rick’s interest
in the problem and sense of cognitive ability are more intense than in
any other context, with perhaps the exception of his building project
which was predominantly non-verbal. The story-telling and classroom
context codings show a surprising difference in the curiosity scores.
Both his overall score and the evenness of his spread among the seven
component variables were stronger in the classroom. There are several
possible explanations for the differences in these scores. Rick does
respond very well to single adult attention, he may also have less
pressure because no peers were present so that he concentrated in a
more intense way. Possibly, the classroom cognitive challenges were
not meeting Rick's interests or abilities in especially important
ways. For whatever reason, his high cognitive codings for
"competence"
and "concept" in the Story Task Context were strong
signs that he was
very positively engaged. Further, the role enactment
scores are high
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RICK: CODED UTTERANCES
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and broadly enough spread among the variables to show he was not behav-
ing in unacceptable ways. The depth of curiosity he expressed then did
not threaten his overall steadiness. These pieces all fit together in
supporting the interpretation that this child apparently has much more
cognitive ability and interest in expressing his ideas than was obvious
in the other contexts.
Susie: A Biographical Sketch
Susie is a slightly chubby child whose glasses are usually about
halfway down on her nose. She may be enthusiastic and participating,
or very subdued and apart from the group. When she starts working
alone, she is most often joined by one of her three best friends. She
will join them also. If she sees an adult working alone, she will in-
evitably join even if she can only watch. Of all five children in the
study, Susie is the child who talked the least. Her social connections
are somewhat unpredictable. Academically, she repeated second grade
and is now considered to be functioning about on grade level. Her
teacher feels it is especially important to give Susie adequate prepara-
tion for a new activity or expectation. Her teacher felt that she had
not had enough preparation for the first story task. This was one rea-
son she was more cooperative in the second observation.
Susie: The Classroom Context; Analysis
Cur i os i ty Ana lysis .
Summary. The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
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Two patterns are apparent in Susie’s classroom curiosity codings.
The first is related to mixed codings. She has more mixed role enact-
ment and curiosity codings than any of the other chi Idren in any other
observation. The second pattern is related to the wide range in her
curiosity percentage figures for different classroom observations. Her
expressions of curiosity seem most directly dependent on contextual
ci rcumstances.
Data . Six observations were coded and analyzed for Susie in
the classroom context. Her 35 curiosity utterances were 25.5/S of the
137 total classroom utterances. This figure is the highest number of
curiosity coded utterances and very close to the story telling context
for percentage of curiosity coded. Although it cannot be considered
a pattern, because of the small amount of data, it is interesting to
note that Susie’s highest percentages of curiosity were not coded in
the longest classroom observations.
In the first observation, "Bell Tower," Susie was working on a
project to build a replica of the school building. Susie was working
at a table with six children. However, only once was she coded as
directing her attention to a peer. The other twelve utterances were
focused on problems with the materials. Five of these curiosity ut-
terances were coded for "concept." An example is shown by Susie telling
a teacher her idea for solving a problem with the bell tower which she
was trying to build; "Oh yeah. Then I could take off a little
piece
and do that." As the example suggests, Susie’s non-verbal
gestures
must be considered carefully. (Note: twenty of the total
codings were
for non-verbal expressions.)
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TABLE 14
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observation Total
Utterances Curiosity Percent of Curiosity
1 . Be 1 1 Tower 33 (20 n .V.
)
12 36.3
2. Checkers 66 7 10.6
3. Spe 1 1 i ng 13 2 15.3
4. House Project 9 4 44.4
5. Panda Reading 10 9 90.0
6. Waiting 6
_
1
_
16.6
137 35 25.5
Total Classroom Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
2 10 2 3 4 - 4 10
In the fifth observafion, "Panda," Susie was looking at a book
about bears with one peer. She had a total of only ten utterances in
the whole observation. However, nine were coded curiosity , and three
of these were also coded for concept . An example of this dialogue is
Susie's answer to her peer's statement, "The bears eat bees and it
doesn't hurt them." Susie replied simply, "They eat fast."
Twelve of the fifteen curiosity utterances, that were coded as
mixes with role enactment utterances, occurred in the second observa-
tion. In this observation, Susie is playing a game of checkers with
Helen. Susie appears to be responding to a dilemma. She has a
distinct
lead in the game. Helen has one checker left. However,
Helen won't
respond to Susie's demands that she take her turn. Susie is
faced
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with the frustrating problem of being unable to clinch the game and
claim her victory.
Susie is also responding to a second interaction. She is very
conscious of all the adults in the room, but especially of the video-
operator. At the beginning of the observation she sees the camera
focused on her and proudly announces,
S: (to camera) She only got one man. (then to Helen)
Move your head so she can see.
Susie uses every way she can, and every resource to evoke both the ac-
tions from Helen and the recognition from the adults she wants.
S: (Speaks aloud but directed to herself) Get that
man trapped, I say trapped. (Then to Helen) You're
trapped, Helen, you gotta move. (Then to teacher
—
her tone is anticipating response) Mr. W., she's
trapped
.
Susie's impasse leads her to "scan her environment" seeking to try new
ways of affecting Helen's actions. She appears to be trying to use the
adult's attention as power to bear on her problem since the game's
progress is not meeting her satisfaction.
Concern Ana lysis .
Summary and Data . The summary and data material are combined
for 1 he discussion of concern codings in the classroom context.
Consistently, in all three contexts, Susie's highest component
variable for concern utterances were direct expressions of her own feel-
ings. Usually Susie expresses extremes of happiness, anger or frustra-
tion. Of the total of 33 concern coded utterances, in the classroom
context, 2I of them are coded "expressions of feeling."
TABLE 15
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances Tota 1 Concern Percent of Concern
1
.
Be 1 1 Tower 33 5 15. 1
2. Checkers 66 22 33.3
3. Spe Ming 13 4 25.0
4. House Project 9 1 1 1 . 1
5. Panda 10 - —
6. Waiting 6
_l_ 16.6
137 33 24.0
Tota 1 Classroom Concern Component VariabI1 es
Competence Concept Confirm Clarify 1- j. j.- ExpressExpectat ion ^ ^
.
^ Fee 1 1 ng
Comp lete Task Mix
4 1 1 21 1 5
In the first observation Susie expresses her frustration at a
cardboard model she is building. She tore the door as she was cutting
it and commented quietly, "Dumb door. Dumb dirty rotten fuckin' door."
Then she drops it on the floor. It is not evident if that is on pur-
pose .
In the second observation, "Checkers," this anger appears in a
combination of exaggerated expressions. Susie sings almost the whole
fime. It appears to be because she is winning. But she also expresses
negative as well as positive feelings directly. She calls Helen abusive
names as part of her efforts to make her take her turn; "What a turd."
Susie’s concern coded expressions are not always so directly
stated. In the third observation a student teacher has been
giving a
spelling test, but i s hav i ng a d i f f icu I
t
t ime maintaining control over
the children. After each spelling word, the student teacher would give
an illustrative sentence. Then the children would offer various wise-
cracks for their own benefit. This example is the only instance of Susie
participating in the ritual.
St. T: OK. Word number eight is war. Burt
,
war. You
1 i ke war
. .
.
you . . . there's a war. World
War 1 . Wor Id War 11, war
.
R: When?
B: When? Uh—oh (begins
North Koreans.
fantasy play) Here come the
R: Look at 'em (joining fantasy play) Down the hill.
Sus i e
:
Shoot my brains out. why don't you?
Clearly this sentence could be interpreted as fitting into the
fantasy play. However, the tone of voice and her total lack of in-
volvement with those two other peers seem to support a more tangential
position. Susie appears to be offering a much more personal expression
of concern, yet her confrontation is masked, protected by the peer war
play. It is not at all clear what Susie means by that statement.
In each of these observations contextual circumstances seemed
important. The atmosphere in the spelling test was filled with chal-
lenges to authority. There was a fiercely competitive classroom at-
mosphere at the time of the checker game, since a monopoly game playoff
was the main focus in the classroom that day. Susie may be influenced
in her personal expressions by such strong social pressures and expec-
tations, although she personally did not challenge the student teacher,
nor was she participating in the monopoly game.
Her manner of volatile confrontation, however, no matter what
the environment supports, is also evidence of a personal style of
ex-
press i ng fee 1 i ngs.
Role Enactment Analysis
.
Summary and Data . For the six observations for Susie in the
classroom context, 29.9^ of the total 137 utterances were coded for
role enactment expressions. This percentage was the lowest average
role enactment percentage for Susie in all three contexts. However,
she was coded for the highest actual number of role enactment utter-
ances. Susie was coded for a surprisingly low percentage considering
the high numbers of role enactment codings in the second classroom ob-
servations also.
TABLE 16
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observat i on Tota 1Utterances
Tota 1
Role Enactment Percent of Role Enactment
1
.
Be 1 1 Tower 33 12 36.3
2. Checkers 66 18 27.2
3. Spe 1 1 i ng 13 5 38.4
4. House Project 19 4 21 .0
5. Panda Reading 10 1 1 .0
6. Waiting 6 _l_ 16.6
137 41 29.9
Total Classroom Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
5 - 3 9 8 5 3 8
The first two observations show clusters of utterances for the
"confirm" and "expectation" variables respectively. In the first ob-
servation Susie is mainly confirming when she is responding to the
teacher trying to help her with her building project. In the second ob-
servation, Susie directs a high number of "expectation" coded expres-
sions to the peer with whom she is playing checkers.
In the first observation, Susie was complying with a task the
teacher had in mind. In the second, Susie had in her own mind the goal
and was trying to elicit the actions from her peer.
Susie uses two mannerisms which do not show up in the codes, but
which she does use again in other contexts. She mimics and mocks the
person she is talking with. This is not the kind of nervous copying
which Jane does in the story telling context. Rather Susie seems to
mock the response she has Just received in a mimicking manner.
S: You're trapped Helen. You gotta move.
H: I wi I I
.
S: Move.
H: I wi I I
S; I will (mocks and mimics).
Susie: The Classroom Context; Conclusion
Curiosity. The similarities in the curiosity expressed by Susie ap-
peared related to the quality and quantity of her utterances more than
their function. She expressed terse conclusions rather than any expan-
sive sharing or invitations to join her reasoning processes.
The differences in the curiosity expressed appeared related to
the function or goal Susie was striving for. Her desire for
social
recognition, and control over expectations appeared to contribute
most
toward her expressing curiosity for problem solving reasons.
Concern
.
The similarities in concern expressed by Susie were
confined
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mainly to the directness and intensity of her expressions of feeling.
The differences in concern expressed were clearly influenced most
by the circumstances of the observation. Whether her expressions were
directly positive or negative was a second difference which contrasted
with more obscure indirect concerns she expressed.
Role Enactment
. The similarities of role enactment expressed were
based on her style of confirming information as well as patterns she
used to control others’ social expectations of her.
The differences in the role enactment expressed appeared related
to their function. Susie was interested in complying school culture
expectations and also in testing the conflicts of her other personal
interests with those classroom expectations.
Pred ict i on . The stability of percentages of role enactment expressions
in all the classroom observations suggest a consistent strength in com-
plying and succeeding with classroom expectations. This strength could
help her monitor her extreme expressions of concern, but could also
leave a gap in her social connections with peers and their expectations.
The occurrence of curiosity utterances irregularly in the ob-
servations and as the only mode of problem solving she displayed, sug-
gest that she will not challenge herself consistently in terms of con-
tent, though. she will appear to manage well autonomously ... as both
her curiosity and role enactment component variables show a quite
stable spread among the seven variable categories.
Susie: The Discussion Context; Analysis
I 15
Curiosity Analysis
.
Nummary. In this context, Susie demonstrates that she combines
strands of information about her environment inspired by her humor,
chance, and peer pressure. She demonstrates two distinct styles of
expressing her curiosity utterances. Susie uses very short direct ques-
tions and she also uses a much less direct way of alternately approach-
ing and retreating from a problem.
Da^. From the two discussion observations, 21.8/6 of Susie's
64 total utterances were coded as curiosity expressions. This is the
lowest percentage and the lowest number of curiosity coded utterances
for all three contexts. In the first discussion observation, Susie was
not coded for any curiosity at a I I . In the second observation, most
of her curiosity was coded as expressions of "clarifying information."
TABLE 17
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observat i on
Total Total
Utterances Cur i os i ty
Percent of Curiosity
1. Thank You Note 15 (13 n.v.) 0 0
2. Summer Plan 4£ j_4 28 .
5
64 14 ,21.8
Total Discussion Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
3 - 8 1 1 -
-
1
Susie has various ways of combining strands of information in
making conclusions about her environment. Sometimes she consciously
shares a humorous side to this process.
T: OK. It says the pool opens Saturday.
Susie: (reads) Saturday, June 18 ... at nine o'clock.
T: (directing a peer where to read) It's right under-
neath "Swimpool." See where it says that
. . .
(to all the group) All right. On Saturday
. . .
June 18. And it closes Monday. . . .
R: Monday, September 5. (reads)
Susie: At nine o'clock. (giggles)
In two instances, Susie verbalizes clues about her perception of
her part in her own learning and curiosity expressions. She states
that she learns things by herself several times. In the following
example, her peer's response also seems to influence her.
T: Are any of you interested in taking swim lessons
this summer?
Susie: (raises hand)
T: Have any of you taken swim lessons before?
Susie: Nope. I can't go by myself. I learned by myself.
Peer: Yeah. I take 'em. I already had beginners.
(Susie and Peer speak together, irregularly.)
Susie shows also that she can verbalize, voluntarily, her reasons
for becoming more aware of her environment. The teacher was talking
about an activity in a nearby village, Burnon. Susie offers her per-
ception, "I know where Burnon is 'cause my ( i naud i b I e—probab I y grandma)
I i ves there.
"
Sometimes Susie appears to respond to chance interactions which
trigger the way she combines information about her environment.
f
R
Sus i e
R
D
T
Have you ever played tennis?
Yeah. Once and my sister teaches me.
I know how to p I ay it.
So do I
. ,
j
How do you play? How do you play? I never played.
You know— a tennis racquet and a tennis ball and
you g i i ^ over to the next person. That person
hits if back and you hit it back and forth.
Susie: We don’t use a tennis racquet.
St: We play tennis without it on the rug. My cousin
and I . We don’t have a—we don't have a
—
Fence?
OK. What’s the next one? Gee-m
—
(to Steven) Racquets. Do you have racquets?
Yep
.
And do you have a tennis ball?
(Beats hand on paper. Her response is to D. Appears
to be impatience and joining D.’s call to go on.)
St : ( to T . ) Nope.
T: You don’t? What do you use?
St: We use a rubber ball.
Susi e: Bi rdi es.
T: Still works doesn’t it? (to Steven)
St: Yes. And they have the same kind of rubber in the
tenn is ball.
Susie: We have a tennis racquet set.
T: (nonverbal positive response)
Susie: We have a tennis racquet set and we use a birdie.
T: That’s like badminton.
Susie: (non-verbal positive response, nods head)
St: That’s not tennis, that’s bad-nitton, bat-mitten . . .
badmitten. (He tries out three pronunciations which
these misspellings represent.)
Susie uses short indirect questions throughout the discussion ob-
servation. She wants to know how old her peers are and compares birth-
days. She asks constantly "When?" or "Where?" in reference to the
summer activities. Several times she uses another approach. She ap-
pears to be interested and becomes involved pursuing a subject, but
then she backs off with some expressi'on of almost a "negative" curiosity.
When one peer is trying to find out if Rick is going to get braces
Susie is all ears. But when the peer can’t remember the word "braces,"
Susie claims, "I don’t know what she’s talking about." She may have
also been avoiding a social diversion from the discussion topic. An-
other example suggests the same expression used later may also be re-
lated to either social or personal f rustraction, presenting conflicts
D
T
St
T
Susie
with her interest in her environment. The discussion was focused on an
activity which was to be held in the "rec" center, a main, large build-
ing in downtown, used for recreation activities.
T;
Sus i e
:
T:
R:
T:
D;
Sus i e
:
D;
R:
D:
R:
Susi e:
D:
R
D
Sus i e
D
R:
Susie;
D;
Sus i e
;
R:
Sus i e
:
R:
Susi e
;
Everybody knows where the rec center is, right?
LIh-huh (negative)
Right in town across from the post office.
No, you know where the white church is, the Center
Church? Right across from that.
Know the white church? The Center Church? A big
brick bui Idi ng.
You know where the post office is? You know where
the I i brary i s?
Yeah. I know where the library is.
Well, down the road a little ways. You know that
bui Idi ng?
The huge building across the street. The huge build-
ing across the street?
No. You konw that big building on the same street
as the I i brary i s on?
Yeah, but on the other side of the street.
(shakes head, gestures, indicates negative recognition)
(to R.) Will you shut up, you're getting her
confused
.
It's on the other side.
You know the library?
Yeah
.
Wei I you go down one then you cross a street then
there's a big building?
That big bu i I d i ng?
Nah. I don't know what you're talking about.
You know where the library is?
Yes. I know where the library is (exasperated).
You know the Center Church?
Forget it. Oh boy! Good bye! (others turn away,
R. persists)
You know where the post office is?
(expresses interest) Which post office?
Concern Analysis .
Summary and Data . Since Susie had so little concern coded ut-
terances in either discussion observation, that fact alone becomes im-
portant. Her 7 concern utterances were 10^ of the 64 total
discussion
utterances. This was both the lowest percent figure and the
lowest
number of concern codings for the three contexts.
TABLE 18
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observation
11
++^.., Total Concern Percent of Concern
1 . Thank You Note 15(13 n.v. ) 3 2.0
2. Summer Act i V i
t
ies 49 4 8. 1
64 7 10.9
Tota 1 Di scuss ion Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept C 1 ari fy Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
- -
1
-
1 3 - 2
Susie’s concern coded expressions in the first discussion were
limited to non-verbal expressions such as shaking her head negatively,
shrugging, twisting around in her chair impatiently and facing up to
the teacher waiting (asking almost) expectantly for attention.
In the second discussion observation she verbalized her feeling
most clearly twice. She said she wanted to play girls' softball. She
also expressed her feel ings in the exchange about the rec center when
she says "Forget it. Oh boy! Good buy!"
Susie expresses references to her family that might be con-
sidered expressions of regard or preoccupation. However, they appear
to function more as a safe subject, a known reference point which Susie
uses for comparisons or as a type of springboard for exploratory
conver-
sation. These references are discussed further in the
data material for
Susie’s role enactment codings.
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Role Enactment Analysis
.
Summary. Susie appears to use role enactment expressions mainly
as a focus for her competencies. She may illustrate her own skills or
use her family activities in ways that seem meant to enhance her social
standing in the group. She appears to be equally invested in school
and peer cultures in different ways. She appears to be clarifying suc-
cess expectations for the school task. She also demonstrates her in-
terest in the social order of her peers and the power sources for peer
ranki ng.
Daj^. From the two discussion observations, 62. 5^ of the total
utterances were coded as role enactment expressions. The percentage
figure is twice as high as Susie's role enactment percentages in the
other two contexts. However, the actual number of utterances are al-
most the same as the classroom and much higher than the story task
context
.
TABLE 19
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances Rol
Tota 1
le Enactment
Percent of Role
Enactment
1 . Thank You Note 15 (13 n
.
V .
)
12 80.0
2. Summer Activities 28 57. 1
64 40 62.5
Total Discussion Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
12 5 6 10 1 2 3 6
Susie often shows herself competent as a "good" reader by recit-
ing aloud. She verbalizes her perception of herself as competent in
other areas such as swimming and tennis playing also. Further, she
shows that her role enactment expression of "competence" can be the
basis for a form of risk taking. When she reads, for example, she risks
not knowing or mispronouncing words. Susie appears willing to do this
and able to incorporate new information she gains in this manner. For
example, although she reads "Men's Baseball Lodge" ( i nstead of League),
she shows no sign of embarrassment when she is corrected. When Susie
told the teacher that she knew how to play tennis, that competency
coded (role enactment) utterance became the basis for an important ex-
change. At the end of the exchange, Susie had voluntarily confirmed
her own information and also put two strands of her ideas together: "We
have a tennis racquet set and we use a birdie." Taken apart, this
statement does not convey the power it has within its context. This re-
mark showed a kind of integrating within a single interaction which is
very positive for Susie.
The role expectations carried from her family and communicated
to the group conveyed some power to enhance Susie's sense of peer com-
petence. Her family appears to be very closely identified with her in
some sense. For example, when Susie says, "My sister can go out. ' she
says it in such a way as to connote power. It is not clear if
that means
Susie can go with her, or if it is just an important fact for everyone
to know that she has an independent older sister. Rick also
appears
to use his siblings' capabilities in a similar way, to
enhance his own
social standing with the group.
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There was an interesting connection between Susie's curiosity
codings and her interest in the peer culture. Almost half of her
curiosity coded remarks in the second discussion observation were di-
rected to two peers. For example, she asks a peer, "How old is your
brother?" Although this kind of curiosity is not related to the
teacher's idea of the discussion focus, Susie is clarifying informa-
tion, ordering social relationships. It is not clear, however, that her
questions are meant to enhance her social standing, or be interpreted
as friendly social overtures.
Susie: The Discussion Context; Conclusion
Curiosity . The similarity of Susie's curiosity expressed in this
context was related to clarifying information about her peers and her
env i ronment
.
The differences in her expressions were related to the range of
styles and strengths she was able to incorporate. She clearly was able
to take risks expressing both humor and interest in new knowledge.
Concern. It is not possible from the small amount of concern expressed
to draw conclusions about her concern behavior in a group context. She
did most clearly still use direct expressions of her feelings, but the
lack of codings itself, is perhaps more significant to consider.
Role Enactment. The similarities of role enactments expressed apparent-
ly were related to their function of gaining social success in
both peer
and school cultures.
The differences in her role enactments appeared to be based
on
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the model she was using to convey her interest in either peers, her
family, or the task through changes in her manner and styles of confirm-
ing information.
Prediction
. The extreme irregularities of all three analytic constructs
and the high percentage of role enactment clustered between two vari-
ables ("competence" and "confirm") indicates the group context as very
unpredictable for Susie. It would be most reliant on peer composition
and task appropriateness. Her strengths, shown in her eagerness to ap-
pear competent and take risks are more noticeable in one observation in
this context than in any other context. Therefore, this kind of small
group interaction, carefully planned, could be a very positive way for
Susie to build on her learning strengths.
Susie: The Story Telling Task Context; Analysis
Curiosity Analysis .
Summary and Data. From the two story-telling task observations,
25.3$ of the total utterances were coded as curiosity expressions. This
percentage was almost exactly the same as the classroom context. The
actual number of coded utterances was the middle figure for the three
contexts. Susie had almost the same number of total utterances in both
observations. However, she had more curiosity coded expressions in
the second observation.
Susie’s utterances were focused mainly on the adult expectation
of herself and the materials in the context. In the first
observation,
she used a teasing style with the male teacher, even
as she was probing
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TABLE 20
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observation Total Utterances Total Curiosity Percent of Curiosity
I . Teacher 40 8 ' 20.0
2. Tiger ^ 50.7
79 20 25.3
Total Story Task Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Feel i ng
Complete Task Mix
2 3 - 5 7 - - 5
for more definition of what was expected. In replying to his request
for her to tell a story, she first offered that she was "thinking of
one" (an original story). Then she began backing around. First she
said she had "half of it." Then she coyly said, "I don’t think 1 ought
to do it." Should and ought are coded as "expectation." These utter-
ances also function in the context for scanning the environment as well
as serving as social cultural messages of male/female reluctance play.
Susie demonstrates one style of expressing "concepts" by float-
ing statements. She may be anticipating an explanation from the adult
or not. It is impossible to know. The result in the following
example,
however, is that she does elicit an explanation from her observation
of an apparent puzzlement about the tape recorder. This
dialogue is
taken from the beginning of the first observation.
T: OK. Is it going?
S: (non-verbal positive, nods head)
T: OK. Then I think that has it recording.
Now if we want
to stop it, all we have to do is. . . .
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Push it up.
Push it up. Push and see if it stops. Now let's put
it on record again. Push the red button.
(does it)
Here we go. Is it recording?
I . . . i s go i ng
.
OK.
That one goes faster than that one does, (looking at
cassette reels)
Uh-huh (positive). 'Cause it doesn't have as much tape
on it. But they- II go—when this has the same amount
of tape they both go the same speed.
Concern Analysis
.
Summary and Data . From the two story-telling task observations,
36.7^ of the total utterances were coded as concern expressions. This
figure is the highest concern percentage for the three contexts. It
represents the middle number of utterances coded for concern in the
three contexts.
S:
T:
S:
T:
S:
T:
S:
T:
TABLE 21
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observation Total Utterances Total Concern Percent of Concern
1 . Teacher 40 17 42.5
2. Tiger 39 12 30.7
79 29 36.7
Tota 1 Story Task Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
1
- 3 6 8 8 - 3
Susie's concern expressions were again most clearly focused on
her own feelings and she was trying to meet the expectations of adults.
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She also elicited expression of concern from the adult. For example,
early in the first observation she said, "I don't like to hear myself."
This cue was ignored by the adult. However, when it was time for her
to tell her own story she complained of something in her eye. The adult
did respond with caring gestures and a comforting display. In the
second observation her approach was slightly different, at the beginning
she complained of a cold and being tired. She received interest more
than consolation for her problem. This pattern is described further in
the role enactment data section. Susie displayed again in this context,
also, that she could express directly what she did or didn't want. In
the first observation, after Susie had tried to start her own story,
she frankly asked for help when she said, "I want you to start one."
When a few minutes later she refused to continue with the task, she
simply stated, "I don't feel like it."
Susie appeared to have both indirect and direct styles of ex-
pressing her personal concern in this context.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary end Data. From the two story-tel I i ng task observations,
35.4/b of the total utterances were coded for role enactment expressions.
This is the middle percentage figure for the three contexts. The actual
number of role enactment utterances, however, was the lowest of the
three contexts.
Susie's high number of "expectation" codings were again
evident
in the role enactment utterances for this context.
One example was
especially clear in the second observation. Susie saw
the tape recorder
at the beginning of the observation. She demanded
of the teacher, "Buy
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TABLE 22
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES FOR THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR SUSIE
Observat i on Tota 1Utterances
Tota 1
Role Enactment Percent of Role Enactment
1 . Teacher 40 14 35.0
2. Tiger ^
•
j_4 35.8
79 28 35.4
Total Story Task Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation Express
Feel i ng
Complete Task Mix
4 - - 4 1 1 2 3 4
me one of ’em! Buy me one of ’em!" Her whole voice, pitch, intonation,
and excited gestures changed to mimic a much younger chi Id. Her re-
sponse had the effect of diverting the teacher’s attention from the
task to hearing about Susie’s tape recorder. Was this then a "testing"
of what Susie could expect; was she testing the adult’s attention and
concentration on the story-telling task?
Another interesting role enactment Susie used in all three con-
texts was a way of "displaying" some injury or personal discomfort when
she first encountered an adult in a new setting. She appeared to use
her "problem" either to attract concern from the adult and/or to
divert
the adult’s attention. In the second observation she
complained she was
overtired because of a series of complications that allowed
her cat,
"Boo-boo," to keep her up "half the night at two
forty-five. The ef
feet of these solicitations was partly to produce
caring reassurance
for her from the adult, but also for the adult
to refocus Susie on the
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task. She appeared to anticipate, channel, her actions toward testing
out expectations and then would make necessary adjustments. In one
sense her use of injury/discomfort as a role enactment also paralleled
and reflected her expression of concern as an agent of/for feeling and
expectations. In that sense this "theme" was extended into her stories.
Both Susie’s stories suggest a conflict between what the person
or animal knows is going to (or is supposed to) happen, and what the
protagonist appears to wish (or try) to have happen. The following
story is Susie’s ending to the first story starter in the first observa-
tion.
T: On Saturday morning. . . . (teacher fills in story starter)
And she ran into the other room. Now you finish the story.
S: She found a present on the couch. She wanted to open it
but she couldn’t until, urn, she ate breakfast. So her
mother said, "Wait until you get home to open your birth-
day present. And then you’ll have some more presents when
you get home and a birthday cake on the table. The End.
Her final original story in the second observation is more con-
fused. It still contains this same conflict, however, between expecta-
tions, competencies, and desires.
S: One day this animal . . . he was just a little one . . .
and this tiger . . . he . . . this little animal didn’t
know— urn— he was coming. So he heard this snarling
noise. Say he ripped ’em back and he was this um--
tiger. And after when he got done, he— urn he couldn’t
run because somebody had shot his leg. And then the
tiger went right after him and ate him. The End.
Susie; The Story Telling Task Context; Conclusion
Curiosity. Susie’s curiosity expressions in this context were
similar
in that they related to her interest in eliciting and
controlling the
task expectations.
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The expressions differed from other contexts as they related to
a new style demonstrated in this context and also another function.
Susie "floated" several statements, observations about her environment,
which inherently implied a problem to consider. She was specifically
drawn to expressing her interest in the tape recorder in this way.
Concern
. Her concern expressed similarities in the goals of eliciting
and controlling expectations as well as in direct expressions of feel-
i ngs.
The differences expressed have to do with the ways she used to
gain comfort and sympathy.
Role Enactment . The similarities expressed in her role enactments
were related again to her apparent goals of eliciting expectations.
Also, there were similarities expressed in her stories themselves as
conflicts between expectations and desires and competencies.
The differences in her expressions of these conflicts were ap-
parent in the forms of the stories. She expressed her thoughts much
more clearly when she was finishing a story starter than when she was
telling an original story.
Predictions. Susie's strengths and her investment in eliciting and
controlling expectations in this context suggest that the dyadic con-
text complements her personal motivations and offers productive inter-
actions. The personal interactions appeared to be more important than
the task itself. Her positive expressions of curiosity may in fact
be a consistent style which most often goes unnoticed in other con-
texts. The goals and expectations of this context need to be clearly
understood by Susie well ahead of time. This would more likely free her
to pursue the strengths she exhibited in cooperation with the adult
rather than in contest or competition with the adult.
Susie: Summary
Cur ios ity . Susie’s curiosity utterances are characterized by elliptical
connections which are irregular, highly context dependent, very short,
and often humorous. She does not initiate or persist in verbalizing
cognitive ideas unless other people show an active interest in her per-
ceptions. She uses disconnected, floating statements, and lots of clear
but non-verbal gestures as Indications of her cognitive interests. Her
cognitive problem solving adaptations are seldom straightforward and
verbal. Susie's only "concept” codings, for example, occur in the
curiosity construct and only in the classroom and the story task con-
text. This is perhaps the clearest reason her cognitive interests ap-
pear more integrated and adaptive than her social or emotional expres-
s i ons.
Concern. Susie’s concern utterances are characterized by direct, often
extreme expressions of her feelings; her happiness, volatile anger, or
frustration. Her statements about what she wants are contained and
concise though her attention is highly dependent on the circumstances.
Her concern utterances are also characterized by the way she
offers lots
of obvious cues about indirect and uneven, but very personal
associations
regarding her feelings about herself.
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Role Enactment . Susie’s role enactment utterances are characterized by
the ways she uses her social competencies. She may focus on her skills,
ways to gain recognition, enhancing her social position, or a conflict
between school expectations and her own desires. Susie's role enact-
ments show highest codings for "confirming" and "expectation" variables.
I n the C I assroom . Susie's classroom behavior is characterized by the
highest total quantity of verbalization and component variables of all
three contexts, and also by the uneven quality of her response patterns.
Her unpredictable expressions combine volatile outbursts of feeling, and
long silences which catch the observer unprepared for her insightful
conclusions, wry humor, and eagerness to socialize with adults. She
tends to work by herself or closely with a peer but she does not seek
or initiate group gatherings. She appears to compete aggressively only
with children who are not considered either close or perspective
friends. She does however often seek adult attention. Often she ini-
tiates some contact by watching closely or helping the adult prepare an
activity, or offering a problem or injury for the adult's attention.
In the Discussion. Susie's reactions to the two discussion observa-
tions were so different in terms of quantity of verbalization that her
dependence on situational factors is especially evident. Her advan-
tages in the second observation included an atmosphere which
encour-
aged informal socializing, a closer position to the adult,
and a smaller
group of children. It was in this context that Susie
demonstrated the
most social competence of any of the three contexts.
She also showed
the greatest amount of cognitive interest in getting
verbal information
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of any of the contexts and most importantly, this was the observation
where Susie most obviously took risks for both social and cognitive in-
tegrations. For example, she initiated lots of questions to her peers
who helped her define the social order. She also risked integrating
information concerning a game she thought she knew. A discussion set-
ting is more possible to predict for Susie than a random classroom ob-
servation. Given the right situation, she will respond positively,
verbally, and with an investment in integrating new information.
The Story Task . It was Susie’s behavior in this context that pointed
to her most poignant school conflicts. She demands clear expectations
and is eager to express her competencies as a successful school person.
At the same time, she confronts her options as separate and different
than her capabilities or desires. She appears to perceive what is sup-
posed to happen as contrasting to what she is doing, or wants to do.
This is not only a chal lenge to adult authority or social mores. It
has also to do with her expression of personal regard. Her concern
codings in this context appear as more adaptable, and with a higher
percentage of frequency than in any other context. Susie’s dependence
on the adulf, her manipulations for control, and her tangled original
stories all suggested she felt especially conflicted in the situation;
both very pleased, and very frightened. Her strongest defenses appeared
through her emotional clarity (as she adapted herself to the adult s
level of perceptions) and her demands for social, emotional and cogni-
tive expectations. First she worked to understand the adult’s
goals for
her, but then she negotiated to make changes for her own,
more limited,
expectations.
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SUSIE: CODED UTTERANCES
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C 1 ass room 2 10 2 3 4 — 4 10
35
25.5 137
D i scuss i on 5 — 8 1 1 — — 1
14
21 .8
64
Story Task 2 3 — 3 7 — — 5
20
25.3
79
Concern
C 1 ass room 4 — 1 — 1 21 1 5
33
24.0
137
D i scuss i on — — 1 — 1 3 — 2
7
10.9
64
Story Task 1 — 3 6 8 8 — 3
29
36.7
79
Role Enactment
C 1 ass room 5 — 3 9 8 5 3 8
41
29.9
137
Di scussion 12 — 6 10 1 2 3 6
40
62.5
64
Story Task 4 — — 4 1 1 2 3 4
28
35.4
79
Mixed Construct
C 1 ass room
28 137
D i scuss i on
3 64
Story Task
2 79
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Jane: A Biographical Sketch
Jane, bot n 6/68, is the oldest of two children in a single
parent, low income family. Jane's father's interactions, when he visits
the family, are not dependable.
Jane appears to be a healthy child of average height and weight.
She is eager to interact with children and adults in the school. She
actively mimics female adult mannerisms. Jane is very precise in com-
municating her limits to peers and adults. Her friendships seem closest
with the children in the room who are functioning on a similar academic
level, or who are close neighbors.
Jane's continuous success and progress in school has been spoken
of as "rewarding" by all of her teachers. Her teachers do not easily
categorize her levels of academic comprehension and competence. They
perceive, however, that her interest and enthusiasm are critical fac-
tors in enabling her to continue as a well functioning child in the
c I assroom.
Jane: The Classroom Context; Analysis
Curiosity Analysis .
Summary. The fol lowing summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
Four interesting patterns re-occur in Jane's curiosity coded
classroom observations. First, she often explains to other children
how things work or need to be explored in a practical manner dealing
with materials. Second, she uses her own observations to bolster
the
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adult's awareness of changes in the environment. Third, she wants to
know why events happen, as well as how things function. Fourth, she'
will consistently offer reasons why things did happen when her own ex-
perience is pertinent. Furthermore, Jane's expressions of curiosity
are most often I inked to a specific task, or to a specific objective
which may only be tangentially related to the curiosity coded utter-
ances
.
Data . Nine observations were coded and analyzed for Jane in the
classroom context. Her 95 curiosity coded utterances were 31.1^ of the
305 total classroom utterances coded. For Jane, neither the number of
curiosity utterances nor the percent of curiosity codings were quite as
high for the classroom as they were for the story telling task context.
She was the only child in the study for whom this pattern was shown.
All of the other children had both their highest number of curiosity
utterances and highest percent of curiosity codings appear in the
classroom context.
For Jane, the highest number of curiosity coded utterances in
the classroom were recorded in the eighth observation. The highest
p 0 PC0 Pi-|-ag© was recorded in a much shorter observation.
There was a
wide range for Jane's curiosity codings in proportion to the total num-
ber of utterances in each observation.
Jane responds to "new, strange, incongruous, or mysterious ele-
ments" in her environment most positively when they are concrete ob-
jects and her actions on them can be effective. She often becomes in-
volved in another child's inquiry or problem. Usually she
volunteers
out of interest in the person as well as the project. She
appears to
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TABLE 24
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances
Curiosity
Utterances Percent of Curiosity
1
.
Bow 1 oom 45 16 35.5
2. Snack 29 6 20.6
3. Read i ng 30 8 26.6
4. Don't Touch 44 10 22.7
5. Bead # 1 13 9 69.2
6. Bead ^2 26 7 26.9
7. Happy Face 33 8 24.2
8. Red Hop 61 25 40.9
9. Brown Eyes 24
_6 25.0
305 95 31 . 1
Total Classroom Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
19 18 30 6 1 1 1 5 5
offer reasons for her actions and conclusions as a way of persisting
with her exploration. The following example is taken from the first ob-
servation. Jane is helping Shawn with a weaving. The form of the loom
is I i ke an Indian bow, and cal led a bow loom. Shawn has asked Jane for
help. She has gotten him started, then returned to her own weaving.
When he brings her his work, she reacts to the weaving first, then
reaches out to Shawn. Her reaction is practical rather than personal.
This makes the coding for curiosity clearer. Shawn has given Jane his
weaving and is watching her work on his bowloom.
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S: Whatacha doin’?
J: (she unstrings his work) Nope. Nope.
J: You didn’t tighten it. You gotta tighten it. See all
the places . . . see.
.
. .
S: Don’t pull it al I out.
J: I’m not goin' to. You’ve, like you . .
.
gotten to tighten
these, I i ke there.
S: Mrs. M. said not to tighten.
J: Like there
. . . feel mine, it’s tightened
. . . this one.
That one ain’t cause I want it soft.
S: (feeling her weaving) This one is right?
J: Yep, cause I pull down like this, you know? So what if
you get some of the ye I low? (she means some yel low yarn
pulls through in an uneven place)
Jane also extends her own new experiences and observations by
seeking ways to join with or extend the awareness of others. This ex-
pression of curiosity is not attached to a specific object but rather
to a process of communicating.
In the fifth observation, one child. Char., had been putting
beads away. She was concerned about some that had spilled in the bag.
Several other children had come to help her put the spilled beads back
in their respective plastic tubes. Jane was already involved when the
observation began. She was staunchly supporting the other child. Char.
In fact, Jane took Char.'s words from her as she tried to help explain
the problem to their teacher.
T: (comes over to three children who are trying to put
tiny beads back in tubes)
Ch: (inaudible, garbled, tries to explain what happened)
There’s a top on it. . . .
J: She means this one. (hands tube top to T .
)
Ch : I mean that one.
J : See. . . .
T; Oh, this? It Just got broken.
J & Ch: No. That ain't broke.
T: (appears to think the children are referring to the
cracked protector on the mike)
E: It was broken before, that’s all right.
T: Know what I’d like you to do? (understands problem)
J : What?
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T: 1 don't want you to have to worry about those. OK?
Jane, honey, you don't have to drop it. You did a
super job. If you want to do it that's one thing.
But I don't want you to have to worry about the fact
that the beads spilt.
Later, Jane called to the teacher as someone walked into the
room, "Mrs. M.
,
look who's here!" It is hard to tell, but it appears
that Jane does not remember the person's name and is using the call to
ask for identification also. She may simply be reaching out to connect
with the teacher. Kevin teases her, "Don't you even know her name yet?"
However, Jane does not respond. Kevin does not appear to know the per-
son's name either. Throughout this observation, Jane's attitude has
been closely identified with Char.'s. Therefore the interpretation
seems justified to code this expression curiosity. Jane most clearly
appears to be scanning her environment for new experiences from all the
contextual clues. She does not appear to be trying to tease Kevin or
taunt the teacher in any way.
Jane was coded for the highest number of curiosity utterances
in the eighth observation where her curiosity had a very different qual-
ity. Twenty-five of the total of sixty-one utterances in the observa-
tion were coded curiosity. None of them were mixed responses or ques-
t ionab le.
During the observation, Jane is sitting at a large table with
several other children. They are all doing math from workbooks,
al-
though they may be on different pages. They are using
Cuisinaire rods
to help them compute the answers. Jane begins by
talking aloud
tries to solve her problem. Ultimately she starts
the same problem
three times before she stops working on it.
This process of talking
aloud makes her especially vulnerable to her peers' interactions. Jane
figures out that her math problem requires her to take four progres-
sions on a number line. Each progression is worth two "units." She
will then have a line which totals eight "units" long. However, since
she is figuring outloud, another child becomes involved responding with
assurance that the answer is nine, not eight. (Note: The color of the
blocks or rods they use denotes the unit's measurement as well as the
actual length of the different rods. For example, white is worth one
"unit," red is worth two, and light green is worth three. There is also
a dark green rod worth six "units.")
Jane: 4 hops, 4 red hops. Oh I get it. 1234— 1234 is eight.
Apri I : 4 red hops, 123, no a 9—
9
Jane: 9
April: write 9 down
Jane: That's not a 9, that's going to be a g(reen) (she
erases). It's too hard.
A second time Jane gets thrown off her own conviction when April
questions whether or not Jane has picked the right color green to use.
Jane: OK I red, oh, I green. I green, April, I green.
April: Oh I think they mean—green.
Jane: It means I green and this one's green. Mrs. M.
,
Mrs. M.
,
can you come over here please?
For the third time, Jane gets thrown off her task when
April then refuses to loan her the necessary green rod to do
the prob-
lem. A real strength for Jane becomes apparent here.
First she finds
help from the teacher in getting another rod. Then she
gives April an
angry reply for having been mean. Finally she persists
in returning
to her task. Now, however, although she has some
attention from the
teacher, and she is refocused on the task, she
does not have the en-
durance to carry through. Although she seems
to count the answer right
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she has not written it to her satisfaction and she erases it. Then she
drops her pencil. This is apparently the last straw. She goes under
the table to get the pencil and stays. Another classmate has leaned
over to see what she is doing there. Her last code for curiosity for
the episode is spoken to him: "Wonder why I get it all wrong, Steve."
She continues to stay under the table for several minutes.
It is touching both to see how exasperated Jane is by her experi-
ence
. . . and also to see that she still wants to know what the problem
i s.
Concern Analysis .
Summary . The following statements are interpretations of charac-
teristic and demonstrated expressions of concern which the data from
classroom observations appear to support.
Jane reaches out to peers and adults with expressions of caring
and regard. She is very conscious of how her overtures are returned.
Jane is able to focus and bring action to her expressions of regard for
her work, a task, or materials. She can combine expressions of her
own regard for herself and her perceptions of classroom work in a dis-
play of competence which becomes self reinforcing. She also demon-
strates that she can express her feelings directly— positively or nega-
tively. Consistent with her pattern of curiosity expressions, Jane
often offers reasons for her concern coded expressions.
Jane’s overall expressions relating to her math indicate either
frustration or preoccupation with success.
Data. From Jane's nine classroom observations, 45 of the 305
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utterances were coded as concern expressions, 14. 7^. This was the mid-
dle figure for both percentage and number of concern coded utterances
for all three contexts. There was a wide variation between the number
of utterances in an observation and the number of concern utterances
coded. This appears to indicate that Jane is responding (verbally at
least) directly to the situation more than to any predictable interac-
tions she is initiating in a given context. The high number of mixed
codings reflect many utterances which link "competency," "expression of
feeling," and "completion of task" variables.
TABLE 25
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observat i on TotalUtterances Concern Utterances Percent of Concern
1
.
Bow 1 oom 45 1 1 24.4
2. Snack 29 2 6.8
3. Read i ng 30 1 3.3
4. Don't Touch 44 9 20.4
5. Beads #\ 13 1 7.6
6. Beads H2 26 3 1 1.5
7. Happy Face 33 7 21 .2
8. Red Hop 61 9 14.7
9. Brown Eyes 24 Jl 8.3
305 45 14.7
Total Classroom Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
5 5 3 - 2 12
2 16
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The only clear correlation between Jane's concern coded utter-
ances and her classroom activities seems to relate to the nature of the
task she is involved with. The personal investment Jane displays as
preoccupation and worry in her math exercises are mirrored in the cod-
ings. In other observations involving school work Jane appears confi-
dent. She is enthusiastic about her writing, weaving and reading work-
book tasks. Although the codings do not reflect whether her personal
investment is positive or negative, the four observations of math, read-
ing and weaving have the most concern codings of all the classroom ob-
servat i ons.
Jane's expressions of caring for the other person heavily weights
all her utterances in the first observation, "Bowloom." Much of it
is coded for role enactment as Jane was playing a teacher role most of
the time. However, several times she makes specific comments conveying
personal regard such as, "I'll fix it for you, OK?" or "Let me do some
for you." Shawn was generally polite and submissive to her efforts to
help him. His way of returning her kindness appeared to be trying
hard to do the weaving the right way. However, when he got bored, he
began playing with the mike. Jane then scolded him. He then suddenly
turned to her. Possibly he wanted to regain some dominance or just was
curious.
Sh: Jane, who do you love?
J; Nobody.
Sh ; Rea My, Jane.
J: Really I don't love nobody.
Although this dialogue represents clear, almost ritual
boy/girl peer
exchanges, it is also a direct request for an
expression of feelings.
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Perhaps Jane does not want to share this information with Shawn. It is
not possible to know who Jane was or was not thinking about when she
said ’’nobody." It is possible to see that Shawn did not divert Jane
from her concentration on her weaving project.
Usually Jane expresses positive feelings about her work and
concentrates on gaining positive reinforcement for herself from her
work. One brief indication of this style can be seen in the fourth
observation as Jane is sharing with Dot her reading assignment. She
says happily, "I get to do four pages." A more complex interaction hap-
pens in the seventh observation. Jane has been trying to get her
teacher to correct her math paper. She is impatient to have her paper
marked, and particular about how the marking is made.
T: Is this what you came running to me and said, "I
desperately need help," no?
J ; Yeah.
T: Did you use rods?
J: Unhuh (negative). Make a happy face. (Jane buts out
another child then who is also trying for the teacher’s
attention.) Oh, excuse me, bud, this is not yours.
(She refers to her paper.) (While the teacher is writing,
Jane focuses on another child in a more friendly manner.)
You got a cold, Joey? (Jane then turns back to the teach-
er who has handed her the math paper.) Thank you. What
does it say? (Teacher has written on the paper.)
T: Happy Face.
J: (reads) Happy Face. (She hoids paper close, kisses it
and leaves the table.)
An interesting aside to this interaction is that Jane was observed get-
ting all her answers for this paper from another child. This fact
may
have influenced the intensity of her reaction. She did achieve
her
goal of getting positive feedback for her math-work, however.
Jane very often gives reasons for her expressions of
concern.
d frustrated with April for not sharing mathWhen she was angry an
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materials, Jane called April an "animal." As angry and frustrated as
she was, Jane still offered a reason for her behavior. Jane says she
IS calling April an "animal" because April was acting like one. At the
end of this same observation, the eighth, she again expresses her
frustrations and the reason together, as she notes after her first at-
tempt to do a math problem that, "It’s too hard." She made several other
attempts at writing her math. The answers she got were right, but she
lost confidence for various reasons. Finally, she comments sadly from
under the table to a curious peer, "Wonder why I get it all wrong,
Steve." this observation of her frustration, combined with the ob-
servation of her insisting on a "Happy Face" for a math paper which she
did not do herself, suggest that math itself, at least as a school
skill, has become an issue of concern for Jane.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary and Data . The summary and data material are combined for
the discussion of Jane’s classroom role enactment expressions.
Jane’s 159 role enactment utterances are 52.4^ of the 305 total
classroom utterances. This is both the highest percentage and the high-
est number of utterances coded role enactment for Jane in all three con-
texts. Although there is a great deal of data, Jane shows that she re-
peats several patterns of expressing herself in regard to socio-
cultural mores and expectations. She manages to extend these several
styles of expression by adapting her basic approaches and making their
meaning dependent on the context to a large degree. Her approach is
different than Kevin’s, for example. Kevin uses a wide variety of
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styles in expressing himself. He depends on the goal he appears to have
set for himself, in order to decide the way he can best perceive accom-
plishing that goal in a given context.
Jane's role enactment codings also contain many mixed combina-
tions. The variables "competence," "expectation," and "completion of
task" are most mixed with fewer "concept" and "expression of feeling"
combinations, which is consistent with her overall pattern.
TABLE 26
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observat ion Tota 1Utterances
Role Enactment
Utterances
Percent of Role
Enactment
1
.
Bow 1 oom 45 18 40.0
2. Snack 29 20 68.9
3. Read i ng 30 21 70.0
4. Don't Touch 44 25 56.8
5. Beads #\ 13 2 15.3
6. Beads #2 26 15 57.6
7. Happy Face 33 17 51.5
8. Red Hop 61 25 40.0
9. Brown Eyes 24 16 66.6
305 159 52. 1
Total Classroom Role Enactment Component Varii ab 1 es
Competence Concept C 1 ar i fy Conf
... Express
irm Expectation pg^n^g Comp
1 ete Task Mix
42 8 37 1 1 22 6 15
19
In the second observation, Jane was sitting with three other
children. They were getting ready to "buy" their snack, a
math and
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social studies activity. Each child was deciding on the combination of
math rods needed to get the right combination for their chosen snacks.
It would be as if each child has fifteen cents to spend on any combina-
tion of five things, each of which cost between three and ten cents.
Jane's interactions were not so much with the math per se, but rather
with apparent management of the children. She did this most clearly by
clarifying for two of the children what they needed. With Patty, she
took a more assertive teacher- 1 ike position. She provided some con-
crete help. With Mike, she simply appeared to be insisting.
P: I need a five.
J : You need a f i ve?
P: (shows J her rods)
J: Oh my god . . . OK. (she grabs mike, looks at camera,
giggles)
P: (leans in toward mike)
J: (watching camera, speaking to P.) Don't do that.
M: (returns to table)
J; Mike, you need a point more?
P; What do I need?
J; She only needs a five.
P; (makes sign like sigh . . . exasperated)
J: You need one more (to M.)
(all are count! ng)
J: You need one more (again to M., all still talking)
J; See, Mike, you need one more. You need one.
M: (to teacher who has supply of rods) I need one more.
J: (to Pam) Go like this, Pam. (arranging rods in line)
Put that i n there.
P: I need a. . . .
M: three
^ d
J: Mike, I know she needs a three. You need a three,
Pam.
P: (to teacher) I can't get (inaudible). Over here. I
need a three.
J: (to teacher) And Mike needs a one. (she claps her
blocks together)
(Mike and teacher are negotiating. He goes to her.;
J ; Mike needs one.
T; (to all children at the table) Shush, (to Mike)
J; ^ got enough. (holds up rods) 1 got
enough. I can
buy these three things.
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In the third observation, "Reading," Jane was working on her
skills workbook, then turned to her book to read. Jane was primarily
coded for competency as she read her responses to the workbook. ("I am
a pin. Am 1 a pin? Am I in a pan?") It is clear that she adopted the
teacher-role for herself as she then checked off her work saying,
"yes . . . no" as she went. Jane brought her work to closure in
several ways. First she announced that she was finished. She then very
carefully recorded the work she had done in her notebook. This might
be interpreted as something she was doing for the benefit of the camera.
However, the careful written record she kept showed that this was a
regular and meaningful part of her reading ritual.
In all the above examples, Jane mimics the adult's role as she
carries out her task. In the ninth observation, she is playing a guess-
ing game with the teacher and several children. It is very informal.
She is cuddled against the teacher like a much younger child. Trying
to guess the answer appears much less important than having the teach-
er's attention.
Jane: The Classroom Context; Conclusion
Curiosity. The similarities in curiosity expressed by Jane are most
clear in relation to specific tasks assigned to her or a close peer.
Her activities to understand and share her perceptions of problems are
simi lar because they are almost al 1 positive expressions.
The differences in curiosity expressed by Jane are due to her
style and the content evoked by her perception of the task.
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Concern
. There are similarities in concern expressed by Jane in rela-
tion to her regard for peers and adults. Her feelings toward other
people appear to be stable. She shows a resourceful strength in gaining
positive regard from others for herself.
The differences in concern expressed by Jane are the direct and
indirect approaches she uses in a given situation to express her feel-
ings. The differences in her expressions of regard for herself appear
based mainly on changes in her own feelings, and the content of the
task.
Role Enactment . There are similarities in the styles of role enact-
ments Jane expresses, and the functions these expressions have of
clarifying Information and expectations.
There are differences in the way she adapts the role enactment
expressions to a given situation in order to elicit expectations, in-
formation, or recognition.
Prediction. Jane's strengths of using curiosity behaviors for problem
solving in the classroom context will depend on her also being able to
use her abilities and styles of interacting with others to reinforce
her perception and her competencies. The influences of a given group-
ing of peers will affect her perception of the academic task and her
ability to succeed at that task.
Jane: The Discussion Context; Analysis
Cu r i os i ty Ana lysis.
Summary and Data. The summary a nd data material are combined
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for the discussion of Jane's curiosity codings in this context.
In the discussion context, Jane had two vastly different experi'
ences as shown by the number of utterances coded. For the first dis-
cussion observation, however, her curiosity coded utterances were very
high.
TABLE 27
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observat i on Tota I
Utterances
Curiosity
Utterances Percent of Curiosity
I- Eggs 90 51 56.6
2. Buztai I 1
5
_|_ ’ 7.6
103 52 50.4
Total Discussion Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat ion Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
8 16 19 3 1 1 2 1
The first discussion was recorded in April just before Easter.
The children had spent the whole week studying eggs. The focus of the
discussion was on the Easter eggs the children had been making. Jane
would easily be considered the most verbal (in school) of the three
chi Idren in the group. She was especial ly anxious to talk about their
work that week . On Monday , she had been absent. Still Ja ne was unwill-
ing to let anyone else talk first. She decided to relate what had hap
pened even though she had not been there.
J: Monday, urn, the rest of the kids when I wasn't in school,
they blew out eggs, an, urn, Tuesday we did somethin' to
put the eggs on cloth. We had to take the water glue
well, whatever it's called.
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T: Oh I know. Yeah (inaudible) an we put a little water in it
an ' —
J: Well, it’s, it’s glue. It’s glue with water so it’s water
glue and urn we put a cloth inside the glue— so that all
the glue i s on the cloth. Then you take your fingers and
you wipe some off, so that it would save the glue
. . . an’
um
. . . then you put the cloth on an’ you have to smooth
it so dat it doesn’t have no bumps an ’at, ’at i I I make it
pretty with after its dried.
This example of Jane’s reasoning illustrates a coding of the com-
ponent variable "concept,” which accounts for 31^ of her total curiosity
utterances in this context. This is a special strength for Jane. She
talks about her experiences intensely, with a very involved quality.
She appears to be still "manipulating" the experiences, still examining
and exploring them.
Jane uses both the eggs, as objects, and her peers’ perceptions
in this discussion to back up her own observations.
J: An’ the other day what we d i d is we, um, took our
eggs (and) different eggs that weren’t have . . .
well they had holes in it . . . didn’t they Tommy?
When we were paintin’ ’em? See?
S: No. That when they had the yolk in ’em. Hard boiled.
I’ll show you. (He brings over his basket with eggs
in it.)
Peer: Yesterday we made (inaudible).
J: Yeah. And we ... we waited after Mrs. M. put the
paint in . . . where the deep places . . . where
there’s paint ... we get to um, and, an right after
you take it out it’s all colored with paints and dif-
ferent colors . . . and it looks purty . . . see that s
the deepest place ... is purty. And this is the
cloth we put on . . . and this is what we do with
after ... we had to smooth it like this.
Another style Jane uses in this discussion has to do with her use
of language. She uses physically descriptive words and many
condition-
als as modifiers. She offers reasons or causes for events
she pen-
ce I ves
.
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T: Do you have any idea why (the egg) it spins if it's
hard bo i I ed?
Chorus of children: Because it's hard.
J: And with the yolk, it's heavy. And that's (the blown
out egg) you know, not heavy, cause when you poke holes
in it ... if you poke holes and then you put the
cloth on it . . . it's not so heavy as that one is.
A few seconds later she steps in to explain to a peer why he shouldn't
be covering the mike with his hand and moving his hand over the mike.
The teacher has just asked the peer to stop . .
.
giving no explana-
tion. Jane appears to be continuing the teacher's sentence as she adds,
"Cause talking is heavier and it makes a loud noise."
Concern Ana I ysi
s
.
Summary and Data . In the discussion's context there appear to
be no important examples of concern coded dialogue to review. In the
first observation, Jane expresses an eagerness to talk, to tell her
story. And Jane carefully asks the teacher if she (the teacher) "wants"
her to. Given the chance she is very excited: "Let me see what I'm
going to do. I got a good idea. Here I go. . . ." These expressions
demonstrate an important contrast to her frustrations expressed in the
classroom math observations.
Perhaps the most significant point about Jane's concern codings
in the discussion context is how little there is.
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TABLE 28
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observat i on Total Utterances Total Concern Percent of Concern
1 . Eggs 90 4 4.4
2. Buztai
1
13
J_ 7.6
103 5 4.8
Total Discussion Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation Express
Feel i ng
Complete Task Mix
2 - - - - 1 1 1
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary . Jane demonstrates several patterns in her role enact-
ment coded utterances which appear to serve her in a positive sense.
She demonstrates a desire to accommodate and to succeed in the school
task expectation. With that desire, she combines (and verbalizes) her
need to further clarify and integrate her perception of the task descrip-
tion and/or expectation, with the original message. Jane is cautious
about answering unless she is clear about the question.
A second approach Jane takes to gain success for herself in
completing school tasks is imitating adults. She appears to gam re-
assurance for herself using a management approach with
peers or ob-
jects. She also appears to be able to resolve conflict for herself
by verbalizing her perception of the appropriate
adult response.
These summary statements are interpretations of
results supported
i n the data d i scussion.
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Da^. From the two discussion observations, 49.656 of Jane’s
total utterances were coded as role enactment expressions. This per-
centage is lower than the classroom context and about the same as the
story task context. The total number of utterances, as well as role
enactment coded utterances, however, are much lower in the discussions
than the other two contexts.
The differences between the two discussions have been noted in
the previous data review of Jane. The role enactment codings emphasize
the differences in the qualities of the discussion observation again.
Jane’s first discussion has more role enactment codings. However, the
second observation is coded almost entirely for role enactment alone.
TABLE 29
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances
Role Enactments
Cod i ngs Percent of Role Enactment
1. Eggs 90 35 38.8
2. Buztail 1
3
II 84.6
103 46 44.6
Total Discussion Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
8 7 16 5 1 3 1 5
Jane’s responses appear to be oriented toward social success and
acceptability. She strives to please the adult and offers the answer
she perceives to be "right.” However, she manages to integrate and en-
hance her concepts and grasp of details within the framework of her
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responses. In the "Egg" discussion, Jane demonstrates
to both the expectations and perspectives of the others
losing track of her own. For the following dialogue, J
"something" about egg week:
her sensitivity
. .
. without
ane wants to tell
T: (to other children about Jane) What do you think
she is going to say?
P: Egg soup.
J : No, not egg soup.
T : And what e I se?
P: Egg nog.
T: Egg soup and egg nog? Why are you so sure that's what
Jane is going to talk about?
P: (repeats I i ke a chant) Egg nog soup, egg nog soup,
and egg nog
. . . urn
. . . drink.
f: Think they know how to make it?
J : What?
T : Egg nog drink.
J: How you make 'dat? (Note: Is she repeating T.’s ques-
tion or asking her own . . . can't tell.)
Oh, you mean egg nog that we drink? Well, that ain't
what I 'm 'anna say about.
T: OK. Tell us what you're
J: Well, Monday I wasn't here to do though—or else it
was just
—
T: On Monday you weren't?
J: Yeah. That I wasn't here. Well, urn. . . .
T: (to peers getting restless) Wait. Give her a chance.
Then you guys talk about Monday because she wasn't
there.
J: Monday, urn, the rest of the kids, when I wasn't in
school, they blew out eggs. Tuesday we did something
to put the eggs on cloth. (She meant put cloth over
the eggs . )
Again in the second discussion observation, Jane demonstrates how she
incorporates clarifying answers to help herself and the adult.
T: What is different about our snake and Buztail?
J: Because Buztail had a stinger and our snake was not.
T : Our snake was. . . .
J : Didn't have one.
Jane adapts another style which also serves to reinforce for
her a positive sense of her own strengths. She mimics adult behavior
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for apparently differing goals. Sometimes she appears to reassure her-
self or get a sense of sureness from becoming the "manager." This style
is consistent with behavior discussed in the classroom observations.
She demonstrated it twice in the discussions. In the first discussion
observations she gained control over the microphone holding it "for" a
peer to talk into. In the second observation she becomes most positive-
ly involved for a few seconds when she joins Dot hunting for a specific
page in the book of Buztai I
.
J: You sure you didn't go past it? Oh, no. It's right
here.
A second result Jane appears to get from adapting an adult role
is resolution for some problems or confusion. This process was demon-
strated in the classroom observations also, as she insisted on getting
her math paper marked with a "Happy Face." In the first discussion ob-
servation, she had been trying to talk, but the adult's attention has
been distracted by worry over the video tape running out. Jane finally
takes charge and gives an appropriate, practical suggestion. "Go check
and see if it's out .
"
Jane: Discussion Context; Conclusion
Curiosity. The similarities in curiosity expressed, like the classroom
discussion, were related to problem solving tasks.
The differences in curiosity expressed were related to the in-
volvement Jane appeared to have in specific projects, based both on
subject matter, her perception of her own understanding of the task,
and the grouping of the children.
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Concerri. Jane expressed too little concern in the discussion context
to make any conclusive statements. One interesting note, however, is
that while there were very big differences in the amounts of curiosity
and role enactment coded for the two observations, there was hardly any
concern coded for either discussion observation.
Role Enactment
. The similarities in Jane’s role enactment expressions
were related to competencies, to clarifying information, and to identi-
fying or solving problems.
The differences in her expressions were reflected in the styles
she adapts to be socially acceptable and successful.
Pred i ct i ons . Jane’s strength is being able to find and use resources
within the group that reinforce a positive sense of her competencies.
She persists in clarifying information before she attempts a task.
She interacts most freely with peers of either her own social or aca-
demic interests. However, if she is not comfortable and sure that her
competencies are acceptable in the group, she will not try to contribute
or compete.
Jane: The Story Telling Task Context; Analysis
Curiosity Analysis .
Summary . Jane appears to be eager to gain new information both
about objects and people. Her ways of trying out new ideas to work the
tape recorder are much more restricted than the ways she ventures to
incorporate questions or concepts within her actual stories. She
demonstrates that she uses adults as a resource for information. She
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has various styles of adapting her questions to the adult's style and
incorporating her interest with the adult's interests. She also ap-
pears to trigger her own curiosity as extensions from her perceptions
of the story telling task.
Data. From the two story telling task observations, 34.856 of
298 total utterances were coded as curiosity expressions. This figure
and the total number of utterances for the entire context are middle
figures for all three contexts. The total number of curiosity utter-
ances, however, is higher in this context than either of the other two
contexts.
The two story-telling observations had very close to the same
total number of utterances. The curiosity coded utterances and the per-
cents of curiosity coded for each observation were also very close.
The main differences in Jane's curiosity expressions could be seen in
the component variables coded for competency and expectations.
TABLE 30
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observation
,,, , Total Curiosity Percent of CuriosityUtterances ' '
1. FlashI ight 145 47 32.4
2 . The F ight 1 53 • 57 37.2
298 104 34.8
Tota 1 Story Task Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
24 27 32 2 8 4 - 7
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The concept coded utterances are consistently high for Jane in
her curiosity expression in all three contexts. In story telling
her expression of curiosity about concepts occur both in the pre- and
P°^^“STory interactions as well as in the stories themselves. In the
example, she is learning how to operate the tape recorder. She care-
fully puts limits on her experiments with new ventures.
T: You have to push this red button down and you have to
push this, see this word? Can you read it? Play, play.
That’s when it plays. When it’s down. Yep.
(Jane pushes button)
J : Down?
T; And see this little word here? Stop?
J : Spe I I s stop
.
T: So when you want it to go
—
J: You push go and when you want it to stop you push that.
T: Right. Now suppose you want it to go backwards?
J: (She refuses initiative to ask about only other button)
How do you do that?
Again, in the post-study review, Jane considers aloud some ex-
ploratory ideas about working the tape recorder. First she expresses
two expectations. Then she expresses an observation about the material.
Finally, she appears to have assessed the situation with the fact that
her two points do not link up. Then she states her conclusion. This
style of Jane’s appears to be self-interpretation. The following exam-
ple was taken just before Jane’s first story was played back for her.
The tape cassette was rewinding.
T: I bet Jane’s story is coming up Just about. . . .
J : Now?
T; Now. Let’s push it to play and see.
J: Maybe have to wait for awhile?
T: ... Did we not push this button down enough?
J: Were we supposed to push this one?
T: No. I’ll show you what that. . . .
J: Oh, that’s to left. That up.
T: Yep.
J; Something’s wrong.
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Jane frequently interrupts herself during her stories to deal
with complications of which she has thought. These extensions of her
interests and perceptions of her environment are coded as curiosity ex-
pressions. The Walter and Sharon story provides one example. Jane
has begun listing all the things the children are going to buy for
their mother
. . . when they find the money.
J: And maybe buy her some earrings and necklace, ring
and maybe a— but of course if they had enough money
—
Let's see, some tables and chairs, a living room set
and maybe some food and milk and sugar and coffee and
cereal, eggs and sausage. . . . That's a lot of stuff!
And maybe buy her a house . . . wonder how I'm going
to end it with all this stuff, these all goodies.
Jane's curiosity expressions function for her in a similar way
as described in the discussion context. Jane appears to be talking
about real experiences she has had, or thought about, yet she seems to
be still examining, wanting to know more about them. It was often a
surprise to hear the extension of her story into her real-life inter-
ests. This example is from the second observation. The sister has
had a fight with her mother and brother. She then has gone out to buy
presents for them to make up.
J; She asked at the store to wrap them presents up and plus
wrap up the presents for brother and sister. I mean
brother and mother. And then one morning their mother
had a baby in the stomach. So the father came here to
our house and took her to the hospital. So that's what
they did. Then they took her into the room where she
could have the baby taken out. (Note: Here Jane's story
telling tone changes to talk addressed to adults.) I
know how the baby's come out. They have push. It hurts
too. My mother said.
Jane's curiosity about the baby came from the material she chose
to present within her story and with a female adult present
.
This fact.
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combined with her mother's knowledge being invoked supports Jane's re-
sourcefulness at using adults for gaining new information. She also
appears to have several ways of presenting her questions. She asks
direct questions; she joins the adult's style of inquiry; she presents
material by extending possible contexts to include her special interests
to lure the adult's response.
Concern Analysis .
Summary . Jane's concern coded expressions of personal feeling
and ideas about concepts were especially noticeable in this context.
She demonstrated that she was nervous both through her own gestures
by mimicking (imitative repeating, not irony) adult words. She used
numerous conditionals in her first stories. She appeared troubled
about ending her first stories. By the end of the second observation,
all these signs had disappeared. She appeared comfortable and capable.
Most of the content in Jane's stories was focused on family problems.
She defined the reasons for problems carefully and then incorporated
the solutions for them within her stories.
Data. From the two story telling observations, 24.1^ of Jane's
total utterances were coeed for concern expressions. Both this per-
centage figure and the number of concern coded utterances in this con-
text were by far the highest of the three contexts. Although the total
utterances for each story telling observation were very close, the
second observation was coded for twice as many concern utterances as
the first observation. Jane was coded for more utterances of
concerjT^ in
combination with the component variable for "concept" in this
context
than any other child in the study was coded for in any of the contexts.
TABLE 31
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observat i on Total Utterances Total Concern Percent of Concern
1 . FI ash 1
i
ght 145 24 16.5
2. The Fight 153 31 .3
298 72 24. 1
Total Story Task Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
9 19 9 4 4 20 1 6
Jane was the child whose nervousness in the story telling context
was most evident. Her general posturing and face making at the very be-
ginning of the observation elicited from the adult a soothing comment.
Her nervousness was apparent as the adult began the second story
"starter" also. Jane mimicked the adult’s words, echoing aloud instruc-
tions along with the teacher as she talked. Jane was completely in-
volved in the task. She appeared determined to connect to every word
or gesture from the teacher.
These expressions of tension were less pronounced at the begin-
ning of the second observation. At first she was still making
faces
and mimicking the teacher's words, but she seemed also to be
making
non-verbal preparation for her performance, for the story
telling task.
She spoke freely when the cassette was being put
into the tape recorder
She became very quiet and made lots of faces again
when the task was
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reviewed. As she later listened back to her own story, she was prompt-
ing herself out loud with the next word.
In the stories, more personal themes are expressed. Jane talks
about her family. She makes her story about her family much more
realistic than the other four children in the study. She carefully
noted what prompted something happening and also what healed or helped
it. For example, in one story the mommy and daddy didn't fight anymore
after a baby was born. In the same story, the little girl had hit her
brother. She did it because she was made when her mother brought him
a present and not one for her too. But then the girl went out and
bought presents for everyone. And she said she was "sorry to the mother
and brother." Her episodes appear to come from very personal experi-
ences. Whether they are real or not cannot be judged, nor does it mat-
ter. Her inclusion of her grandmother, a projected wish for a baby
sister, the many things she wants to buy— herself and everybody from
clothes and furniture to meat and eggs . . .all reflect a preoccupa-
tion with nurturance of the family, the well-being of the children and
their rightful protectors. Jane tells her stories in a realistic style,
not anthropomorphized, for example like Dot's story about the father
deer who also had numerous family involvements.
Jane had the highest number of total utterances in the story
telling context of any of the children in the study. There may or
may
not be a connection between the amount of talking she did
and her ex-
pressions of difficulty in ending her stories. (She might
have just
liked talking, or she might have perceived that her
success in the task
would be judged by the amount of talking she did.) Whether
it was a
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learned skill, then, or a more relaxed manner of coping with the task,
by the last story Jane brought it to a natural comfortable closing.
J: And it was a baby girl. So now there's two girls in
the family and one boy. And then the mother and daddy
wouldn't fight anymore. So they didn't fight anymore.
And they got along together. They had fun. All sum-
mer long they went swimming and over their girl
friends, friends, cousins. And al I different things
like that. That's the end.
Her story language incorporated very few mannerisms. Two styles
seemed consistent, however. Janet emphasized a statement in various
forms by repeating the phrase, "And so (they) did." She also frequently
used conditionals to describe events, especially in the first observa-
tion, for example, "Probably when she goes to bed she will dream of
everything they bought her."
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary and Data . The summary and data material are combined in
the discussion of Jane's role enactment codings for this context.
From the two story telling task observations, AO % of the total
utterances for the context were coded as role enactment expressions.
Although this percentage figure is slightly lower than the discussion
context, the number of role enactment utterances is a middle figure
between the other two contexts.
It is interesting to note that Jane's role enactment codings
showed her lowest number of "concept" utterances in all the constructs
or contexts.
Although Jane's total role enactment coded utterances are higher
than either her curiosity or concern codings in this context, she does
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TABLE 32
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR JANE
Observat i on
1 . F lash I
i
ght
2. The Fight
Tota I
Utterances
145
155
298
Tota 1
i Enactment Percent of Role Enactment
75 50.3
49 32.0
122 40.9
Total Story Task Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
22 6 33 35 5 3 4 14
not appear to be invested in a wide variety of social or cultural issues.
She is mainly repeating her involvement with two issues: the issues of
having enough money to spend and an acceptable standard of living ap-
pear to be very important for Jane. In her stories the characters are
always buying things. Clothes, food, and furniture are especially fre-
quent items. The second major issue involves the role of family mem-
bers toward each other. Her stories include parental as well as sib-
ling problems. She finds "ideal" ways to resolve the conflicts. She
appears to have a model of how the family is "supposed to be.
Jane does not use her "teacher" or "manager" approaches. Ex-
cept for her nervousness she appears to be more involved in
the content
of the stories than controlling her manner of presenting
herself for
any socio/cultural advantages.
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Jane: Story Telling Task Context; Conclusion
Curiosity. There are similarities in curiosity expressions as Jane uses
them for problem solving, clarifying information and extending her per-
cept i ons.
There are differences in curiosity expressions as Jane changes
her style to adapt to, or incorporate with the adult interest. This is
reflected in the competency and expectation codings.
Concern
. There are similarities in concern expressions in the way that
Jane uses them for problem solving and expressions of feeling.
The differences in her perception of her competencies are evi-
dent by the differences in her concern expressions.
Role Enactment . The similarity of role enactment expressions is re-
lated to the content of the two socio/cultural issues Jane expresses
most interest in: the role of family members and the uses of money.
The differences in expressions are related to her perception of
her style and competencies in presenting the materials.
Predictions. Jane's strength in this context was in being able to per-
ceive and communicate problems within the concern and also the curiosity
coding constructs. This display would appear to depend on her feelings
of trust in a given context. She appeared trustful of the adult in
this context. This dyadic context appeared very positive for Jane,
and could hold many possibilities for her depending on the trust factor.
It gives her a special chance to express her real insights about
peoples' personal preoccupations, and therefore improve her
competen-
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cies in expressing herself which have value for her in other contexts
as well.
Jane: Summary
Curiosity. Jane's curiosity utterances are characterized by her use
of explanations, requests for reasons, and information, an interest in
problem solving, and an awareness of links between objects and their
functions. She customarily re-examines and explores stimuli that she
finds puzzling, and may use her own observations to provide explana-
tions. However, she is then very careful to use descriptive condi-
tional adverbs as modifiers. In all three contexts, her curiosity ut-
terances form two separate groups. The highest scores are consistently
close together for the variables "competence," "concept," and "clarify."
The other four variables always show distinctly lower numbers of cod-
ings.
Concern . Jane’s concern utterances are characterized by a wide range
of expressions, surprising directness and maturity. For example, she
easily expresses nurturance for other children, and ability to ignore
peer-teasing incidents, and nervous excitement about performing a task.
The two main emotional areas that Jane consistently repeats are con-
nected to ways she is able to reach out to other people, her caring
and regard, and the way that she tries to deal reasonably with her own
fears of performing inadequately or being unable to accomplish a given
task, such as her math. She appears to be preoccupied with family
nurturance as well as with her academic classes in school.
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RoLeJ_nactment . Jane's role enactment utterances are characterized by
two main patterns which she extends or modifies depending on the situa-
tion. Jane mimics adult mannerisms as teacher, manager, and competent
"facilitator." Her second main pattern is to take on the mannerisms
of a much younger child when, for example, she might cuddle in a
teacher's arms. She uses both of these patterns especially when she
is interested in gaining attention or keeping control of social inter-
act ions— wh ich she often bases around a specific task, such as a weaving
p roj ect
.
Jane's desire to perceive, receive, and transmit the social ex-
pectation is keenly attuned to linguistic hints. She understands imme-
diately when there is something "not quite right" about a "right" an-
swer she has given. Typically, she immediately corrects herself. She
appears sensitive to the fact that much information is given out which
she does not understand. She compensates by being extremely cautious,
clarifying her perception of the message, and using peers and adults
as helpful resources. Jane's risk-taking, integrating her ideas of
social expectations with success in a school task, happen most when
she becomes more involved in the content of a problem than in control-
ling or defending her position of competence.
In the Classroom. Jane's curiosity behavior included the highest of
her "concept" and "expectation" percentages of the three contexts.
These figures are important because they indicate that she is able to
risk her interest in possible outcomes and express her own ideas. This
also reflects an investment in more than just cognitive problems, that
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her interest and investment in cognitive problem solving is greater in
this context than her interest in social "concepts." On the other
hand, her investment in social "expectation" is also very much greater
than her interest in social "concepts." Jane's concern behavior is
well-balanced, as reflected in the close, even spread for these vari-
ables. She typically expends herself to help other children, with
projects especially, showing a surprisingly high percentage of codings
for her personal competence and an equal interest in emotionally con-
nected "concepts." She demonstrated this by showing a wide, but appro-
priate variety of responses to situations. She finds ways to reinforce
her own sense of competency by demonstrating her positive regard and
her own evaluation of her accomplishments.
In the Discussion . Jane's reactions to the two discussion observations
were so entirely opposite that the differences become the most impor-
tant point to notice about her behavior. In one observation she was
coded for her highest curiosity percentage for all three of the con-
texts. In that same observation, she pursued her most detailed and
challenging ideas of any of the observations in any context. Her
cur ios i ty codings were considerably higher than her role enactment cod-
ings in this observation. However, in the second observation, she spoke
hardly at all, and then only to accommodate a peer, to display her own
competence, and to appear successful by volunteering her carefully-
chosen "right" answers. This is in direct contrast to the first ob-
servation where Jane's talk was spontaneous, and she was extremely eager
to talk all of the time.
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JANE: CODED UTTERANCES
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Total %
Tota 1
for Whole
Context
Curiosi ty
C 1 assroom 19 18 30 6 1 1 1 5 5 95
31 . 1
305
D i scuss i on 8 16 19 5 2 1 2 1
52
20.4 103
Story Task 24 27 32 2 8 4 — 7 104
34.8 298
Concern
C 1 assroom 5 5 3 — 2 12 2 16
45
14.7
305
Di scuss i on 2 1 1 1
5
1031 1 1 4.8
Story Task 9 19 9 4 4 20 1 6
72
24. 1
298
Role Enactment
C 1 assroom 42 8 37 1 1 22 6 15 19
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D i scuss i on 8 7 16 5 1 3 1 5
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Story Task 22 6 33 35 5 3 4 14
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40.9
298
Mixed Construct
C 1 assroom 5 305
D i scuss i on
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N ••
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In the Story Task . Jane's response to the story task was an interest-
ing combination of real fear and great pleasure. Her contorted facial
expressions and verbal mimicking of the adult's instruction about the
task were quite intense indications of her trepidation. However, once
she became involved in the task, she used the situation to get informa-
tion and risk integration of her ideas, especially about family role,
real life processes such as birth, and fantasies of money as an un-
I imi ted asset
.
She was extremely adaptive and sensitive to the adult expecta-
tion in this context. However, she also used several distinct styles
to consolidate her advantages. For example, she fluctuated between
joining the adult style of inquiry, asking objective direct questions,
and finding ways of extending the discussion to include her own persona
interests. It is especially noteable that her concern variable codings
are stable, high and closely paired. The high "concept" scoring
especially reflects the many ways she approached various emotionally
sensitive problems in this context.
Kevin: A Biographical Sketch
Kevin, born 3/69, is the next to youngest of six boys in effec-
tively (though not legally) a two parent family. Both adults were
working at the time of the study.
Kevin is average in height and very healthy in appearance. He
is sandy-haired. He tends to associate mainly with two or three
of
the other boys. Though he often teases several peers, his
overall
attitudes of common sense and fairness is generally apparent
with all
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the ch i I dren
.
Academically, his teacher is concerned only about his reading
skills. Socially, his teacher feels that his popularity is uneven, de-
pending upon the competitive demands of the other children, or the
act i V i ty
.
Kevin: The Classroom Context; Analysis
Curios ity Ana lysi
s
.
Summary
. The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
Kevin demonstrates that he is able and willing to carry on
several conversations at once, even while he is doing a classroom task
such as his phonic skills workbook. His conversations are most apt to
involve some fantasy creature, or science fiction world. For inspira-
tion and new material to feed these fantasies, Kevin constantly scans
his environment for new experiences. When he is trying to elicit new
experiences from other people in relation to the environment, he may
use either teasing or cooperating techniques.
His curiosity is most often involved in an approach to solving
a problem focused on completing a task. His curiosity is often demon-
strated by "what if" questions. These appear to be a combination of
his interest in extending his fantasies and his practical concern with
the daily classroom task expectations.
Data. Seven observations for Kevin were coded and analyzed in
the classroom context. His 70 curiosity utterances were 28% of
the
total 250 classroom utterances. This figure represents the
highest
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percent and the most utterances coded for curiosity for Kevin in all
three contexts. The following table shows a quite stable proportion
between the number of utterances and the percentages for each observa-
tion in contrast to Susie, for example, or Dot.
TABLE 34
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
Observation Tota 1
Utterances Total Curiosity Percent of Curiosity
1 . Pi ssors 35 7 20.0
2. Turtle 45 19 42.2
3. G lasses 20 4 20.0
4. Beaut i f u
1
20 7 35.0
5. Beads 27 7 25.9
6. Beads n 51 16 31 .3
7. T rade 52 _m 19.2
250 70 28.0
Total Classroom Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Feel i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
12 14 16 2 5 3 10 8
The highest percentage of utterances coded for the classroom was
in the second observation. This was also the only time in this context
that Kevin's curiosity codings were higher than either his concern or
role enactment codings. Several points about Kevin's curiosity ex-
pressions in this observation are consistent for Kevin in other class-
room observations as well. Fantasy and extensions of ideas are impor-
tant components of Kevin's curiosity expressions. The following example
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from the second observation typifies his style. He has been engaged in
talking with one peer, Jake, who is a close friend. He is looking at
a turtle in a large box; the turfle was brought in that morning by Jake.
Kevin joins three other children around the box.
J: That’s a painted turtle.
K: I know. I've seen painted turtle before. (K. makes frog
sounds) rrrrbt. Snappin' turtle, a piggin' turtle.
.
J : Pa i nted turtle.
K: Thought you said a piggin’ turtle. (asks another child
what she said, then sings) "Keep the Holly on the Fire."
Hi, Raccoon (to turtle). Jake, has have a name— racu—
?
J: He doesn’t have a name.
K: Turtle. That’s his name. Does your turtle have a name?
Turtle. That’s his name. (repeat his sing-song chant)
(M. asks Kevin about his sunglasses. He has a huge pair with
wh i te frames
.
)
K: (to M. ) Sunglasses.
M; (repeats word) Sunglasses.
T : Sung I asses too?
K: Yeah, sunglasses.
L: Kevin, we went to Boyers last night.
(M.
,
T., and L. are all making unsuccessful bids for Kevin’s
attent ion .
)
K: (has picked up the turtle)
J: Put the turtle in there. Hey, Kevin, put the turtle in
there. See if you even touch him. . .him. . .
probably get angry and then he’ll bite . . . start biting.
K: (has returned turtle) Yeah. Put the turtle with the
snake. (The classroom snake is in a glass aquarium just
next to the turtle.) King Kong and the. . . .
Teacher: (comes over to speak to Jake) Did you explain to
the new group of people we aren’t going to handle him?
J: Yeah. (some gestures to show the meat the turtle eats)
K: The giant snake against the giant turtle! Who’d win?
J: Wha1 if I brought in, you know, one of those giant, giant
sea turtles against the one snake. . . . (Jake joins the
fantasy play.)
K: No. Two snakes.
J : Three.
K: Four.
J : Five.
K: Twenty.
J : Twenty-f i ve
.
K: One thousand.
J: OK. If that was a thousand I’d take. . . .
K: Take an octupus.
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J: No. They're afraid of things. Take a shark, no
. . .
a squid.
K; Squig!
J : What?
K: Squig. A giant squig. Pull him down.
Kevin is constantly scanning his environment for new experiences. He
invents endless possible situations as fuel for his fantasies. Some-
times he appears to be amusing himself, other times, he appears to be
competing. His contests with Jake are common. This style of suggestion
and expansion are consistent throughout Kevin's profile.
Kevin had a total of fourteen utterances coded for curiosity
combined with the variable "concept" for the total classroom context.
Eight of these codings were in this same second observation. One exam-
ple is Kevin's comment to Jake apparently inspired by the sunglasses.
"If I did wear glasses, I'd never wear 'em."
In the sixth observation, Kevin expresses quite different ways
of demonstrating his curiosity. The pleasure with which Kevin approaches
the task-oriented problem, in this observation, for example, is typical.
Kevin is intently putting little tiny beads back in their tube contain-
er. He is actually helping Char, and one other child, Jane. However,
there are several other children standing around. Inconsistently help-
ing or hindering, especially Bo. Kevin's first utterances in the ob-
servation show his pleasure and competence having invented a system
that "works."
K: All's I do is like this. And I pour e'em in and 1 go . . .
(he demonstrates) There I got all the blues into it!
Later after the beads are almost all put away, Bo is trying
to find a
\
way to keep the project going.
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B: Why’ncha open all of them (tubes of beads) and drop 'em . . .
start all over again sorting them.
K: Bo, which would you rather do . .
.
pick up all our beads
or do a I I our work?
Concern Ana lysis .
Summary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
One of Kevin's most common ways of expressing concern is through
involvement with peers. He helps peers by contributing his energy and
his common sense toward a task oriented goal. He expresses negative
as well as positive expectations of peers and of himself. Most of
Kevin's concern behavior coded as "expressions of feeling" is from the
many ways he uses singing. Kevin takes risks in his songs using lan-
guage in novel as well as incorrect ways. His songs are also personal
statements about himself and his environment.
Data. From the seven classroom observations, the 48 utterances
coded for concern were 19.2^ of the 250 total classroom utterances.
This was both the highest percentage and the highest number of concern
utterances of all three contexts for Kevin.
In the fifth observation, Kevin is helping Char, put beads back
into their individual tubes. Kevin's approach is to concentrate on the
task. In this way, however, he is directly helping his peer since that
alone is her goal. His utterances are not mainly coded concern.
How-
ever his non-verbal motions and general seriousness and
solicitousness
must be considered as they contrast so clearly with
his usual joking
fantasies. He even goes so far to help Char, as to get
one of his
pals. Bo, "off her case."
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TABLE 35
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
Observat i on Total Utterances Total Concern Percent of Concern
1 . Pi ssors 35 7 20.0
2. Turtle 45 7 15.5
3. G lasses 20 5 25.0
4. Beaut i f u
1
20 3 15.0
5. Beads ^1 27 9 33.3
6. Beads ttl 51 7 13.7
7. T rade 52 10 19.2
250 48 19.2
Total Classroom Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation Express
Feel i ng
Complete Task Mix
6 7 3 3 9 14 2 4
T: (to Bo, explaining how the problem started) They
opened the bag to replace some of the beads and found
that the blue ones, the light blue ones had been spilt.
Char: Yeah. It ain't funny when they're spilt.
K: Char., here's a black one, an' a dark blue. I'm doin'
red
.
Char: I can't do this with all these people around me.
Bo: It's not gonna kill you.
K: No, Bo . . . it's hard to. . . .
Char: I get a lot of nervous when people around me. . . .
Bo: I do too, but I do what I do.
K: And it's hard to see these are little beads. (He looks
hard directly at Bo who then stops talking.)
Another example of the way Kevin uses his own strengths to help
another child is shown in a very short observation that was not coded
but is most interesting to note. Kevin is doing his reading
workbook
and his friend Shawn walks by. It is Shawn's birthday.
According to
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the class practice, Shawn will choose someone to help him make home-made
ice cream as a treat for everyone in the afternoon. Shawn has been hav-
ing a very hard time in class. He has the hardest times when he teams
up to Tim. Kevin's caution is voiced low and confidentially. This
could be interpreted in a number of ways. It does clearly express some
concern for his friend—whether or not it might also have been a hint
for Shawn to pick Kevin as a more responsible partner is never clari-
fied,
K: (He reads aloud as he works on phonics book.) Jane
put away her (marks sheet) sock. (Looks up as Shawn
walks by.) Shawn, who you gonna pick? Timmy? Shawn,
who you gonna pick, Timmy? I wouldn't. You get too
silly with him. And Mrs. M. . , . Mrs. M. said if you
two get silly with Tim, you guys ain't gonna make ice
cream.
Sh: (leaves, no response)
Kevin is not always solicitous about the way he expresses his
regard for the other child. In the same observation he is much less
positive when Jane calls to the teacher to announce someone coming into
the classroom.
J; Mrs. M., look who's here.
K: Don't you know her name yet?
There is no evidence whether Kevin knows her name either. This concern
coded utterance is a reaction to an expression of care and regard even
though it is between other people (Jane and the teacher). But the com-
ponent variable is coded "competency." This is one of the few
times
a negative reaction from Kevin is recorded based on
(seemingly) some
lack of skill or competence. Although it should be
noted that he does
tease Jane a lot . . . and she invariable ignores
him, as she did in
th i
s
observat i on
,
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In another observation, too garbled to transcribe or code, Kevin
is shown defending his own competence in an unusual interaction. The
overa II act i on i s not difficult to understand. Kev in has been playing
a board game called "Candy Cane." This is a very simple number-line
game which relies on luck. Kevin got very upset when the others began
asserting that he had lost already and was continuing only because he
was cheating. He insisted he had neither lost nor cheated until finally
the others relented and the game was started back from the disputed
place. Kevin demonstrates that he is vulnerable to opinions and dis-
plays of competence . . . his own or peers. His imaginative, expan-
sive usual style does not show this type of expression.
In the seventh observation, "Trading," Kevin demonstrates another
aspect of his concern behavior. He is clearly expressing and testing
expectations of the other peer in this observation. The motivation ap-
pears to include Kevin's regard for the material also. Kevin has ini-
tiated a trading game/exchange of shells with Shawn. From a series of
controlling moves, Kevin's leadership is clear. He gives Shawn per-
mission to "dump" all his shells out onto the desks; saying, "But don't
get them mixed up, get them on the other side of that crack." Then
Kevin asks the question that begins the trade. However, it is interest-
ing to note that he uses a direct request for feelings, which is un-
usual. K: "I want to know what one of these would you want to trade?"
After all the trading has been completed, Shawn is amazed at the re-
sults.
Sh: All you got is eight? 1 got four more (than eight).
I got way more than you!
K: You don't got way more. You just got ... I only got. . . .
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Sh: I got a lot more than you.
K: Now you can go laugh your head off because I did a
nice.
. . .
Kevin's interest appeared to be in the process of trading with less
care for the product. His defense of himself is somewhat touching. His
manner of speech seems to be connected to h i s reaction to the end of the
trade. Kevin leaves three sentences unfinished, not characteristic of
his speech style. He appears to have been concentrating on what he was
expecting of Shawn rather than what was expected of him.
Kevin very often sings. He makes up words where they seem to
please him. Singing is coded as concern with the variable "expression
of feeling" almost automatically. Some children seem to sing only at
certain times, as Susie's singing was all coded in her Checker Game
observation. Kevin sings throughout the classroom episodes. This sin-
gle behavior accounts for the highest component variable in his concern
codings being "expression of feelings." In the fourth observation,
"Beautiful," Kevin begins singing "Oh beautiful for spacious skies. . ."
as a kind of show-off act. He sings again later in the observation
when he is engrossed in his work. The importance of his audience has
been replaced by his concentration on his work.
K: Oh beautiful for spacious skies for amber waves of
doobs. (sings as he gets up to get the scissors)
D: That is on you know. (She is referring to the mike,
implying K. might be showing off for the mike.)
K; (no response to D., continues singing as he works)
Oh beautiful for spacious skies for amber waves of grain.
[T. Aide and another child sit down at same table with D. and K.J
D; Oh gimme the scissors . . . look it. . . .
K: (still working) ... to sea to shining sea.
T. Aide; From sea to shining sea.
Kevin makes no response to the correction. His next remark to
the
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teacher aide is a mimic of her remark to Dot. The teacher aide makes
no response. However related the incidents may appear, there is no way
to assume this was either negative behavior or that it was related to
her correction of his singing . . . since that pattern of mimicking ex-
change was not uncommon for Kevin and this teacher aide.
it is interesting in light of this dialogue exchange to look at
the way Kevin’s singing involves him in taking risks. Popular songs,
rock, school culture songs, and such peer culture songs as King Kong
are all sung by Kevin. It is not apparent how much attention he is pay-
ing to any particular aspect of the song. It would be interesting to
see when he makes up words for songs and when he makes up the whole
song. How does he show that he understands the different meanings that
phrases have? What does he pay attention to in terms of language com-
monalities? Clearly, at lesat, this is an area of personal as well as
social expression that he feels both successful at, and uses as an abil-
ity in numerous situations. This must therefore be viewed as a strength
for Kevin.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
Kevin has an ability to use role enactments as a way of control-
ling, manipulating or adapting to various purposes. This
abiiity can be
seen to function successfully for him in several specific
instances.
In the classroom context, he uses role enactment
expressions to protect
and project various self-images. He controls or expands peer
interac-
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tions. And he practices ritual classroom behaviors. Based on his sense
of social /cultural expectations of the immediate group (or person) he
is with he appears to adapt behavior he thinks appropriate, or perhaps
advantageous to his goals.
Dat£. The average of role enactment utterances coded for Kevin
in the classroom context was 51. U. This is the lowest percent for the
three contexts. However, the actual number of utterances coded as role
enactment expression is almost identical; 128 utterances coded role
enactment for the classroom context, 125 for the discussion context,
and 128 for the story telling context. Kevin showed a fairly stable
proportion between the total number of utterances in observations and
the number of role enactment codings.
TABLE 36
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
Observat i on
Tota 1
Utterances
Tota 1
Role Enactment
Percent of Role Enactment
1 . Pi ssors 35 20 57.1
2. Turt 1 e 45 17 37.7
3. G 1 asses 20 1 1 55.0
4. Beaut i f u
1
20 9 45.0
5. Beads 27 1 1 40.7
6. Beads H2 51 28 54.9
7. T rade 52 32 61 .5
250 128 51 .2
Tota 1 Classroom Role Enactment Component Var i ab 1 es
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
32 14 26 16 14 12 7 7
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Several things about Kevin’s patterns of role enactment are com-
plementary to the other two behaviors. For example, Kevin’s use of role
enactments seems adaptable to serve several purposes which he appears
to control. In the first observation, Kevin uses the role enactment
for projecting messages about his own self-image and his understanding
of play involved in creating images. He seemed very pleased to be
taped. He was immediately aware (quicker than any of the other chil-
dren in the study) when he was the subject of the camera—even though
the camera was on the other side of the room. He also tried to be very
nonchalant, casual, especially with his peers. Yet the behavior in this
observation seems most clearly interpreted as an example of self-con-
sciousness, over-exaggerated "normality” with some boasting thrown in.
Kevin is working on h i s sewing project at the beginning of the observa-
tion.
K: Where is a scissors? Char., could I see the scissors?
1 don’t need any. (He cuts thread with his teeth. Looks
at camera and smiles. He goes back to work. Three peers
come over. He leaves the table and goes into a back
corner with them.) That’s the boogy-house. (He comments
passing the Indian longhouse model.)
J: (tunes in to camera) She’s looking at us. She’s looking
at you. Bo.
K: She’s lookin’ at me. (He talks without looking up from
his sewing project which he has brought along.) She’s
lookin’ through that microscope.
J: Kaboom. (begins imaginative play)
K; Jake the liar, the fat higher, he bit his nose and
(inaudible) his toes. Gi mme them p i ssors . (Kevin’s
new word for the scissors which he is asking for.)
(Boys begin a boy loves girl teasing chant of one peer.)
K: And they kiss. . . .
B: They humped each other.
K: And (inaudible name of peer) comes along. Oh my god!
Can I do it? Yes ... yes .. . join . . . join. . . .
The boys continue for several minutes performing seemingly
for the mike
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and also for themselves, with Kevin as the main actor. He gives several
commercials, sings a rock and roll line like "Elvis" then another com-
mercial line. When he returns to his task he says, "Now where's the
pissors?" But the word now seems to be for his own benefit as no one
else is interacting.
In the third observation, "Glasses," Kevin shows still a differ-
ent way of using role enactments. He has the sunglasses he brought to
school beside him at his desk where he has just settled down to doing
his reading skills workbook. Several boys gather near his desk to look
at the turtle. He is distracted. Finally Kevin says to them, in his
most teacher- 1 ike tone, "Bo, Jake, Rob, and Bill, you are disturbing
me so bad that I'll. . . ." (unfinished sentence). The response from
one boy is to grab Kevin's sunglasses. Kevin demands, "Rob, gimme them
sunglasses. They cost twenty-five bucks." Kevin appears to have a good
idea of how a role enactment can symbolize cultural values, and connote
power, whether of the dollar or the teacher. Kevin seems to be in-
volved in the socially acceptable connotations of words as symbols,
threats, prized objects, money-vaJue, male/female role delineation, and
plain old name-calling. In this way he fits nicely into classic ex-
pectation of eight year-olds deve lopmenta I I y attracted to various iden-
tity" activities, such as clubs, codes and other soci a I /cu I tura 1 behav-
iors (Biber, 1967). Kevin appears to have skilled control over these
various social rituals with numerous approaches to invoking them. The
shell trading which Kevin initiated with Shawn is another example of
the way Kevin practices his understandings of social expectations.
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Kevin: The Classroom Context; Conclusion
C^Mo^iJ^. The similarities in curiosity expressions are based on their
common purpose of eliciting new experiences. The subject matters of
fantasies, and extensions of ideas also have similarities as well as
stability in their forms of expression.
The manner in which Kevin develops his fantasies changes as he
adapts different ideas to different situations. His style is flexible.
Concern
. The similarities of concern expressions are based on their
relation to a task-oriented goal. Kevin shows an ability to use these
goals as a bridge in his regard for a peer, adult or himself. There is
a predominance of positive "expressions of feeling" coded from his sing-
i ng.
The differences in concern expressions relate to the style he uses
in different circumstances—being more or less directing in the manner
he offers of simply participating, or of leading. His own sense of
competency in relation to a task appears to have an effect on differ-
ences of the concern expressed.
Role Enactment . The similarities of role enactment expressions have to
do with their function for Kevin. He appears to use them in controlling,
protecting and projecting images of his competency. He also uses such
expressions to define his own expectations in a given situation.
The differences appear to be mainly based on his wide range of
models which can imitate to adapt for different situations.
Predictions. Kevin's adaptable learning styles, and stability within
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different classroom observations are important strengths. They allow
him to function well in the classroom in spite of changes that happen
continuously. He takes advantage of the opportunities for autonomy,
yet balances a full range of expectations. His investment in social
success appears very important. The role enactment carries much more
competence coding than any other variable. Because this child appears
to have such a heavy overall investment in his expressions of competency,
one important question centers on his comparatively low coding for "com-
petence" in the curiosity construct. Another important question con-
siders the imagination this child has exhibited. It would seem that
his classroom performance would be more solidly rooted in reality if
he were expressing more interest in expressions coded for curiosity
with the "expectation" variable.
Kevin: The Discussion Context; Analysis
Curiosity Analysis .
Summary . The fol lowing summary statements are interpretations of
results supported in the data discussion.
Kevin used several consistent approaches in the discussion con-
text expressing curiosity. He would join both peers and the adult find-
ing instances to clarify, correct or particularize information. He in-
tegrated his input of new information within the bounds of the context,
a consideration for his peers, and the goals of the task. He continued
to use information to find ways of extending his ideas toward
new mean-
ings or possibilities.
Data. From the two discussion observations, 21.8^ of
Kevin's
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total utterances were coded as curiosity expressions. This percentage
was the middle figure between the other two contexts, as was the total
number of curiosity coded utterances.
TABLE 37
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
Observation
Utterances Total Curiosity Percent of Curiosity
1. School Outdoors 128 23
2 . Buzta i I 64 19
192 42
Total Discussion Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
4 1 1 19 3 2 - - 3
17.9
29.6
21 .8
In the first discussion observation, Kevin managed to correct and
specify information for all the three children, himself included. He
also demonstrated ways of exploring and moving toward new elements,
especially in the form of seeking information. Several examples of
this behavior are apparent in the discussion. He had been sensitive to
Dot’s confusion about the location and subject in the discussion obser-
vation. He helped her understand the ’’School Outdoors” was another
name for Camp Taubanong. Again, later in the discussion he helped
both himself and a peer ’’locate” themselves. Shawn had been saying
that he remembered a mountain with special building projects. That
had been part of the spring School Outdoors program. In the
summer,
these children had been back to the same location, only as a
summer camp
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experience. Therefore it is easy to understand why they were confused.
T: Did you ever stay the day up there? (on the mountain
with the special building projects)
No. Sometime we stayed, once we stayed the night.
That' s right we did.
Overn
i
ght?
( nods af f i rmat i ve)
Really fun, scary when you hear the animals.
(in unison with teacher) That wasn't Camp Taubanong.
(He has realized his confusion.)
K: Shawn, that was summer camp.
Kevin's style of extending and incorporating information re-
occurs also in this discussion. He demonstrates one way in which he in-
corporated completing a task with his own way of elaborating on the ac-
cepted mode of verbal presentation. He was supposed to tell a story of
School Outdoors. The sand-timer was set and he was to try to talk for
one minute. He used two interesting inventions to help take up time.
He listed numerous details of such things as names of songs he remem-
bered singing. Here he was demonstrating an accepted school expecta-
tion, remembering facts and reciting them. Another device he used he
may have encountered in stories, or watching T.V. He was nevertheless
able to use it in a very adaptive manner.
K: Then we went to our choices. And I went on the a I 1-day
walk. And we're walking, and walking, and walking, and
walking, and walking, and walking, and walking, and walk-
ing, and walking, and walking, and walking until we
stopped and we had our lunch and we make a fire and we
(inaudible) our lunch and ate some popcorn and had some
chips. . . .
Not all of Kevin's story was so straightforward. He engaged in
lots of play with Shawn. But this is another example of Kevin extend-
ing an idea in a perfectly appropriate way. It also demonstrated an
idea about how he worked out a problem. Of course, he repeated
this
K
T
K
S
K
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useful technique as he described the trip home again.
The second discussion was focused on a review of a book which
had been read to the whole class. A group of four children were asked
to join their teacher in another room (a third grade classroom empty at
the moment) to be videotaped as they discussed the story. The story was
about a snake named Buztail. Most of the "concept" coded component vari-
ables were coded in an exchange about how the snake's fangs work:
K: How when his teeth fold up . . . when he opens his mouth
(that makes the teeth unfold he seems to be trying to
say) like a rubberban
. . . when he . . . when you pull
it and you let it go and you pull it. Pull it and some-
thing stays down ... it and it goes up.
T: Why couldn't the fangs stay down?
K: Probably he would bite his tongue.
Concern Analysis .
Summary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
Kevin demonstrates he is adept at using several different ap-
proaches to help both himself and his peers relate to the task, message
and expectations. He shows his regard for people by focusing on the
task and interpreting differences in perception between peers and
adults. He also shows that he can relate his experience of a personal-
physical feeling to an animal story situation without being anthropomor-
phic.
Data. From the two discussion observations, \ 2 . 5% of Kevin's
total utterances were coded as concern expressions. This percentage
and the actual number of concern coded utterances are the middle figures
for all three contexts.
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TABLE 38
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
Observation 1 OTa 1
Utterances Total Concern Percent of Concern
1
. School Outdoors 128 17 13.2
2. Buzta i 1 64 10.9
192 24 12.5
Total Discussion Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
3 3 2 1 3 8 - 4
Kevin's expressions of concern were very connected both to the
changes in contexts, and to the different way he responded to adults
and peers, according to the way he perceived individuals in relation
to h imse I f
.
In the first discussion, his friend, Shawn, was having a very
hard time behaving calmly. Dot was also having some trouble. Dot's
trouble was confusion about the orientation and problem of the discus-
sion. Kevin's way of supporting her was coded as curiosity with the
variable "clarifying information." The result, as stated before, was to
help Dot understand what was happening without anyone "losing
face."
For Shawn, Kevin used quite different tactics. He assumed
a teacher-
like role or strength in order to both warn and convince
Shawn that
his behavior was not acceptable to the teacher.
Sh- My little sister sink in the mud . . . dig
accident . . . shot her . . . she landed in the
brook.
T: A made-up story of What I Did to My Little
Sister at
Camp? (He had been asked to tell a true
story.)
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is going to happen this year, Shawn?
K: (adapting helpful, close tone) What is going to happen
this year? What is going to happen this year, Shawn?
T: How old is your sister?
Sh: Eighteen.
K; You’re making it up. Shawn you have to talk to her.
(meaning the teacher)
For both these children Kevin was focusing and interpreting what the
adult expectations were for them, and how they were expected to respond.
This involvement was a caring act. He was not degrading either child or
adult. His actions, expressions of concern, here were dictated by his
perception of the context including the personalities of the partici-
pants .
In the second discussion observation, the children's behavior
was much more control led. Kevin was more focused on the task of having
his own answers heard and acknowledged by the teacher. The subject of
the snake promoted some feeling expressions as it dealt with danger,
being hurt, and the killing of animals. Kevin’s response was to bring
examples of his own experience into the discussion to try to under-
stand the problem posed by the teacher. He concentrated on the specific
feeling of why and how the "hurt" was felt by the snake. Again, he
was picking up on peer’s momentum also.
T: Why did the snake bite him (the boy)?
K: Because the boy stepped on him.
D; Oh and it hurt him, just like. . . .
K: Like when somebody steps on your hand.
D: Yeah and you want to get even and punch him one
(gestures) just like. . . •
K: Just like when a dog bites you.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary and Data . For the discussion of Kevin’s
discussion con
text role enactment codings, the summary and data material are combined.
From the two discussion observations, tb.\% of Kevin’s total
utterances were coded for role enactment expressions. This is the mid-
dle percentage figure for the three contexts, but the actual role
enactment utterances are all very close to the same.
TABLE 39
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances
Tota 1
Role Enactment
Percent of Role
Enactment
1. School Outdoors 128 87 67.9
2 , Buzta i
1
64 58 59.3
192 125 65.1
Total Discussion Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Cl ar i f y Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
51 1 1 24 10 14 2 4 9
Kevin's discussion context role enactment expressions show again
that he has several agendas as well as options in his style and pat-
terns. Kevin can either change alliances from peer to adult expecta-
tion, or he can integrate the two sets of expectations. His language
appears to reflect the speaker of the story he is sharing rather than a
consideration of who is listening. For example, in the first discus-
sion observation, when Kevin joins Shawn's story he adapts Shawn s spon-
taneous language; "I got sick. I ate too much marshmallows in the
night." Then, when he is answering a teacher's question he becomes more
formal and very steady, more consciously grammatically correct, giving
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particular i uformat ion.
T; How is School Outdoors going to be different this
year?
K; They have a longhouse. And that's where you get your
food, your basket.
Two additional points are interesting from the example. Kevin actually
answers how things will be the same, not different. Even when ques-
tioned again he does not address differences. He appears to be using
information as he has heard it. He shows that he can give back in-
formation, which traditionally has been a virtue in the school culture.
Furthermore, he shows the ability to "parrot back" information in the
"right" tone of voice. Even though it is not really a "right" answer,
it seems to sound right. Judging by his assurance, this has been a
successful technique for him.
Kevin demonstrates in the second discussion observation as well
that he has taken in information and can return it. He is willing to
say he knows how snakes can smel I, and he knows how their fangs work.
He gets lots of positive attention for this by being called on often.
He is offering limited risks for himself, and assuming an air of com-
petence. Not surprisingly his "competence" codings for role enactment
in the discussion context are especially high.
Kevin: Discussion Context; Conclusion
Curiosity . The similarity of curiosity expressions were related to a
task oriented approach of clarifying information and solving
problems.
The differences of expressions were directly related to differ-
ences in the peer grouping and goals between the two
observations.
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Concern
. The similarity of concern expressions had to do with Kevin's
ability to communicate his common sense, his regard for both his peers,
the adult expectations, and the challenge of the task.
The differences in concern expressions were based on the differ-
ences in Kevin's perceptions of--and goals for—his peers and the tasks
rather than on adapting different styles or conveying his own personal
preoccupat ions.
Role Enactment . The similarities in Kevin's role enactment expressions
have to do with their main functions of conveying his competence in
adapting and juggling both peer and adult behavior expectations.
The differences in role enactment expressions reflect his various
adaptations of style and language to accomplish and communicate accept-
ance in both peer and adult (or school) social mores.
Prediction. Kevin can be challenged to use the information he has to
focus on problem solving. His understanding of similarities and differ-
ences in peer perceptions of adult expectation can function positively
for him in a discussion context.
Kevin: Story Telling Task Context; Analysis
Cur iosi ty Ana lysis .
Summary and Data . The summary and data material are combined
for the discussion of Kevin's curiosity expressions in the story tell-
ing context.
From the three story telling task observations, 19.2^ of the
total utterances were coded for curiosity expressions.
This was both
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the lowest percentage and the lowest number of curiosity codings tor all
three contexts. The first observation had the highest percent of
curiosity codings although it was about the same number of utterances
as the third observation.
TABLE 40
CUR!lOSITY CODINGS
,
STORY TASK
AND TOTAL UTTERANCES
CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
IN THE
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances Total Curiosity Percent of Curiosity
1 . Nutcracker 54 16 29.6
2. Monster 32 2 6.2
3. Giant 85 15 17.6
171 33 19.2
Total Story Task Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Feel i ng
Complete Task Mix
1 4 9 2 1 1 2 2 2
In the study context a slightly different pattern for Kevin's
expressions of curiosity emerges. Most of his curiosity codings were
related to the tape recorder. He had an unusually high number of "ex-
pectation" codings in the component variables. These reflect his in-
terest in what the tape recorder was supposed to do. Several times he
showed an interest in what he expected the adult to do also. For exam-
ple, in the first observation Kevin had assured the author that he knew
how to operate the tape recorder. The teacher-aide, who conducted
the
interview, stated she did not know how to work the tape recorder.
It
became apparent very soon that Kevin was having a lot of
trouble figur-
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ing out how to rewind and replay the story he had just told. His way of
both reassuring, and at the same time investigating the problem was to
talk about what the machine was supposed to do.
T: You sure it doesn't go down for record?
K: One of these is supposed to go down to red.
I: That's eject . . . OK.
K: That's the rewind? (He appears to be referring to the
volume knob, but difficult to tell.)
T; OK. That's record.
K; It's supposed to. . . .
T: Reverse. OK. You can play .it. . . .
K: There's supposed to be a little button you push down
in here.
There is surprisingly little other curiosity expressed in Kevin's
stories. His characters may ask specific questions to obtain specific
information such as "Did the baby wake up?" But Kevin does not use the
story situation to extend his characters' perception of their environ-
ment. There is, however, a great deal of fantasy which extends the
borders of the environment itself. These kinds of expressions, though,
are mainly coded for role enactment as the stimuli were interpreted to
be directed toward social expectation.
Concern Ana I ysi
s
.
Summary and Data. The summary and data material are combined
for the discussion of concern codings for Kevin in the story telling
context
.
From the three story telling task observations, 5.8^ of the
total utterances were coded for concern expressions. This figure repre-
sents both the lowest percentage and the lowest number of concern
coded
utterances for all three contexts.
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TABLE 41
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
Observat i on
<
Total Utterances Total Concern Percent of Concern
1 . Nutcracker 54 4 7.4
2. Monster 32 1 3. 1
3. Giant 65 7.6
171 10 5.8
Total Story Task Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
2 - - - - - 4 4
The story telling and the operation of the tape recorder for
the story do not necessarily require expression of care, regard or emo-
tions. Furthermore, Kevin did not use the context of being alone with
an adult to demonstrate any emotional or personal preoccupations. If
anything, he appears to have cut off his expressions of concern behavior
in this context. Kevin's experiences with the story task were slightly
different than the other four children. He was first working with the
teacher aide in his class. However, they could not make the tape
recorder replay. The author finished the first story task with Kevin
later that same day. She also worked with him on the second story
task.
So he actually had three experiences. Both his original
stories were
about superbeings of the sort Kevin often uses in his classroom
fan-
tasies. No conclusions about personal concerns can be
made from that
small sample of material. This would certainly be
a time for caution
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on the part of the abserver. We have observed in other contexts his
wide range of expression styles. One theory might be that Kevin has
adapted his behavior to the limits of the task as he perceives it. In
fact, ,it is an interesting question by what breadth or narrowness Kevin
measures a task to which he is assigned. It is unfortunate that he
neither initiated nor was asked on videotape what his perceptions of
this project actually were. He was cooperative in an almost model
student manner. It may be that the analysis of Kevin’s role enactment
behavior will offer a clearer idea of how he perceived social expecta-
tions in the three contexts.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary. The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
The high number of competency utterances coded in this context
for role enactment expressions reflect Kevin’s preoccupation with ap-
pearing in control of the task as he perceived it. Kevin mainly used
his fantasy and i mag ination as a facile too I to embe I 1 i sh the story
telling task. The causes or resolutions did not appear as interesting
to Kevin as ways in which he invented for linking separate incidents
toget her
.
Data. From the three story telling task observations, 74.8^
of the total utterances were coded for role enactment
expressions. This
is his highest percentage figure for the three contexts.
(In fact it
is the highest role enactment percentage figure
for any context for any
of the children in the study.) The actual number
of role enactment
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utterances, however, is the same as for the classroom context.
TABLE 42
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR KEVIN
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances
Tota 1
Role Enactment Percent of Role Enactment
1 . Nutcracker 54 34 62.9
2. Monster 32 29 90.6
3. Giant 85 65 76.4
171 128 74.8
Total Story Task Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
50 16 24 21 5 2 7 3
In the story task context, Kevin was taking the offensive by ex-
pressing his expectations of the adult. For example, during his origin-
al story he paused to offer the adult an opportunity to continue the
story, asking, "You want to do something?" However, during the second
story, he paused again and this time he handed the mike to the adult
and said, "You have to do it." The fact that Kevin perceives himself
as capable and competent to exercise this kind of control and sti I I
have his behavior be acceptable as "school -appropri ate" is important
to notice.
The very fact also that Kevin spent so much of his energy show-
ing his competencies in this context gives rise to other
questions.
It is reasonable to wonder whether Kevin is somehow
protecting himself
in this context with only one other adult present.
He may simply be
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trying to carry out the task as he has perceived it, not questioning the
adult's perceptions of boundaries.
It does not seem that the story task itself was viewed by Kevin
as a complex problem. In the first observation he told the story almost
as an excuse to find out if they could work the tape recorder. When he
had to re-tel I it because they hadn’t recorded it, he told almost word
for word the same story, but a bit shorter.
Characters in Kevin’s stories were never bothered by very com-
plex problems that they couldn’t solve. They were also, again, very
competent. These characters do not appear preoccupied, however, with
proving their competency, as for example, Rick’s characters were. In
the second observation, the story starter ends with a small problem.
T: ... he couldn’t light the stove. Now you finish
the story.
K: Then he tried to get a match. And he lit it. He
warmed the milk. He gave it to the baby.
Predictably, Kevin’s complication evolved by expanding the problem
into a fantasy. The baby got lost. When it was found it was put in
a "lion’s pen," because the first playpen had been too small.
One other pattern that seems important to note is the way Kevin
works with language to make links happen in his stories. The things
he was linking did not necessarily have to make sense, but he appeared
conscious of making connections. For example, in his second original
story, Kevin has a giant eating up people and drinking up the whole
wor Id of water
.
K: And then everybody didn’t have any water. So they tried
to get up there where the giant is and get his water.
But the giant keep on eating people till there was no
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more people left. So the cows turned into people
^919916^ • the cows tried to get some water. But
then the horses turned into people. And they didn’t,
because the horses, they drunk milk.
Kevin never did resolve the problems clearly in the story. He empha-
sized what characters could and did do, but his cause and effect were
not necessarily closely related.
Kevin: The Story Telling Task Context; Conclusion
Curiosity
. The similarities of curiosity expressions were based on
Kevin's interest in and expectations about the tape recorder.
The differences in functions of his characters' curiosity ex-
pressions in his stories were mainly to clarify information, especially
about his fantasies. This contrasts with Kevin's expressions in the
other contexts of curiosity as a function related to problem solving.
Concern. There were not sufficient concern expressions coded in this
context to support conclusions about pattern, style or functional simi-
larities or differences. It is interesting to note that this was the
only context or coding for Kevin that had so few utterances, which it-
self becomes important.
Role Enactment . The similarities in role enactment expressed relate
to Kevin's goal of competency with all of the tasks involved in this
context. His interest in problem-solving was focused on the tape re-
corder and finding linking passages between events in his stories.
The differences in role enactment expressed have to do with not
just the number of utterances coded, but the contrast between the other
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contexts where there was a much wider spread of types of codings.
Prediction. This appears to be the context where Kevin is least com-
fortable or adaptable, and displays the narrowest range of component
variables. He is likely to challenge himself more with a concrete ob-
ject as the center focus of the task. He will probably not risk making
mistakes in an abstract situation reliant on female adult monitoring.
It is not clear how Kevin might respond to a male adult, especially a
positive social role model. Given Kevin's role enactment interest, how-
ever, the author would predict that an appropriate male in a dyadic
context would be supportive to Kevin's initiating more problem solving
r i sks.
Kevin: Summary
Cur i os i ty . Kevin's curiosi ty utterances are characterized by quick
word play inventions, and association, i.e., "what if," propositions,
fantasy extensions of cognitive stimulus, and active participation in
clarifying ideas, explanations, or systems of doing a job. He communi-
cates primarily with peers.
Concern. His concern utterances are characterized by his involvement
on behalf of peers, an appearance of competency, and an understanding
of how emotional stimulus can conflict with appropriate classroom be-
havior. He uses songs constantly to express personal feelings as well
as create stimulus for others to respond to. Most of Kevin's concern
utterances are also peer-oriented.
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Role Enactment
. His role enactment utterances are characterized by man-
nerisms which connote social competence. He uses adult voice intona-
tions to mimic "clarifying" information and to demand his own "expecta-
tions." However, he withholds the same clear expression of his own
judgments. Instead, he usually uses socially powerful objects or
characters in adaptive ways to establish control in social interactions.
It is interesting how many of Kevin's role enactment scores for number
of utterances are steady in all three contexts. However, when these
scores are converted to percentages for each context, they show much
more differentiation. This is especially true with the "concept,"
"clarifying," and "confirming" scores.
In the Classroom. Kevin's most balanced and positive combination of
behaviors occurs in his classroom situations. His curiosity codings
are the highest there for all three contexts. Especially his "compe-
tency," "concept," and "complete task" codings are higher than for any
other context. His role enactment codings are lowest, especially the
"competency" score, buf the total variable spread is closest in this
context than in the other two. His concern codings, especially "ex-
pectations," show the highest percentage of any context, and with the
most codings in variables other than "expression of feeling."
In the Discussion. Kevin showed his strength for clarifying
informa
tion both cognitively and socially. His boldness about
defining ex-
pectations, and a steady interest in both cognitive
and social prob-
lems were quite consistent with his classroom
behavior. However, while
his interest in social competencies was higher,
his cognitive, emotion
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KEVIN: CODED UTTERANCES
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al, and social codings for "concepts," "expectations," and "completion
of tasks" were much lower.
In the Story Task
. In this situation, Kevin was clearly at his least
effective in terms of showing the least percentage of curiosity
,
and
concern in combination with the highest percentage of role enactment.
While the variables for curiosity show the least "competency" and
"concept" scores for any context, the concern scores are so few that
they, can only be commented on by their absence. The role enactment
"competency" scores again are the highest of all the social variables.
There is a dramatic drop then in curiosity and a rise in role
enactment percentages in the story context compared to the we I I balanced
codings for the classroom context. It is evident that Kevin worked
much more effectively with peers with cognitive emphasis on challenging
his own "competencies," "concepts," and interest in "completing tasks."
In this observation Kevin was least open to cognitive challenges when
working alone with an adult.
Dot: A Biographical Sketch
Dot, born 4/69, is the youngest of three girls in a two parent
low-income family. Both parents are working. Consequently, the family
moved to a much improved housing situation in the summer of 1976.
Dot is a healthy appearing child of average height and weight
with short light hair. She is very enthusiastic, but also openly
displays disappointment or dissatisfaction in the classroom. She is
always eager to show and explain her work and other projects happening
in the class. Dot's relationships with the other children are
not
I
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clear. She appears to be able to work with a wide variety of children.
Her friendships seem more specialized, confined especially to two other
girls. She competes openly with other children for adult attention.
Her teacher was especially pleased with her improved reading skills.
Her attitude toward academic improvement was also viewed as very posi-
tive. She is considered by her teacher to be a well-functioning child.
Dot: The Classroom Context; Analysis
\
Curiosity Analysis .
Summary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
In the classroom, Dot most clearly is interested in objects.
When she has an object in her hand, it seems to help her explain her
questions more articulately than otherwise. Dot does ask for specific
information, what things are, and how a project is progressing. It is
not consistently clear from her behavior why Dot persists with incom-
plete requests. Her style of repeating parts of questions is especial-
ly noticeable. Judging from her reactions to answers, many of her ques-
tions are misinterpreted. She seems most successful in completing
questions and receiving appropriate responses when she is competing
with a peer. When she appears to be under pressure (especially her
own) she is less articulate, and less successful in receiving helpful
information. Dot appears to also use curiosity behaviors to test for
adult expectations and to express her own wishes, as well as finding
out about her environment.
Data. Seven observations for Dot were coded and analyzed
in
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the classroom context. Her 59 curiosity utterances were 21.456 of the
275 total classroom utterances. This figure represents both the high-
est number of curiosity coded utterances and the highest percent of
curiosity coded for Dot in all three contexts. She showed a wide range
of responses for curiosity codings in the various classroom observa-
tions.
TABLE 44
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR DOT
Observation Tota 1
Utterances
Tota 1
Cur i os i ty
Percent of Curiosity
1
.
Snake Observing 37 7 18.9
2. Sy 1 1 ab 1 e Game 24 1 4. 1
3. Memorial Park 30 1 1 36.6
4. Penny Bank 48 8 16.6
5. Wanna See Writing 37 8 21.6
6. Begin of Day 53 14 26.4
7. Sewing Project 46 J_0 21 .7
275 59 21 .4
Total Classroom Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
9 19 17 - 3 1 2 8
In the third observation. Dot had been writing about her experi-
ences in "Memorial Park." She had been working for several days,
on
this as an on-going description. During most of this observation,
she
was trying to get help spelling words. She started one
request four
times before she finally completed the sentence asking
for the informa-
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t i on she needed
.
D: Mrs. M., will you ... or here it is (she opens her
dictionary so the teacher can add the requested word).
Wi I I you . . . Mrs. M.
,
will you write park? We will
go to Memorial Park. (She recites the sentence she is
trying to write.) Mrs. M. will you write, urn, will
you write Memorial Park?
Dot demonstrated in this observation primarily her perseverance and
persistence in writing and in getting attention and help with a problem.
It must be considered that in this classroom, the teacher may be doing
\
several things at once. Each child may be requiring a different re-
sponse, so that Dot's persistence in this context is a valuable asset.
In the fourth observation. Dot is working on a reading and
phonics skills workbook. The teacher has been sitting right beside
her helping her sound out words and trying to ask her questions so
Dot will get the workbook answers correct. (For this reason the ob-
servation has a high number of "right answer" responses.) Dot, however,
is having a problem figuring out the difference between "bang" and
"bank." On the page is a picture of a pink piggy bank. She is sup-
posed to draw a I i ne to the best word for the picture . . . bang or
bank.
D: Bank (she pronounces the word correctly).
T: Ummhmm (positive). Then which of the two is best for
the picture?
D: Pig bangs.
T: (accepting) OK. Bang. What's this? (point to word)
D: Bank.
T: Bank.
D: Is that what they draw out of something?
T: (explaining) A bank is, urn, a place that keeps^
money . . . you store money in . . . is a building
in which money is stored and people can put their
money in to save or they can go and get a special
check. They need. . . .
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D; A penny bank!
K: Piggy bank. (He is not paid attention to.)
D* I didn't see that.
T: You didn't see that piece right there? (points to page)
D: Oh. That's where you keep money. Shall I write
this one?
T: Which one would it be then if that's a piggy bank.
Which one is the most appropriate?
D: (no answer or action)
T; Want to read that word one more time?
D: Bank.
T; OK.
D: What?
Dot did not explain her trouble clearly enough to the teacher for
either one to realize they had not solved the problem. In fact, the
"problem" itself was not really ever identified. Dot has a way of
seeming to understand. However, there is evidently still a question
of whether she does or not. It is not clear what she understands,
what she wants, or what information she needs that is missing.
In the sixth observation. Dot's curiosity coded utterances are
more specific. Here she is coded for more "concept" utterances than
in any other observation. She initiates questions about objects.
She wants to know about things like what the plastic mike cover is, and
if it comes off. She wants to explain things, like why she is sewing
in a certain direction: "If I start here and go like that, this wing
goes . . . (points)." Although many of her sentences are still un-
finished, Dot is more specific both about her desires and her problem
with the object in her hand.
Ip, the seventh observation. Dot joins several peers who are sit-
ting and sewing. Jane is doing her reading workbook at the same table.
Dot is especially interested in getting Jane to compare progress
on her
sewing project. However, when Dot does not succeed in distracting
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Jane, she demonstrates a switch in the object she expresses curiosity
about. This switch matches a more promising source of attention.
D: Jane, are you on that--your vest? You're still on this?
J: So? You are ... so what are you talking about
Dott i e?
D: Just asking you, Jane. Gee, you better be honest.
J : Know what I have to do?
D: What? Turn this page upside down?
J : Yes.
D: I see another one upside down too.
Concern Analysis
.
Summary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
Dot’s concern coded utterances demonstrate continuity with two
patterns from the curiosity discussion. Here also the codings include
many unfinished sentences. Her sentences often have overtones of mean-
ing. They may be interpreted as having multiple meanings, or offering
the listener a choice.
Two specific subjects re-occur frequently in her concern coded
utterances. She expresses feelings focused on the problems or goals
of finishing a project or task. She also tries in many ways to gain
recognition and attention. This usually happens when she becomes in-
volved in a competition for competence.
It is interesting to note that Dot's expressions of her feel-
ings were more clear and more successfully interpreted by both adults
and peers than were her expressions of curiosity.
Data. From the seven classroom observations, the 52 utterances
coded for concern were 18. 9/^ of the 275 total classroom utterances.
This was the middle percentage average of the three contexts
and also
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<the middiG aciudl number of utterances.
TABLE 45
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR DOT
Observat ion Tota 1
Utterances Tota 1 Concern Percent of Concern
1
.
Snake Watch 37 9 24.3
2. Sy 1 1 ab 1 e Game 24 3 12.5
3. Memorial Park 30 2 6.6
4. Penny Bank 48 2 4. 1
5. Wanna See Writing 37 3 8. 1
6. Begin of Day 53 14 26.4
7. Sewing Project 46 19 41 .3
275 52 18.9
Total Classroom Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation Express
Fee I i ng
Complete Task Mi X
10 8 2 - 8 1 1 3 10
In the seventh observation where Dot was coded for the most con-
cern utterances, she is working at her sewing. She is sewing a design
on a piece of "Indian" clothing she is making as part of an all class
project. She speaks mainly about whether or not she will finish her
project before the class goes to Camp Taubanong, a school outdoors pro-
gram. She is equally interested in how she is doing compared to Jane.
Again, Dot's style of using interrupted sentences is noticeable.
D: After I do this I just have to ... do this ... I just
have to ... I just have to . . . And After 1 do these
I ... I just have to (and again a few seconds later)
I just have to do this and go up here (sewing on her de-
sign) and I'm done. And Jane we just have a little more
21 I
time until Camp Taubanong
. . . then our vest ... wejust have to do it . .
.
play with our own designs.
. .
We won’t have that much time to work on them.
Then Dot continues in a different way which demonstrates how
she is able to cope, at least in this instance, with all the pressure
she puts on herself to finish. She seems to be repeating a sentence she
has heard the teacher say. Here she demonstrates that she also under-
stands when and where to put it to use for herself. "But if we bring
them (the projects), we can work at quiet time." (They would be able
to sew on their projects after lunch at the School Outdoors in case
they didn’t finish by the end of this week.) Finally at the end of
the observation Dot relates another part of herself besides her expec-
tations. She expresses one feeling stra
i
ghforward
I y , "I’m sick and
t i red of this."
In addition to worrying about getting done. Dot is coded for
concern about several other objectives. She tries various ways to get
attention for her needs, and recognition for her accomplishments. There
is a consistency about the often awkward ways she asks for or gives at-
tention to peers. One of the clearest examples of this occurs in a
short dialogue in the fifth observation. Dot and Pam are working at
their writing and reading at the same table. Pam wants to read to a
teacher, Mr. R.; Dot reacts by calling for his attention at the same
time:
P: Mr. R.
D: Mr. R.
P; No. You don't have to need fiim when I've got him. Mr.
R., Mr. R., can I read to you? Mr. R. , Mr. R. , can I
read this to you after?
D: I'm not going to need him— I'm going to (inaudible)
stupid. (Returns to her writing.) OK. May 23 . . .
no, it's 24th, right?
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P: (mad; shakes head negative)
D: Miss M., Miss M., . . . (calls to teacher)
P; I don’t know. I think it is.
D: Miss M., what's the date?
T: Today is Tuesday, May 24.
P: (nods affirmative)
D: (writing) 25, 1977.
As might have been predicted. Dot did make a successful play for
Mr. R.'s attention when he came over to help Pam read. She "hooked"
him in a complex fashion. She told him of another child's misconcep-
tion, then of her own reaction to it: "Ron thought Mary was going to
bring the whole class on that picnic. I said that's not the whole
class." The teacher is then diverted to Mary. But Dot actually appears
to control the input so that she and the teacher seem to be paying at-
tention to Mary together . . . while Pam is left waiting. This in-
formation is interpreted from Dot's non-verbal gestures and postures
while Mr. R.
,
Pam and Mary are all at the same table with Dot.
It is consistent that Dot uses only a whole sentence or two
in four observations that could be coded specifically as concern. How-
ever, much of what she says seems to have multiple meanings. Therefore,
although the actual codings scored are not high, the implications about
her style are important. Her concern behavior is very closely connected
with her role enactment behavior. This relationship will be discussed
further in the latter section.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary. The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
Dot is the kind of little girl most teachers love.
She is eager
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She understands the school expectations, can follow and communicate
them. She has an investment in being successful in school. She seeks
adult approval, yet she also competes for power, control, and atten-
tion. Dot has tasted the autonomy of the informal classroom and thrives
on being able to prove her own skills and progress to herself. She is
able to direct the social exchanges, so readily available in her class-
room, to reinforce her own academic skills. Dot mimics soci a I - i nterac-
tion skills apparently to cope with her own pressures to be successful.
She also relates her school experiences and her out-of-school experi-
ences in terms of common social expectations as she perceives them.
Data . For the seven observations in the classroom, 59.6/& of
the total utterances were coded for role enactment expressions. This
was the middle percentage figure, but the highest total number of role
enactment utterance codings for the three contexts. The three class-
room observations with the highest percentages reflect mainly Dot’s
investment in complying with, or succeeding at, school expectations,
especially writing. The two observations where Dot shows the lowest
percentage of role enactment utterances are the same ones for which
her concern utterances are by far the highest.
Dot uses both adults and peers to help reinforce and clarify
her accomplishments with great skill. She manages to use her social
competencies as a link to reinforce her academic skill competencies.
For example, in the fifth observation Dot calls Shawn over to the table
where she is working on her writing.
D: Wanna see what 1 did yesterday? (He looks at her
writing book.) Not that one (page), 1 did this one.
Sh: What did you do?
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TABLE 46
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
CLASSROOM CONTEXT FOR DOT
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances
Tota 1
Role Enactment
Percent of Role
Enactment
1
.
Snake Watch 37 21 56.7
2. Sy 1 1 ab 1 e Game 24 20 83.3
3. Memorial Park 30 16 53.3
4. Penny Bank 48 37 77.0
5. Wanna See Writing 37 26 70.2
6. Begin Day 53 27 50.9
7. Sew i ng 46 17 36.9
275 164 59.6
Total Classroom Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mi X
39 8 37 14 27 4 16 19
D: That is (reads from her writing) I went to Memorial
Park for day. (aside) I didn’t stay overnight.
I saw. . . . (reads again)
Sh: Rudolph the Red Nose Reindeer?
D: (reading) Sheila and Duane and Nathan Scott (she
has trouble reading the last name) Ostander.
(shows Shawn the picture she drew) Tha’s Nathan.
That's a little baby. That Sheila.
Sh: Where's you?
D: Right here. (Shawn starts to leave.)
D: (inaudible) Wanna see? (She tries to get him to
come back .
)
Dot is also adept at reinforcing herself. In the first observa-
tion she has just gotten the word "snake" in her dictionary. She be-
gins to talk aloud to herself.
D: Yesterday a girl found a snake. (She looks around the
room.) Yesterday a girl found a snake. Period. Have
to do one more sentence.
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D: (tapping pencil) Then I can draw a picture down here
• • • like I did on this page. (she turns page back)
Dot then calls to a peer and reads her work to him. When he leaves she
reads it aloud to herself twice. The motivations for these actions may
be connected to her concerns for succeeding in school as reviewed in
the concern data. However, the result is that the more Dot reads, the
better she reads, regardless of her motivations.
Dot uses role enactments in important ways connected with her
competitive spirit. Dot seems to use this approach for a variety of
reasons. She may be competing for attention, for control, or competen-
cies. The following dialogue offers some insight into her approach to
competition. Here again, she appears to be able to practice and rein-
force herself through her own play activities. This observation was too
brief and not audible enough in many places to be used in the coding
and analysis. However, it does illustrate these patterns and her means
of coping especially well. Dot goes over to the model of an Indian
longhouse. She picks up the two dol Is another chi Id has made for the
model. She takes the parts of both dolls, changing her voice, and has
them racing up to the roof of the longhouse.
D: (Begins play with adult doll, has doll singing and
climbing up the side of the longhouse to the top of
the roof.) Whoopee! OK. There. (Takes up baby doll)
OK. Go. (races them up) 1 — 2— 3—Stop. OK. Now
yQy_ 1 — 2— 3—Now you. I say you're not better. OK.
Let's see if I'm bigger than you. (measures two dolls)
Well, yes, she is. Jump down. OK.
In this exchange with herself at play. Dot shows she can accept
more
than one definition of success in her competitions. The big
doll isn't
"better," but she is "bigger." To be flexible about
definitions of
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success (or competency) must be a strength for a child who shows so much
investment in having her own successes be visible and approved.
The highest incidence of coded role enactment in the classroom
was recorded in the fourth observation when Dot was doing workbook
skills for words with double consonant endings: bank, bang, ink, king.
Here, 37 of the total of 48 remarks were coded role enactment. Simply,
she was fulfilling the school expectations of a receptive student.
Since the incidence of "right" answers in the section was so high
—
Dot’s behavior was that of the "good" school girl (with the exception
of the time she tried to figure out what the connection between a pink
pig and the word "bank" was). (This is not negative. It is a real
strength for Dot.)
Dot demonstrated consistently through her role enactments that
she understood relationships between school expectations and her role
as a successful schoo I -person . In the sixth observation. Dot said
"I'm going to need to . . . have to dress up the wings. No. 1 have
to start ... I have to start right here . . . (and later) I have to
get done with this." She very often talked about having to get done.
There is a difference in the language structure of saying "going
to need to" and "I have to." The former is something teachers say.
It implies that the person has internalized the goal. When Dot says
"have to" the external expectation is clear. It does not mean she
doesn’t want to as well, but the pressure she expresses appears to
originate from her desire to be successful within the school expecta-
tion limits. Dot appears to have some ways of coping with
this pres-
sure as demonstrated by her consolation remark to Jane
during the
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seventh observation. She said that in case they didn't finish the In-
dian projects before School Outdoors started, they would have a time
there to finish each day.
Dot also shows in her classroom role enactments that she under-
stands connections between the culture of the classroom and the real
world. Primarily, this is obvious through her writing. She has made
her writing a place to record things she has experienced and shows an
awareness of how close a relationship this is for her. The manner in
which she read to Shawn and showed him the people she met at the park,
her investment—and his acceptance— speak to the power of her percep-
tion.
Dot: The Classroom Context; Conclusion
Curiosity . The similarities in curiosity expressed are mainly related
to Dot's persistence and enthusiastic interest in a wide variety of ob-
jects as well as processes. However, difficulty was in clarifying her
interests and/or her interpretation of responses which she has ini-
tiated. This is especially noticeable when related to non-tangible
objects or ideas.
The differences in curiosify are expressed by her changing
goals: soliciting information, adult attentions, peer competition, or
a I I three.
Concern. One set of similarities of concern expressed by Dot is
related to her style of expressing multiple meanings through innuen-
does. Another kind of similarity is expressed through her purposeful
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focus on her competencies and the problems she faces or solves in rela-
tion to proving or challenging herself. These expressions focused on
her competencies function concretely and are generally successfully un-
derstood judging by the responses she receives.
The differences in concern expressed relate to the manner she
adapts in several different observations to express her feelings and
her preoccupation with displaying her competencies in an acceptable
and successful way.
Role Enactment
. Similarities in role enactment expressed relate to
her purposeful focus, again, on success in the classroom. She uses
different styles of expressions in competing or in complying in order
to achieve recognition for her successes.
There are most clearly differences in role enactment expressed
as a method of clarifying information or solving problems.
Prediction. The high numbers of codings for problem solving in all
three analytic constructs in this context support the interpretation
that Dot is invested in content learning in the classroom. The uneven
ness of her curiosity expressions, both in relation to the individual
observations and across the component variables suggest she is not
getting all she could out of some situations. She will respond uneven
ly to situations according to her goals and her perception of the way
her success will be evaluated. Her role enactment codings suggest
her energy is concentrated on social competencies, and expectations.
Issues which need clarifying information have a much wider range
of
response
.
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It could be predicted that Dot will seek to prove herself in
the classroom. She will be able to use her strengths of problem solv-
ing and persistence in clarifying information in working toward her
goal of being successful as a learner in the classroom.
Dot: The Discussion Context; Analysis
Curiosity Analysis
.
Summary . The following summary statements are interpretations
of results supported in the data discussion.
Some ways Dot uses to express curiosity in the discussion con-
text are consistent with her classroom style. Using unfinished ques-
tions as false starts and changing her questions in the middle of a
dialogue are two examples of the similarities. Dot shows interest in
requesting specific information and using that information. She may
use the information to integrate ideas. and personal experiences and to
express her own competencies, or as a competitive tool in vying for
attention from adults. Dot also uses curiosity behaviors to get adult
support for diverting attention from a task.
Data. From the two discussion observations, 13.3^ of Dot's
total utterances were coded as curiosity expressions. This figure is
both the lowest percentage and the lowest number of curiosity coded
utterances for all three contexts. It also happens to be the lowest
curiosity percentage for any of the five children in the discussion
context
.
Dot repeats two patterns of exprsesion she demonstrated
in the
classroom observations again. She repeats unfinished
parts of questions
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TABLE 47
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR DOT
Observat ion
I . School Outdoors
2 . Buzta i
I
Tota I
Utterances
95
47
142
Total Curiosity Percent of Curiosity
12 12.6
J_ 14,8
19 13.3
Total Discussion Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mi X
5 3 4 1 1 1 1 3
and she incorporates changes in her questions seemingly midway. For
example, when it was her turn to talk about the School Outdoors she was
ready with her first request:
D: Can I make up one story?
T: No. It has to be real . . . about Camp Taubanoug.
D: Can I make up ... I mean can I do one about home
and stuff?
It should be considered a strength that Dot will ask to change a task.
Presumably, she will be trying to change it to something she likes bet
ter, or perhaps thinks she can do better. Although these questions
all requested a change, she was eager to perform the task of talking
for one minute. The component variables reflect Dot’s interest in
try-
ing out her own competencies.
In the first discussion. Dot had the chance to show another
side of her curiosity. She left the discussion, without
permission,
to pick up a sand-timer. Her insistence on using
the object was ac-
tually a powerful influence on the flow of the
entire discussion. She
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insisted on being able to use the device. Her initial preoccupation was
not with how it worked, but what it could do:
T: Know what that is?
D: Yep. It's one of those things you time. Wait.
(She holds on to it.)
Peer: I'll talk for a minute.
T: Let's see who talks for a minute.
D: Wait. We have to say something and see how long
it is going to take. Have to count up to one
hundred
.
One other style that emerges in the first discussion and is
carried in the second is a way of asking for specific added informa-
tion. For example, T: "Were you at the camp too?" D: "With the
sun-fun girls?" and again, Kevin: "Tabitha lost her glasses." D: "Was
she crying?"
In the second discussion this kind of specific articulation is
combined with a much more competitive quality. For example, she says,
"What are these things?" (pointing to the snake fangs in the picture).
But then she offers an answer herself which implies that part of the
reason for asking was to be the first to answer. One of the clearest
examples of Dot risking saying something wrong is in this discussion
when she volunteers to explain what the snake's tongue is for.
T: How can he smell with his tongue?
D: I know. I think I know. Well, see he kind of like
when you lick things you find out what it is. Kind
of like that.
It is interesting that this collection of observations of Dot
shows her taking the most risk in expressing her curiosity in terms
of interpreting information. The two most vivid examples are both in
the second discussion when she volunteers to tell what the snake's
tongue is for and when she tries to explain why the rattler
didn't
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kill the king snake.
Dot also demonstrates in this discussion that she uses informa-
tion when she recalls that the rattler is not supposed to be able to
poison a king snake. Her explanation is inarticulate, however she re-
plies to the question of why the king snake could eat a rattlesnake
by saying, "Cause a regular snake, the rattlesnakes bite into him, he
won't die." But she does not mince words when Kevin tries then to con-
tradict her; she says, "I thought you said that he wouldn't die."
After the teacher discusses the reason for their confusion. Dot
makes an integrating conclusion:
T: The king snake for some special reason has special
antibodies in his body that fight the poison that the
rattlesnake would inject into him."
D: Just like the bionic man . . . something like that.
When Dot appears to tire of the discussion she becomes curious
about the room. This happens Just as the teacher has been asking for
similarities and differences between the story snake and their class-
room snake;
T: And what else was the same?
D: There's some (her attention wanders, she looks around
the room) look at the chickies! (She gets up to go
look at the incubator filled with chickens. Other children
follow her. At the same time the teacher is saying,
"Let's end our discussion.")
Dot had found a way to leave the discussion table. At the same time
she apparently triggered the closing of the discussion.
Concern Ana lysis .
Summary and Data. The summary and data materials are combined
in the discussion of Dot's concern codings in the discussion context.
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From the two discussion observations, \A.1% of Dot's total ut-
terances were coded as concern expressions. This figure is both the
lowest percent and the lowest number of concern utterances for all three
contexts
.
>
TABLE 48
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR DOT
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances Total Concern
1. School Outdoors 95 17
2 . Buzta i 1 47
_4
1 42 21
Percent of Concern
17.8
8.5
14.7
Total Discussion Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
1 4 3 1 1 6 - 5
Dot had an unusually high number of "concept" and "clarifying
information" codings with her expressions of personal concern. One
examf)le came from the first discussion observation.
T: What did you like best? (about School Outdoors)
D: I liked it because I kept on getting to walk across
the bridge to our cabins.
It is interesting that Dot subtly changed the nature of the question
by her answer. This has been previously noted as a stylistic pattern
for Dot. She still clearly kept her answer within the acceptable
bounds of what the question could convey. In another exchange. Dot
shows how much she invested in trying to control things and "do"
them
herself. She appears to feel strongly about what she wants,
even if
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she does not state it. In the first discussion. Dot wanted to be next
+o talk for one minute while the sand-timer "timed" her. She had tried
to "hold" the sand-timer for Kevin, but the adult had taken it away
because she was hiding it.
K: Who’s next?
S : Me.
K: OK. I'm going to time you. (to Shawn)
D: I want to go next. Lemme time it. Lemme do it.
I ' ve never done i t
.
K: You already tried.
D: I'm f i rst though
.
K: So?
D : Let me time it.
K: You already did.
D: Lemme. Can I do it? (to teacher)
T: The hard thing is that you cover it up. (Earlier
Dot had control of the sand-timer and had "hidden"
it saying that she was stopping Kevin from cheating.)
D: (Gets up and leaves the table.)
This exchange poignantly showed Dot's frustrations trying to express
herself and trying to get support from the adult. It also showed her
strengths in persisting, and her style in handling the frustration she
exper i enced
.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary . Several role enactment styles are consistent for Dot
in this context. She demonstrates her eagerness to be successful in
the tasks as she perceives them. She also shows her style of competing
with other children is somewhat reliant on teacher recognition. She is
apt to focus only on a limited part of the message she is either lis-
tening to or answering. However, Dot also combines socio-cu I tura I in-
formation from all her sources of experiences. She is able to integrate
ideas for herself; thus she also reinforces her sense of her own com-
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petenc i es.
Data. From the two discussion observations, 71. of Dot's total
utterances were coded for role enactment expressions. This figure is
the highest percentage for the three contexts, but it does not represent
the highest number of role enactment utterances for all three contexts.
TABLE 49
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
DISCUSSION CONTEXT FOR DOT
Observat i on Tota 1
Utterances
Tota 1
Role Enactment
Percent of Role
Enactment
1 . School Outdoors 95 66 69.4
2 . Buzta i
1
47 36 76.5
142 102 71 .8
Total Discussion Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectation
Express
Feel i ng
Comp 1 ete Task Mix
31 15 29 1 1 5 - 4 7
In the first discussion almost all of Dot's utterances were ini-
tiated by her. This reflected both her eagerness to participate and
her competitiveness with the other children. The very high number of
"competencies" and "clarifying" coded reflected her approach to being
seen as a successful school participant by finding and reciting the
right answer as she perceived it. Dot was able to reinforce herself,
and at the same time signal her willingness to compete by the constant
use of "I know." She used this phrase almost as a code for challenging
the right of another child to answer first, for gaining teacher
recog-
nition, and for reassuring herself.
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The fact that she was so often successful with this approach is
important to notice. Once she had consolidated her position as co-
operative, school
-oriented, and competent, then Dot risked competing
by presenting and/or applying other information she had collected. In
the first discussion observation, at the beginning. Dot was very eager
and cooperative.
T: What kinds of things do you expect or remember from
School Outdoors?
D: I know some.
T: What?
D: Like you go to movies.
T: What kind?
D; A drive up.
T: At School Outdoors?
D : No
.
K: Not at Camp Taganog.
D: Oh. I thought you meant. . . .
T; Camp Taubanong.
K: School Outdoors.
D: Oh. You can go to a pond and catch a frog. That's
the first thing. We can make a swing to swing on. . . .
In this example Dot risked volunteering wrong information. She
picked up the "wrong answer" cue from the teacher's voice from the
third question. It is interesting to note that it was Kevin who under-
stood her confusion and helped her out. It is doubtful that Dot would
have expressed it herself. However, once she was correctly located,
she continued to offer information. This persistence is a strength
for Dot.
She risked offering information again in the second discussion
observation using the "I know" introduction more judiciously. The
group was talking about what a snake uses its tongue for.
T: How does he smell with his tongue?
D: I know. I think I know. Well, see, he kind of like,
when you lick things you find out what it is. Kind
of like that.
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Right after this successful answer, she uses "1 know" to compete with
Kevin for recognition and to interrupt Jane in the middle of her ex-
p I anat i on
.
In each discussion observation Dot brought together the subject
of discussion with her own experience in a clear and appropriate way.
For example, in the first discussion, the children were telling about
experiences they remember from School Outdoors. Dot was still con-
fused about isolating the actual location and experience being dis-
cussed. However, she related by connecting other similar outdoor ex-
periences .
D: Guess what . .
.
guess what ... On (not a typo) the
summertime we sleep overnight there . . . and 1 see my
father. I see him when we walk down sometimes. Yeah.
He works there (in Memorial Park she means).
In the second discussion the question was asked why the snake
might have bitten the boy. Dot was able to link up her own experiences
aga i n.
T; Why did the snake bite?
K: The boy stepped on him.
D: Oh, it hurt him just like. . . .
K: When someone steps on your hand.
D: Yeah. And you want to get even and punch him one.
(gestures
)
K: Like when a dog bites you.
D: No. Just like when Shawn . . . he i s sitting down
and ... so they’re sitting down and like Shawn puts
out his hand 1 ike that and John accidental ly steps on
it and he thinks he did it on purpose. So Shawn gets
up and they start to get in a fight. He thought he
did it on purpose—to kill him.
Dot: Discussion Context; Conclusion
Curiosity . There are simi larities in the styies Dot
uses to express her
curiosity. She uses unfinished starts and
unexpected changes in the
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subjects she appears to be trying to get information about. She also
shows similarities in the focus of her expressions on understanding the
task and challenging or proving her competence, either in competition
with peers or autonomously.
Concern
. There are similarities of concern in expressing her goals
and clarifying information about her desires.
The differences in her concern expressed were mainly related
to her styles of communicating personal feelings and frustrations.
Role Enactment
. There are simi larities in the role enactments Dot
uses to express information connected to experiences she has had or
goals she does have. She uses information to solve problems and to
gain recognition for her "right" answers.
There are differences in the role enactments expressed mainly
in the different ways she presents her information. It is a strength
that she will risk her answers being wrong when she volunteers to in-
corporate information or make assumptions. Other times Dot simply
appears to use her information to compete for attention from peers.
Pred ict ion . Dot's investment in proving her social competencies and
command of information will support her making risks in this context
by incorporating and expressing related experiences. This fact com-
bined with her high codings for role enactment expressions of concept
support the probability that the small group discussion can be a posi-
tive social (and learning) experience for her.
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Dot: The Story Telling Task Context; Analysis
Curiosity Analysis
.
Summary
. Most of Dot’s curiosity coded utterances were directed
toward two issues. She was interested in gaining control and competency
using the tape recorder. This investment was directly expressed through
questions and actions. She also expressed, less directly, an investment
in finding out the teacher’s expectations of her behavior.
Data . From the story-telling task, \6.b% of the total utter-
ances were coded for curiosity expressions. This percentage and the
number of utterances were both the middle figures for the curiosity
coded in all three contexts. The story telling task was only taped
once for Dot as her stories were so long and involved. She took a
whole hour for the first observation. However, the task broke natural-
ly into four parts: two pre-stories and two stories. The first pre-
story consisted of 23 utterances. Eleven were coded curiosity. This
is the only observation in any context where Dot’s curiosity was coded
for more utterances than either her concern or role enactment expres-
sions.
Dot quickly focused on the tape recorder as the observation be-
gan. She wanted to know what the microphone part was and if she could
use it. It is hard to imagine that after all the time the equipment
had been in her classroom, and she herself had played with the rnike,
that she had really forgotten what it was. It is of course very
pos-
sible that she forgot the name ’’rnike” or ’’microphone.” It
may also
have looked different to her somehow. Therefore her
motivations are
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TABLE 50
CURIOSITY CODINGS AND TOTAL
STORY TASK CONTEXT
UTTERANCES
FOR DOT
IN THE
Observation Parts Tota 1
Utterances
Tota 1 Curiosity Percent of Curiosity
1
. Pre-Story 23 1 1 47.8
2. Birthday 54 5 9.2
5. Between Story and
P 1 ayback 1 1 6 54.5
4. Deer Story 99
_9 9.0
187 31 16.5
Total Story Task Curiosity Component Variables
Competence Concept C 1 ar i f y Conf i rm Expectat i on
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mi X
7 6 8 1 1 1 4 3
not as clear for the following example as the curiosity she is express-
D: What this? Can I? (pick it up)
T: Ummhmm (positive) That's the mike.
D: OK. Now can I ta I k? '
T: Yep.
D: Is it on?
Dot spent most of the pre-story time verifying what she could
do with the tape recorder and how she could do it. Then she would
challenge the adult by using her new control of the machine. She liked
to turn it off when the adult was talking.
T: You don't want me to talk?
D: Yeah.
T: Shall we just record you?
D: Uhuh (negative) Wait a minute. Let me push it up.
It seemed her curiosity was both about the object (the tape recorder)
She wanted to know what power or
and the expectation of the teacher.
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control she could influence over both. This was not negative behavior
for Dot. She was very eager and excited to be part of the adventure.
In fact, later in the observation, she wanted to know if she could write
a story about her afternoon!
Again the second pre-story she had a high curiosity ratio, even
for a short exchange; six curiosity codings out of eleven utterances.
Again it was the machine she wanted to know about. She wanted to do it
by herself. She also unplugged the machine's mike and then looked at
the adult
. . . curious about what she (the adult) would do next.
However, in the two long stories there is little evidence that
curiosity is the important motivation for either the story teller or the
various protagonists. (Rather it is the concern utterances which take
a real jump in the coding frequency.)
Concern Analysis
.
Summary and Data . The summary and data material are combined
for the concern discussion for Dot in the story telling context.
From the story-telling task, 32.0$ of Dot's total utterances
were coded for concern expressions. This figure is both the highest
percentage and the highest total number of utterances coeed as concern
for all three contexts. The concern coded utterances are almost oppo-
site in frequency to the curiosity expressions. Dot's concern codings
are highest in the stories themselves.
This context contains the most clear and direct expression of
concern by Dot in all the contexts. She began almost immediately at
the beginning of the observation asking and then saying, "I want to stay
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TABLE 51
CONCERN CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR DOT
Observation Parts Tota 1
Utterances Total Concern Percent of Concern
1 . Pre-Story 23 2 8.6
2. Birthday 54 21 58.8
5. Between Story and
P 1 ayback 1 1 3 27.2
4. Deer Story 99 34.3
187 60 32.0
Total Story Task Concern Component Variables
Competence Concept C 1 ar i fy Conf i rm Expectation
Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mi X
3 1 1 6 - 1 33 3 3
a long time." She did then tell very long stories. However, it is not
possible to correlate the fact with her initial requests.
Both of Dot’s stories are very long and filled with expressions
of feeling both by and about animals, friends and families. The high
number of "concept" codings in this context is evident in the sensitive
understanding Dot shows in her first story about what kinds of things
make the problems that lead to concern expressions of personal feelings.
Her story touches issues from a child’s conflict between social mores
and the expectations of friendship, to inventing effective retaliation.
In the story, one child, whose birthday it is, has to choose someone
to help make ice cream for the whole class. The protagonist,
Sharon,
saw the little girl who had been so quiet and never asked,
so she was
rewarded by being chosen.
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D: And everybody said, "You’re lucky you got picked." But
not quite. This little boy in the classroom was very
very very made at her. So when it came his birthday,
he didn't pick nobody. He didn't even come to school
that day. He was very made. The teacher was very sad
though. The kids were too. They wanted some ice cream.
And so Sharon went over to the little boy's house and
she says, "What's a matter?" And he says, "I'm mad "
"Why?"
"Because nobody ever picks me for (their) birthday.
Nobody I i kes me .
"
Sharon says, "I do. But I couldn't remember be-
cause I forget and I tole everybody they could (inaudible)
for my birthday and then this little girl, she didn't
ask and I really felt bad for her so I picked her. Maybe
next time when it's my birthday. I'll pick you. But come
to school now."
And so he went to school and all the boys and girls
were happy.
Role Enactment Analysis .
Summary . In this context. Dot displayed consistencies, but no
real differences in the patterns she had already established. There
was one major addition to the kind of material she was using in terms
of male/female role activities. Her stories concentrated on social
mores concerning the family, including male/female roles. She included
anthropomorphic characters in her second story. Mainly she appeared
interested in how the characters felt or were affected by events more
than what they could otherwise do, predict or control.
Data . From the story telling task, 50.8^ of Dot's total utter-
ances were coded for role enactment expressions. This figure was both
the lowest percentage and the lowest number of role enactment utter-
ances coded for any of the three contexts. Within the context, the most
role enactment expressions occurred within the stories rather than be-
fore or between them.
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TABLE 52
ROLE ENACTMENT CODINGS AND TOTAL UTTERANCES IN THE
STORY TASK CONTEXT FOR DOT
Observation Parts Tot a 1
Utterances
Tota 1
Role Enactment
Percent of Role
Enactment
1
. Pre-Story 23 9 39. 1
2 . Bi rthday 54 28 51 .8
3. Between Stories
P 1 ayback
and
1 1 2 18. 1
4. Deer Story 99 56.5
187 95 50.8
Total Story Task Role Enactment Component Variables
Competence Concept Clarify Conf i rm Expectat i on Express
Fee 1 i ng
Complete Task Mix
20 9 28 8 1 1 4 10 5
Dot's sudden initiation of new subjects was a familiar style of
introducing ideas she had used in both the other contexts. She began
almost immediately at the beginning of the observations.
T: The way this works is that I would like to tell you
the beginning of a story and then have you finish--OK?
D: OK.
T; Then I'll tell you the beginning of another story and
you can finish that one. And then you can tell me
your own story. . . .
D: Could I stay a long time?
Dot also demonstrated that she can be very clear in asking for
directions concerning the teacher's expectations when she is really
puzzled. In the following example. Dot had begun to finish the first
story starter. She stopped and appeared to lose her concentration.
D: "How old are you now?" (someone asked the birthday child)
"Eight." (she begins to fool with mike)
D: (turns to T.) What do I do now?
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T: Are you finished with the story?
D: (negative) Uhuh. (Her eyes wander around the room,
d i stracted
.
)
T: What happened? She said she was eight. What was the
surprise in the other room?
D: (brought back to task, takes up story with enthusiasm)
"Here comes your big great cake! . .
When Dot began her story again, here, she continued for a long time and
appeared very involved in her own creations.
Dot builds a special structure into her stories. She consis-
tently carefully illustrates the specific deciding factor for some prob-
lem and the resolution. She then often concludes with a resulting ac-
tion. This example comes from the end of the first major conflict in
the Birthday story, when the child, Sharon, has to pick a friend to help
her make her birthday ice cream.
D: ... and then everyone says, "Pick me, pick me." And
there's one little girl that didn't ask. And so she
says, "She's the one who didn't ask me and she was so
quiet she didn't mind that nobody picked her." And so
she picked her. And everybody was mad at her.
Dot's language shows that she connects her own perceptions of her
need for autonomy and her sense of competition even with the story
telling task which she appears to be enjoying very much.
T: (leading into second story) Now, the next story is
going to be yours, but I'm going to help you get
started. Let's decide if you want it to be about
people or animals or monsters or fairies or what.
What do you want it to be about?
D: I want it to be about . . . uh oh (Non-verbal gesture
indicates problem as she points to mike. Maybe she
thinks it's not on?
)
T: (non-verbal response, shrugs meaning it is not an
important problem)
D: I want it to be about, I want it to be about a deer.
T: A deer. OK.
D: A mother deer and a baby deer.
T: (writes) OK. A mother deer and a . . .
D: And let me see if I can do it by myself. 1 want to
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start, OK? On mark, get set, go. Once upon a time
there was a mother deer and she was very happy because
she was going to have a baby deer.
. . .
Dot: The Story Telling Task Context; Conclusion
Curios i ty . The similarities in curiosity expressed were focused on
Dot’s interest in understanding and operating the tape recorder. She
expressed similarities in her curiosity style which appeared focused on
controlling the adult.
The differences in curiosity expressed related to the direct
style used, rather than the many false starts used in the other con-
texts.
Concern . The similarities in concern expressed were related to her
direct style and the content of the stories focused on solving problems
centered around personal feelings and role expectations.
The differences in concern expressed were related to the kinds
of issues she chose as the problems.
Role Enactment. The similarities in role enactment related most clear-
ly to the cooperation she demonstrated and her investment in succeeding
at the task. The similarities in role enactment content in her stories
related most directly to social mores, school, home and male/female
roles.
The differences in role enactment expressed were most clearly
related to the changes in tasks from preparing for the stories and
actual ly telling them.
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Pred ict ion . Dot's strengths in the dyadic context appear again closely
related to her investment in proving her success and competency in the
task. The cluster of "concept" and "expressions of feeling" in the
stories supports the inference that Dot is especial ly interested in
combining her story telling skills with her perceptions of personal
preoccupat ions.
Dot: Summary
Cur ios i ty . Dot's curiosity utterances are characterized by the ways
she has of initiating questions, switching interests, and gaining con-
trol over skills, such as using the tape recorder. She also uses the
form of cur i os i ty expressions to gain attention or manipulate changes
she wants in task expectations. She risks most when she tries to in-
tegrate information. Although she asks a lot of questions, much of the
time she is either misunderstood, or dissatisfied with the answers she
obtains. Her curiosity variables are unevenly spread in all three con-
texts. They are mainly concentrated on "competence," "concept" and
"clarifying" information. She shows very little "expectation" or "com-
pletion of task" in any context.
Concern. Dot's concern utterances are characterized by layers and over-
tones of meaning even though she expresses a much more direct and con-
sistent focus than she shows in her curiosity utterances. She also ap-
pears to be understood more clearly in her emotionally oriented mes-
sages. She shows her most integrated understanding of emotional is-
sues, including the reasons, conflicts, and resolutions for
families,
friends, or her own desires in her concern utterances. She
is preoccu-
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pied and persistently involved with the pressure of competitive goals
to achieve schoo I
-def i ned success as she perceives it. She appears to
cope with these pressures by directly mimicking familiar adult tech-
niques for conditional, or flexible success chances such as, "if we
bring our unfinished work to camp, she can work on it during rest time."
She combines with this a number of other ways to define her achieve-
ments as successes, thereby characteristically reinforcing her own
sense of accomplishment.
Role Enactment
. Dot's role enactment utterances are characterized by
her uneven focus on parts of messages and her competitive, yet adaptive
enthusiasm for achieving success and recognition as a "good girl" in
school. She mainly does this through direct socially oriented exchanges
with peers and adults focused on her academic skills. She uses adults
especially to reinforce and clarify her achievements. She also rein-
forces herself by creating situations which draw attention to her
goals. She is especially perceptive in finding ways to connect the
culture of the classroom value system and her experiences outside
school. For example, she uses her writing projects to integrate and
support her perceptions and skills In reporting what she has experienced.
Dot also uses role enactment expressions to appear successful by
using a combination of right answer questions and presenting herself
as eager and knowledgeable. When this combination doesn't work. Dot
will keep offering facts which appear to have no pertinence to the
problem. If her combinations work, that is, the adult is cooperative
and attentive. Dot will risk more information. More importantly,
she
will offer her own style of integrating her information
with the goals
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of others, such as a group, or even just within her own frame of experi-
ences.
jn the Classroom. Dot’s classroom actions were characterized by her
eagerness to please and be recognized as successful as evident in her
*^'9^ role enactment codings. Her social interactions tend to be manipu-
lative or competitive demands for adult attention. Her social invest-
ment is in expressing "competencies," "clarifying information," seek-
ing expectations" and "completing" tasks. She expressed very little
social problem-solving. However, she showed her highest cognitive
coding ( curiosity ) in the classroom context for the problem-solving
variable, "concepts." In fact, this was the highest social, emotional
or cognitive problem solving "concept" score Dot had for any of the three
contexts. Her other curiosity variables show an uneven spread. Her
questions were typically difficult to comprehend. Although she ap-
peared to be trying to express her confusions, she constantly confused
people by seeming to change the focus of her interests. However, she
appears comfortable and competent coping with the emotional results of
her eagerness and preoccupation with goals such as finishing tasks.
Her messages involving feelings are more clearly understood than her
curiosity utterances. Her concern codings are, in fact, closely grouped
and spread evenly between competencies, concept, expectation and ex-
pression of feeling, which shows a wide and adaptive range of ways Dot
expresses herself in relation to subjects of an emotional nature.
In the Discussion. Dot’s eagerness to be successful is again evident
and, in fact, her role enactment codings (71.8^) are her highest for any
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other construct in any other context. However, the concentration of her
codings are only in two variables, which suggests that her behavior was
not especially adaptive. Her low curiosity and concern codings show
a big drop from the classroom context. All of this indicates that Dot
was not functioning at a very high level of cognitive challenge. Al-
though the concern percentages for classroom and discussion contexts are
close, two very important variables, "competence" and "expectation" were
coded only once in the entire discussion context. This indicates that
she was not using the range of emotionally stabilizing, coping tech-
niques she demonstrated in the classroom.
In the Story Task . Dot showed a much more balanced and adaptive range
of expressions in the story task than in any other context. Her social
and cognitive percentage scores totaled less than in the classroom al-
though the groupings of variables were actually closer and more even.
The social and cognitive utterances appeared to function in more stabil-
izing and adaptive ways while her concern codings showed a surprising
jump with an unusual concentration in the "expression of feeling"
variable. Although she showed more Interest in the emotional variable
"concept" for problem solving than either cognitive or social con-
structs, the overa 1 I concern codings are sti 1 I relatively uneven and
scattered
.
Dot’s behavior in the story task appeared concentrated. She was
interested in using the tape recorder and in telling very long stories
that turned out to be especially anthropomorphic. Her main
characters
were very involved in family and friendship conflicts. She
expressed
most interst in the ways they were going to try to solve
problems.
TABLE 53
DOT; CODED UTTERANCES
Variab les
Construct
Competence
Concept Clarify
Confirm
Expectat
ion
Expression
of
Fee
1i
ng
Comp
1
et
ion
of
Task
Mix
or
Not
Coded
Total %
Tota 1
for Whole
Context
Curiosity
C 1 ass room 9 19 17 — 3 1 2 8 59
21.4 275
D i scuss i on 5 3 4 1 1 1 1 3
19
13.3 142
Story Task 7 6 8 1 1 1 4 3 31
16.5 187
Concern
C 1 ass room 10 8 2 — 8 1 1 3 10
52
18.9
275
Di scussion 1 4 3 1 1 6 — 5 21
14.7
142
Story Task 3 1 1 6 — 1 33 3 3 60
32.0 187
Role Enactment
C 1 assroom 39 8 37 14 27 4 16 19 164
59.6 275
D i scuss i on 31 15 29 1 1 5 — 4 7
102
71 .8
142
Story Task 20 9 28 8 1 1 4 10 5
95
50.8 187
Mixed Construct
C 1 assroom
D i scuss i on
Story Task 1 187
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Dot clearly responded well to the one to one adult attention by showing
less preoccupation with social competencies and expectations. However,
she will probably always tend to subvert her cognitive strengths to
her emotional desires in such a situation. The adult must provide a
clear focus as to the goals for her cognitive "competence," "expecta-
tion," and "concept" expressions.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Pi scussion
Review of the study
. The data for this study come from naturalistic
observations of five children in three classroom settings. The observa-
tions were made from video tapes which were transcribed, coded, analyzed
and presented in five separate descriptive profiles in Chapter IV. For
each child, one hour of video tape data was collected for each of the
three settings.
The observations focus on the I) cognitive development, i.e.,
curiosity; 2) emotional interactions, i.e., concern; and 3) socio-
cultural expectations, i.e., role enactment, of the child in school.
Each of these becomes an analytic construct through which the child's
expressions are reviewed for changes that might appear in the patterns of
seven types of expression. The seven types of expression are labeled:
"competence, concept, clarifying information, confirming information,
expectations, expressions of feeling, and completion of task." The
three constructs provide a framework for listening to the array of the
seven types of "successful" classroom expressions.
Cognitive development (curiosity ). This study used Jean Piaget's
theory (1964) as a basis for understanding growth: patterns of conceptual
izations, the influence of environment, and the use of language in
children's expressions and perceptions of order. Ideas about cognitive
development are popular with both practitioners and theorists; Piaget s
work has been influential primarily in the last ten years.
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Emo't'iondl Intsracl'lons (concern) . This has long beon acknowledged
as an important, if puzzling, part of intellectual growth (Isaacs, 1966).
Unfortunately, the theoretical idea that human development necessarily
involves personal conflict and resolution (Erikson, 1950) may well be
more appealing in an essay than in the daily life between teacher and
class. The important point is that motivations involved in conflict
need not be thoroughly understood by the teacher to be observed.
Children’s emotions must be considered an important force in the learning
process. Teachers need not be therapists, however, in order to recognize
variables of learner reactions, just carefully observant.
Socio/cultural expectations (role enactment) . This factor is
Increasingly being considered an important part in the way a child copes
with classroom learning (Hymes, John, Cazden, eds., 1972). Learning
behavior adopted by the child has been shown to be directly related to
the expression and function of school expectations.
The data coding definition of curiosity emerged from a focus on
ways it denotes cognitive stimulation. Concern denotes expressions
related to emotional interactions and personal regard. Role enactment
denotes expressions related to socio-cu I tura I mores and expectations.
The data are further coded for seven component variables which
function to provide continuity, consistency and an array of positive
possible coping behaviors typical for children functioning well in
school. These variables denote strengths as well as mark similarities
in children's expression changes in each observation. The seven variables
are expressions of "competence, concept, clarifying, confirming,
expecta-
tion, expression of feeling, completion of task." These
categories of
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behavior were selected by the author and two classroom teachers to
represent and focus on successful interactions. These variables then,
represent an array of common expressions and behaviors typical of child-
ren considered to be functioning well in school.
Changes in language patterns . In different classroom situations,
this factor has been generally either disregarded or unrealistically
controlled by traditional linguistic research (A I my, 1975). The impor-
tance of documenting, evaluating, and assessing the language of children
in relation to different contexts has only begun to be considered—or
re-considered— in educational research (Almy, 1975; Carrini, 1975; Cazden,
1972)
.
Many problems studying children in realistic environments are
unresolved. Work has been done in naturalistic observations, attempting
to isolate behavior or categorize similar responses. Still, there is a
need for insights about ways school context affects children’s motiva-
tions for learning, and their expressions which signal stimulation and
i ntegrat ion
.
Purpose of the study . This study was intended to gain a deeper
understanding of how children's cognitive styles were reflected in their
verbal expressions, through an analysis of their verbal patterns and
styles as shown throughout three different contexts. The focus has been
on specific ways that different contexts affect the behavior of five
children, and their "communicative competencies" as Hymes uses the term
(Hymes, Cazden, John, 1972). The analysis links the observational data,
i.e.; information the children offer, to three theoretical
issues:
cognitive and psycho-dynamic growth, and socio/cultural influences
on
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children's expectations (Piaget, 1964; Erikson, 1950; and Hymes
et al
. ,
1972).
The main idea of the study was to make it possible to concentrate
on changes that the children's language might reflect by documenting
naturalistic observations in three contexts. The data were analyzed for
implications pertinent to the foundational issues and research questions
of the study.
Considerations . In responding to the research questions, the
author considered the broad implications of naturalistic observations
and selected seven behavioral variables as priorities for the analysis.
The variables are expressions of: "competence, concept, clarifying, con-
firming, expectation, expression of feeling, and completion of task."
The study focuses on ways children use these seven variables through
three analytic constructs: curiosity, concern and role enactments.
In interpreting the data emphasis was put on expressions which connoted
risks, success, and motivation. Data were reviewed for common charac-
teristics and changes in relation to the following four research ques-
tions:
1. Are there similarities and/or differences in curiosity expres-
sed by the child in different instructional contexts?
2. Are there similarities and/or differences in concern expressed
by the child in different instructional contexts?
3. Are there similarities and/or differences in role enactment
expressed by the child in different instructional contexts?
4. Does an analysis of the child's patterns taken from the
above questions lead to predictability about the child's learning styles
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or strengths in different instructional contexts?
Procedure. The study was done after a pilot study using videotaped,
naturalistic observations In three instructional contexts. The categories
for coding expressions were refined and specialized. Codes, charts and
a descriptive analysis were compiled for a profile on each of five
ch i 1 dren
.
The subjects were three girls and two boys ranging in age (at the
time of the observations) from early eight to mid-nine year olds. Three
of the children were in a second grade class together. Two were in the
same third grade class. All the children have been in the same Follow
Through program since kindergarten. There is a mixture of family
attitudes and income—although all are officially classified as low
income families. There are differences in ability and academic standing
among the children. However, no "academic" skill areas such as reading
or math are Involved in terms of task, focus, instruction, testing, or
performance. Ski I I performance therefore, need not be evoked by the
nature of the observations. The adults participating in the study were
two classroom teachers, two classroom aides, two student teachers, and
the investigator.
Video and audio materials were used to record observations in three
contexts; a) the regular classroom day, b) small group discussions, and
c) a story-completion task with one adult and one child.
An elementary school in southern Vermont was the only school
involved In the study. Approximately one hour total was recorded in
each context for each child. The total time was broken into several
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observations. The classroom observations were shorter, but more numerous
than the other two context observations which were divided into half-hour
lengths.
A descriptive profile for each child contains an analysis of the
data based on the coded results of the observations and research
questions. Specific examples of dialogue illustrate points from the
transcripts relevant to the child's style (manner of presenting him/her-
self) and patterns (repeated actions with a perceptible beginning, middle
and end). The results focus on the ways in which context and content
are Interrelated through the analytic constructs curiosity
,
concern and
role enactment
,
and patterns for the seven component variables: "compe-
tence, concept, clarify, confirm, expectation, expression of feeling, and
completion of task."
Before trying to derive unifying conclusions and results from the
five analyses, it is helpful to understand ways the data contribute to
the research questions. The following section presents a discussion of
the data as it relates to the research questions. Theoretical and practi-
cal implications and suggestions for further research are presented in
subsequent sections of the chapter.
Research questions . The similarities and differences for the first three
research questions are discussed in terms of I) constructs and variables
which appear as the highest or second highest codings for the children,
and 2) the regularity of the occurrences of codings across the seven
variables (within each context and from one context to another). The
Chapter IV contains charts with numbers and percentages for all the codings
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for each of the children. This discussion is a descriptive review of
some important trends apparent from that data.
Curiosity
. The first research question is: What are the similari-
ties and differences in curiosity as expressed by the child in different
instructional contexts? For all the children, the most frequently coded
expression of curiosity was "clarifying information." The variable
clarifying information" suggests how the child separates out and seeks
categories or differences for information. For each child, this variable
occurred as the highest curiosity combination in at least one context if
not two. In fact, for Jane, "clarifying information" was the most often
coded curiosity variable in all three contexts.
Another Important similarity for all the children was shown in
the curiosity "competence" codings. The variable "competence" suggests
what the child shows that he/she can do. Three of the children
demonstrated high, closely grouped curiosity "competence" codings in all
three contexts, accounting for between 15^ and 3056 of each child’s total
curiosity expressions. The same children also appear to be the least
context-bound and most self-reliant. That is they are least dependent
on context related factors like location or peers, in their overall
curiosity codings in all three contexts. The other two children show more
unevenness in the percentages of curiosity coded for variables within
each context, and between all three contexts. These children, Susie and
Dot, appear to be much more affected by things within the context, though
they show very strong compensating modes of communicating (see pages 113
and 217).
The curiosity "concept" combination suggests ways the children are
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influenced by their environment in one expression of problem-solving.
The variable "concept" suggests that the child demonstrates or expresses
an idea about how something works, how things go together, the existence
or solution of a problem. The three children with the steadiest curiosity
codings had at least 15^ coded for "concept" variables in each context.
Kevin especially consistently showed high codings for this combination.
Dot and Susie did not. By definition, the combination of curiosity and
"competence" refers to an investment in problem-solving, approached as a
cognitive task, in the instructional environment.
In connection with the curiosity variable "expectation," (meaning
what is supposed to happen) the children’s responses ranged widely within
a single context, from 5/S to 7.2%. Rick was the child most likely to
use curiosity as a way to offer conjectures and risk failure. He con-
sistently scored the highest of a 1 I children for the variable "expecta-
tion." Dot had the most problems making her curiosity utterances under-
stood; she was also prone to change the focus of her attention and conse-
quently her expectations. As might be expected. Dot was the child with
the lowest percentage of curiosity "expectation" codings.
For all the children, their "expectation" corresponds to their
weakest or strongest display of curiosity . If codings for curiosity are
irregular or distinctly different from one context to another, the
"expectation" percentages appeared either especially higher than the other
variables (as for Kevin and Susie), or much lower, as for Rick.
The curiosity patterns for the children did not appear to correlate
as strongly with each context as they did with the various similarities
that have been described for the variable combinations alone. In other
9
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words, curiosity expressions were quite distinctly different for the
Imdividual children from context to context, but correlations were ap-
parent within the variable combinations. In relation to the context,
the children all showed more similarities for concern and role enactment
codings than for curiosity codings.
Concern . There are two kinds of similarities in the children's
responses coded for concern. One similarity is that the contexts
affected all the children's concern codings. The second similarity is
that the variable "expression of feeling" was consistently the most
coded concern utterance for all the children.
In the first context, the classroom, the concern variable "expres-
sion of fee I i ng" was coded h i ghest for a I I the ch i I dren. The second highest
coded variable was either "competence" or "expectation" for all the
children. Three children showed regular, close groupings of concern
codings across the seven variables. Rick, who had a very strong
curiosity pattern in the classroom, showed a much more irregular group-
ing of variables coded for concern. (It is interesting that Rick
showed no "expression of feeling" variables for any curiosity codings
in any of the three contexts.) The other chi id who showed irregular
concern codings in the classroom context was Susie. She had shown
i rregu I ar curiosity cod I ngs in the c I assroom as well.
In the second context, which is the small group discussion, four
children showed their highest concern coded variable as "expression of
feeling." One child, Jane, had only a total of four concern codings
for the entire context (see page 155). For their second
highest concern variable, the children had very different
combinations
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in the small group discussion context, unlike the classroom context.
In the third context, the story-telling task, everyone was again
coded highest for the "expression of feeling" variable. For four of the
children, either "competence" or "concept" was the second highest coded
concern variable. One child was coded for "expectation" as the second
highest concern variable.
Altogether the children were coded for many more concern similari-
ties in the first and third contexts than in the second context. Three
children had a regular spread for concern codings with consistent simi-
larities for their first, second and third highest variables coded
within each context. They also showed a steady percentage of concern
utterances as a percentage of their total utterances for each context.
Susie and Rick showed irregular codings for variables within a context,
and inconsistent codings for variables from one context to another,
expecially with regard to the second and third highest variable concern
cod i ngs
.
Role enactment . All of the children show similarities in their
codings for role enactment in all three contexts. In the classroom
context, four of the children expressed "competence" as their highest
coded role enactment variable. The fifth child, Susie, had "confirming
information" as her highest. Three children expressed "clarifying infor-
mation" as their second highests. Susie and were coded for expec-
tation" as their second highest role enactment expression. For each of
the children the first and second highest coding percentages were unus-
ually close together. There was only a six point difference between
first and second highest codings, per child, at most.
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In the second context, four children were coded for "competence"
as their highest role enactment variable. Also, they showed a higher
percentage of "competence" in this context for role enactment than In
the first context or the third context. One child, Jane, expressed less
"competence" in the second and more in the third context. (It is
interesting to note that Jane showed higher "concept" and "clarifying
information" codings for role enactment in the second context than in
the first, expecially since she participated actively in only one dis-
cussion observation.) The second highest codings for role enactment
variables in the second context did not show much variation. There are
a number of similarities between the second and third highest codings
for all the children. Such similarities were not evident in the third
context, however.
In the third context, the story-telling task, either "competence"
or "clarifying information" was the first or second highest coded role
enactment expression for all five children. The variables for "expecta-
tion" and "confirming information" were coded often also, although the
orders were not consistent. In this third context, each child showed
both more scored ties and more exaggerated differences than in the other
contexts. The differences in the spread of variables coded for role
enactment in the discussion and story-telling contexts were greater than
in the classroom contexts.
It is interesting that three variables, "competence," "clarifying
information," and "expectations" are so closely coded in all three con-
texts for the role enactment expressions. There are two
important
influences to consider given these similarities.
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First, social competency is an expression that was enjoyed and
encouraged in the classroom and throughout the Follow Through program.
The children were continually reinforced in their social Interactions,
and consequently they had powerful and successful social experiences.
It was likely then that they would rely on their social competencies
for taking risks in changing circumstances.
Second, the observations of the children were done near the end
of the school year. The children were all very aware of acceptable
behavior and rituals in the classroom. The range of socio-cultural
mores had been thoroughly explored. Each of the children had found
successful (or were at least coping with) ways of negotiating balances
between teacher, group, and individual demands. They each knew what
behaviors to use to effect changes in social interactions in terms of
classroom expectations.
The high ratio of these variables for role enactment expressions
then becomes more understandable.
In general, two similarities stand out for the role enactment
codings compared to the curiosi ty and concern codings considering a I 1
the children. First, there were overall more evenly distributed role
enactment expressions for all the variables in all the contexts. Second,
the highest percentages of total codings per context were most often
scored by all the children for role enactment expressions.
The most similarities in role enactment expressions for all five
children occur in the classroom context. Fewer similarities occur in
the discussions, and the fewest similarities occur in the story-telling
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task. In the latter context, children also show the most individual
differences from their own previous coding patterns.
In looking for explanations for these differences, it is impor-
tant to restate that the children are most accustomed to the classroom
context, and least accustomed to interviews between one adult and one
child. The children do have occasional experiences in small group dis-
cussions. Also, they have a daily meeting with their whole class
group. All the children get one-adu I t-to-one-ch i I d attention for short,
irregular times everyday. Several of the children have experienced
regular tutoring by an adult, focused on academic skills, usually
reading or speech therapy.
But such special attention as the story task offered is certainly
a rare experience. The story task was intended to encourage individual
expressions, but the novelty of the whole experience must be considered
also as effecting differences in pattern of expressions. For example,
the children demonstrated different styles of coping with their ideas
about appropriate behavior, possible social interactions, and the nature
of the task.
Pred i ctab i I i ty . The fourth research question asks if an analysis
from the first three questions leads to predictability about the child’s
learning styles or strengths in different instructional contexts. The
codes and charts from the analysis offer valuable clues in anticipating
ways the child will function, in terms of the concentration of past
patterns coded. Concentration refers to numbers of times that expres-
sions are coded. Sometimes utterances are coded only in isolated
instances instead of a concentrated pattern which relates either to the
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seven behavioral variables, the three instructional contexts, or the
three analytic constructs.
The charts for all five children demonstrate concentrations of
expression whether in the analytic constructs, or in certain of the
variables, or in one of the instructional contexts. The occurrence of
an especially limited spread of utterances across either variables,
construct, or context, indicates the child is repeating the same
behavior in different situations. For example, Jane’s main concentra-
tion of utterances were always in the "clarifying" variable, no matter
what situation she was in. Perhaps she was applying a "self-perceived"
success pattern without awareness of the significance of the context.
Perhaps the repeated behaviors signified an appropriate consistency.
The coding or charts alone will not necessarily be the source for such
information. However, the point that the coding and charts do emphasize
is simply that the behavior is repeated, regardless of circumstances,
and signifies limitations in responses coded.
In the opposite pattern, utterances are coded evenly between
most of the variables, constructs, and contexts. This pattern implies
more flexibility in the number of ways the child demonstrates response.
It also implies the child has a broader range, or repertoire, of skills
and the ability to use more than one approach in exchanging messages.
However, it does not eliminate the possibility that the child is trying
to exchange a consistent message. The following two examples show how
children adapted the way they communicated a very consistent message by
changing the way they responded to the circumstances.
First, Susie, by using all three constructs (curiosity, concern.
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and role enactment) in all three contexts (the classroom, the discussion,
and the story task) compensated for the concentrated use of the variable
"expectations." She used role enactment coded utterances to describe
various injuries or discomforts to an adult which had the effect either
of eliciting sympathy, diverting the adult's attention, or redirecting
Susie to the task (page 130). She used concern coded utterances either
directly or indirectly to express her desires. For example, in the
story-telling context (the first observation) she used several approaches
to avoid the task. First she protested about the tape recorder, then
she tried to entice the teacher into a flirtatious, but manipulative
proposition ("I've got half, but I don't think I ought to tel I it...").
Her next approach was to complain about something she had in her eye.
She stated that she wanted the adult to start a story for her instead
of her having to start it herself. Finally after all of these maneuvers,
when the adult still insisted that she tell her own story, Susie directly
refused. Needless to say, Susie succeeded in controlling the expecta-
tions herself in the end.
Rick provides a second example. By changing his mode of expres-
sion, he too, was able to accomplish his goal. In the classroom,
working on his project building, Rick had trouble bending the cardboard.
He asked the adult for help, explaining clearly that he couldn't "get
the cardboard to bend." The adult, however, pursued a different line
of inquiry. She tried to find out what way he was using to measure the
steps for his building. She stayed with her own interpretation of the
problem until she began bending the cardboard vertically instead of
horizontally. Finally, Rick completely changed his approach. All
his
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utterances had been coded either curiosity or role enactment
. He had
been answering her questions for i nformati on— though reluctantly. When
she began to bend his cardboard in the wrong direction, however, he
switched from the role enactment and curiosity expressions. He said,
I don * t want It like that." This statement was coded as a concern
construct with the "expression of feeling" variable. The teacher
responded. She stopped what she was doing, and really listened to Rick.
Rick was successful in getting the help he wanted, help with bending
the cardboard, because he was able to mobilize a different approach.
The teacher finally understood his problem. He had to be flexible and
use several skills, however, to convey a consistent message.
Conclusion of the discussion. The data contribute to the research
questions by providing a focus for insights into adaptive approaches
the five children used, and clues to predictable styles and patterns of
expressions. The curiosity, concern, and role enactment codings, the
patterns of concentration of utterances, reflect ways the children
expressed se I f-perce i ved strengths and competencies. The codings and
patterns also re I feet ways the children elicited judgments about their
behaviors from other people.
More specifically, the data contribute to the research questions
in the following five ways:
First, the data reflected that two children had many circum-
stances in which they appeared adaptable and motivated to learn.
The other three children had fewer circumstances in which they
could be flexible. Each child was more se I f -protect i ve in some
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con't’sxi’s 'f'h0n othsTS, 0nd S0ch chi Id d0monstr0t0d rnor© cour0Q0
in m0 king mist0 k0 S in cert0 in contexts—even if only in ono
observ0tion.
Second, 0 s the children demon streted their individuel weys of
integreting informetion, previous experiences, end styles end
petterns, it eppeered thet the more flexible the repertoire of
expression the child commended, the more successful the child wes
judged by the observer. The child eppeered less successful when
he/she repeeted specific response petterns which were not
equelly functionel in ell situetions. For exemple, el though
Kevin’s fentesy lenguege provided enterteining trensitions in
the clessroom, they felled to work in helping meke his story
cohere es e whole.
Third, the five children mede four situetionel distinctions,
elthough not eech child expressed eech distinction.
1) Children were eble to clerify the difference between
their own interests end the expectetions of the context. Susie,
for exemple, could express cleerly only her own interests in the
checker geme.
2) Children were eble to clerify the specifics of the context
expectetions elone. Kevin, for exemple, wes eble to clerify
the discussion expectetions for the other children in the School
Outdoors discussion.
3) Children were eble to menipulete chenges in the context
expectetions. Dot, only, for exemple, tried to refocus expecte-
tions in ell three contexts: in the "piggy benk" observetion, in
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the classroom, in the "school outdoors" discussion, and in the
story-telling context. Each time she focused on something dif-
ferent to try to control: teacher attention, the story she
wanted to tell, or the alotted amount of time offered to her for
the task. Nevertheless, there was a consistent pattern.
4) Some children were able not only to express the differences
in their own interests and the expectations in the context, but
were able to manipulate the changes they wanted as well.
Richard, perhaps, demonstrated the most clear example of a child
combining all thi^ee distinctions in the classroom observation
of his "Project" when he was trying to bend his piece of card-
board
.
Fourth, the data suggest that the successful adaptation of a
child is a function of the way in which a teacher or peer judges
the child. This includes perception of the way the child is
"fitting in," i.e., a generally unstated expectation regarding
what is appropriate for cognitive, emotional and social expres-
sions. (The subject of this paper does not include large
cultural differences.) The tacit rules may include how fast or
slow, how much or little, a child talks, moves or responds.
Kevin’s reactions in the story-telling task were clearly related
to adult judgments.
Fifth, the data show these children are perceived by them-
selves and others as most successful when they can use several
co-existing message systems which operate simultaneously in the
classroom. One of these message systems conveys implicit
values
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for example. Suppose in one classroom a teacher promotes several
values—an informal approach, an easy exchange of conversation between
children, the responsibility a child can learn for making autonomous
decisions, and the generation of excitement from discovering new
sources of information. The child who does not freely start conversa-
tions, who shows an insistence on being told what to do and appeals
to authority, will not appear very successful in that classroom.
On the other hand, that same child might appear very successful
if the teacher values deferential acknowledgement, acceptance of author-
ity and minimal correct responses to information questions. Further,
in the latter context, it would be difficult for the child who always
wants to change the way things are done, wants to talk to everyone,
and risks being different in thought processes or expressions. This
child would most likely be seen as functioning poorly.
In summary, the data provide a way to focus on the child’s suc-
cesses in meeting contrasting expectations. These different expecta-
tions are expressed and can be coded. For example, in the informal
context, the chi Id would be expected to emphasize expressions of
curiosity with the variables of "expectation," "competence," and "con-
cept" being especially important. All seven variables would likely
be utilized, however, if the child were making full use of the context
and expectations. In a more narrow context, where the teachers' expec-
tations were more adult-oriented as In the second example above, a still
narrower range of responses would be acceptable and would be
clearly delineated. The child would be expected to mainly express
rol_e
enactment, with the variables of "confirming information," "expecta-
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tion," and "complete task" as most important for success.
The more the child is able to "re-commun icate" the accepted
values of the classroom, the more successful that child will seem to
the teacher. Thus the child reaffirms the social order. If the child’s
expressions are interpreted as unrelated to the expectations of the con-
text, the child is viewed as unsuccessful at best, and deviant, at
worst.
Final ly, the data show simi larities and consistencies in ways
children express their own desires. Depending upon his/her perception
of control, competency, position in conflict and ability to integrate
experiences, the child adapts language to accomplish his/her individual
desi res.
Control . The perception of who had control was especially impor-
tant for three children: Susie, Dot, and Kevin. They wanted to clear
any confusion about who was the person in charge of setting expecta-
tions: the adult, a peer, or themselves. The nature of the task and
the boundaries of acceptable behavior were consistently challenged by
these children, and it was clear that they had experienced successful ways
of coping with their questions about control. They each had more than
one way of eliciting answers for their confusion regarding clarity of
control—or desire for control.
Susie, for example, used her injury display to gain an upper hand
in dictating to an adult limitations for her expectations. This is not
to suggest that her strategy was necessarily successful. However, she
did use predominately concern utterances to control her desires for
limitations. Dot, on the other hand, used curiosity utterances to mani-
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pulate control. She used her questions and the way in which she
anticipated adult responses to follow her own line of Inquiry, divert
attention, or pursue some way of bringing in another experience she had
had. Kevin used role enactment expressions in strategically advantageous
situations. He would assume a leadership position of competence and
control, which in turn reinforced his own sense of "possessing" control.
Competency . Each of the children confronted issues of competen-
cies and how they were being judged by others in different ways. Rick
sought approval from a small group of peers and one adult. He appeared
competent to adapt to both types of expectations (adult or peer).
However, sometimes he appeared in conflict over whose approval to seek,
or whose value system to Join! Kevin usually used either an especially
capable peer, or his own leadership position in the group to judge his
success. His dependency on his peers was more obvious when they were
absent. In the story-telling, the first observation, he appeared much
too easily satisfied with the story task itself—given his classroom
display of Interest in word play. He was preoccupied with the tape-
recorder. He had been given responsibility to operate it, but showed
less confidence than he had in his classroom leadership role. There
were two Influences to consider: first, the context, with only one
adult and one child, and second, the real problem Kevin had in working
the tape-recorder. In the second observation of the story-telling
task,
he relied on and requested straightforwardly the adult's
participation
in the task.
Dot seemed to use competition as her best way of judging her own
successes. She competed with peers in terms of gaining
adult attention
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and completing her tasks. She competed with herself as well, which
became a form of reinforcement. She demonstrated this practice in her
self-play and in her academic pursuits as when she would often
read aloud her own writing.
Sometimes an adult was the only source the children turned to
for competency judgments. Other times they focused on peers or them-
selves. Significantly for all the children, they were most likely to
take risks expanding their own knowledge, skills, or understanding at
places and times they actually viewed themselves as being most compe-
tent. A feeling of competency permitted risks and idiosyncratic
behavior.
Conflicts. The children were constantly wanting to resolve con-
flicts, or trying to use conflicts in order to cope with a given task.
On the one hand, a child would provoke the conflict situation to elicit
a sense of structure. However, the children al I tended to be the least
flexible, showing the smallest range of alternative expressive possi-
bilities and adaptive skills as tools with which to cope, when actively
involved in conflict. Jane’s struggle with her math illustrates this
point.
Related experiences . Each child was quite predictable in the
way he/she habitually introduced an attempt to bring experiences from
other situations into conversations. Dot always introduced an experi-
ence which was closely related to the task or subject. This was usually
a family experience. For example, she consistently referred
to her
daddy's work in the park during discussions about School
Outdoors with the
sand-timer. In fact, her concentration on the connection
she was making
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caused her some confusion with the actual subject of the discussion.
Jane introduced experiences after a word triggered some subject about
which she wanted information. Her associations appeared more free-
floating, and her requests for information appeared more related to
the general world than just to her family.
In relation to these four perceptions, children presented them-
selves and their desires in predictable, individualized styles. In
some children "style" was more apparent than a goal. For others, goals
were more observable than the reason for the child’s choice of expres-
sion. (Note the way Kevin warned Shayne about choosing Timmy as his
birthday partner.)
In bringing in experiences from other situations to integrate
and consolidate information, the children willingly risked making
mistakes, and at the same time expressed strength. These two behaviors
met at a kind of cutting edge. Such "edges" will be discussed in the
practical applications section of this chapter as an indicative, diag-
nostic way of incorporating and expanding the child's repertoire of
successful experiences.
Summary . This discussion has reviewed how the concentrations
and patterns of utterances for the five children show the child's per-
ception of the most effective and productive mode of communication
given the study's methods of observation and coding.
When utterances were evenly coded across the seven variables,
the child's flexibilities in dealing with different situations were
most apparent. From the coding data, a consistent profile of the child
The cod i no svstem establishes a framework showino howis attainable.
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"th© chi Idrsn us© i'h©ir I©9rnin9 ©nd S'fr©nQ't‘hs in ©dsp'tinQ "to chdnQ©.
Furth©rmor©, from th© coding, on© can conceptua I i z© th© child's learning-
strengths and problems in terms of high, even ratings or irregular ones.
Most importantly, with this method, the teacher can find specific areas
of strength which the child expresses in order to facilitate his/
her mastery over the areas of less use or control.
Imp I ications
Theoret i ca I I mp I i cat i ons . The research conclusions suggest two major
theoretical implications about children's adaptive resources as reflected
in the use of language.
Fi rst impi ication. The child must learn economic and precise
ways to communicate the desire for control, competence, and conflict
and a way to integrate experiences.
It was observed that children used the same physical object to
convey multiple meanings. This symbolic use of language gave them more
flexibility to express concrete and abstract ideas simultaneously.
As the child matures, he/she learns to manipulate symbols
(physical or verbal) in increasingly sophisticated ways. The knowledge
of objects' social value, for example, contributes to the child's reper-
toire of social communications. However, knowledge about value is not
sufficient to ensure precise expression. Judgements about the power of
words in various contexts are important skills for the child to develop.
It was clear that Kevin used money to exert power, not for pur-
chasing, but as a means of changing Ralph's behavior. ("Gimme them
sunglasses. They cost twenty-five bucks.") Jane wanted a "Happy Face’
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which would symbolize success for her on her math paper. Another exam-
ple of a symbolic object changing children’s behavior was demonstrated
by ways in which all the children used the microphone to exaggerate.
They pretended to be T.V. stars, expressed confidentialities, told
private stories or sang songs. The microphone, an object filled with
special powers, allowed children to behave differently and specially.
Listening to the way the different children used the microphone, the
observer could document I) a range of skills the child demonstrated in
terms of conveying desires for control, competence, conflict and
integration of experiences; and 2) a range of behavioral risks the child
would venture using this "powerful" object.
Much of the literature on children’s play is a resource for
understanding the "symbolic" powers children are able to employ and
develop (Isaacs, 1966). These powers are expressed in the way children
use language as a tool. That the ability to convey symbolic meaning is
a learnable skill is obvious since there is such a variety of ways
children express symbols and effect results. The implication, then, is
that there are techniques and skills that can be identified and employed
in order to facilitate the ways a child conveys multiple meanings.
Further, these techniques offer both economic and precise ways to com-
municate desires for control, competence, and conflict as well as ways
to integrate experiences that children need to increase their communica-
tive repertoires. As they learn to use physical and symbolic objects
to connote multiple meanings, children gain effective tools for resolu-
tion as well as flexibility in expression patterns and styles.
This implication is not in conflict with the Piagetian findings
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that children’s understanding and use of symbols develops in stages.
Their perceptions of symbolic representations do change conceptually
and become more complex. Such growth cannot be hurried or taught.
However, the use of social, symbolic meaninas for words (including
ob jects such as money, for example) grows not only with physiological
maturity, but also as experience demands. The suggestion is that the
use of multiple meanings as an economic and powerful way to communicate
is also dependent on expectations in the context, and learned successful
experiences. (This is consonant with ecological theories of Barker
and Wright (1955 ), and Murphy (1962), and with Vygotsky's (1962)
concept of decentration through social language.)
Second implication . Children attempt to integrate, adapt, con-
trol, and resolve conflict in order to cope with changes. In making
this attempt they both cling to repeating successful behavior, and risk
trying new ways to effect change. A child is motivated to use old
coping skills and risk new ones in order to adapt in changing contexts.
In part, children cope with such changes by expressing the limits they
are willing, or able to adapt.
The codings showed children coping and then making adjustments.
Often this was done by maintaining the predominant patterns in the
component variable, but changing the analytic constructs to suit differ-
ent context biases. Jane , for example, used mainly one variable,
"clarifying information," in all the contexts although she varied her
expressions in terms of the curiosity , concern or role enactment con-
centrations. Susie, on the other hand, used predominately one
construct
role enactment in all the contexts. For both children,
strong patterns
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of inf lexibi I ity are evident, despite the changes they adapted in dif-
ferent contexts. However, the important point to consider is how the
child perceives his/her flexibility and control as successful tools to
communicate desires.
For example, a child called "uncooperative" by a teacher may be
stereotyped because he/she crossed acceptable behavior limitations.
The child, however, may perceive the behavior as a successful techni-
que of coping, may understand no need to change, or have no alternative
method which is equal iy powerful or effective. It may never have been
obvious to the child that a particular way of behaving (coping) was not
acceptable to the teacher. In fact, the adults at school may have
responded very much like the adults at home. Therefore, the child like-
ly would perceive that behavior as "successful." Joan Tough (1974)
discusses the problem in terms of teacher’s giving directions to child-
ren and not understanding why the children don't respond until the
teacher gets angry. The point she makes is that the child is really
being consistent in reacting to the same responses from adults. The
adult, though, may not necessarily be sensitive to the interaction, and
may reinforce "success" or promote "risk" by supporting the child’s
efforts to adapt to different contexts.
Responses initiated bv the child’s oerceotion of his/her sense
of "inner" control will be more flexible than responses stemming from
an "external" or "imposed" control svstem. There is a relationship
between the child's sense of control and competency and between adaptive
language and appropriate, flexible responses. The author believes
children feel they have the most options, the most flexibility in
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choosing approaches to initiate expressions of control, when they per-
ceive themselves as most competent. It is very important to note that
the adult’s expectation for a child to demonstrate responsibility and
autonomy does not ensure that the child will feel competent. This may
in fact, provoke the opposite reaction, especially if the adult's expec-
tation is unrealistic.
As previously discussed, children do demonstrate their styles
and patterns in unique ways of integrating old and risking new adapta-
tions to change. These behaviors imply that Integration, adaptation,
control, and resolution of conflict are expressions of learned coping
skills. Although it has not been a main focus of this study, it is
extremely important to realize this implication raises questions about
the values and controls of child development practices, learning goals
and evaluation methods in schools. That is to say, if the model of
education is based on a normative standard base, the emphasis of educa-
tors will be on narrowing rather than broadening children's communica-
tive competencies to fit the standard "correct" response.
For example, normative assessment tests are the most common
program criteria used in public schools from kindergarten through twelfth
grade. The concentration on such a narrow range of reading and math
techniques clearly avoids the complexities involved in individualized
child studies. But these tests provide neither diagnostic nor supportive
learning tools when taken out of a classroom context. Nor is it clear
that they reliably provide evaluation for their stated goals.
The normative testing of young children does provide a tool for evalua-
ting test-taking ski I is, and that is an important
consideration. Further
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if test-taking skills are stated as program goals for children's learn-
ing in school, then the normative assessments appear to be a useful
tool .
However, this study shows that children can learn, and do demon-
strate, many flexible and adaptive expressions which increase their
total "communicative competencies." The school could be considered as
the logical place for teaching these skills. Teaching adaptive lan-
guage skills Implies values which support flexibility in terms of com-
municative competencies. The importance of adaptive skills, as well as
appropriate assessment and evaluation, as previously stated, if acknow-
ledged as goals of the school program, would conflict with prevalent
standardized educational goals.
Practical implications . From the five profiles in this study, three
main practical implications follow. These Implications focus on I) the
present methodology as a useful child-studv process for teachers. 2)
the goals and purposes of the present study as they apply to assessment
and evaluation of communicative competencies, and 3) diagnostic implica-
tions for finding language patterns related to instructional contexts.
Methodology . Both the foundation and limitations of this method-
ology are important in considering its potential practical outcomes.
The foundation of the study is based on a pragmatic, eclectic view of
measuring "communicative competencies." The author believes in measur-
ing assessment based on individual process according to I) social,
cogni
tive, and emotional interactions (as related to child development
and
12 ), 2) observed behaviors expressed associo- I i ngu i Stic theories, p.
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successful experiences by children, and 3) practical applications of
this methodology as a useful tool for child study.
The supporting assumption of this last point is that the child
offers evidence of self-perceived successful experiences as well as a
willingness to take risks. When expressions based on internalized
confidence are combined with optimum uncertainty, the child is motivated
to learn. The observer/teacher needs to be aware of these meeting
p laces.
This methodology includes two important considerations. First,
the data from the process will always change, by definition, as the
child, context, and problems/goals change. Component parts of the
methodology may necessarily change according to the observer's questions
about the child. However, this does not mean that change in the as-
sumptions, or process of the methodology change. It does mean that
different component categories must be consistent with the assumptions,
values, and process of the methodology.
Second, the teacher/observer must be convinced that indeed the
"child is the agent of his own learning" (The Plowden Report in Silber-
man, 1973, p. 145). Motivation and motivational sources must be re-
spected both as the power behind intrinsic learning behaviors and as the
way to efficient learning of academic skills, and school-adaptations.
Children can learn out of fear and habit. Both methods have been used
by educators for centuries. That children have more powerful resources
for acquiring nourishing information has been widely known, but
neither widely nor wisely used.
Given these considerations, it becomes the teacher's
responsibil
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ty to observe the child's learning strengths and styles as sources for
understanding motivation. Once aware of the strengths the child dis-
plays in coping with changes, the teacher introduces adaptive ski I Is,
extends learning of basic conceptual tools, and integrates the school
curriculum as appropriately useful information. Then the teacher must
continue to observe the child's integration of new experiences and look
toward the next question for the child. This process leads the teacher
from the implications of the study to the practical application of the
methodology. The process has become the methodology at work.
Given the unevenness of every child's development, it is impor-
tant also to carefully consider the choice, timing, and method of
collecting data. The selection of information must be as broad as
possible. There must be opportunity for the information to include
regular (and changing) patterns. Decisions must be made about selec-
tion of material essential as part of the child's schoo I -success
behaviors, and also the overwhelming information which the grouping,
teacher, and curriculum offer. All available information appears to
have special meaning which contributes to a profile of the child. But
the selection of expressions must be limited—even to view the whole
chi Id!
One example of this methodology used as a diagnostic process
would be taking the information on Kevin to decide which the best
context would be for him, most beneficial for his reading work. Noting
the differences between the positions he risked in both of the discus-
sion groups, and then his responses in the one-adu 1 t-to-one-chi
Id
situations, it is clear that the small group context would be
the more
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promising situation for him. In a small group, Kevin could assume
a leadership, and perhaps even teaching position as an advocate of the
school -value goals. The teacher would have to focus on ways to
strengthen Kevin’s expressions (and perhaps perceptions) of causal
linkage systems as his competencies. These are the competencies he
could use in connecting with new risks in learning new reading skills.
This approach does not have to be complicated. To be specific, the
teacher might concentrate on Kevin's spelling vocabulary for such com-
mon linkage expressions as "because," "and then," "suppose," or "what
if..." One would want to be sure he could spell these easy connecting
words before he was expected to spell such words as "giant squid" to
"giant squig." The concentration for the teacher would be
focused on I) causal linkage systems—the child's strength, and 2)
coherence— his risk-taking area.
In this way the methodology provides a way to study children's
behaviors focusing on the process of understanding. It provides a
framework for observing and diagnosing styles and patterns by which the
child displays learning, within the expectations of the instructional
contexts.
Evaluation. A second practical implication from the conclusions
relates to goal setting, assessment, and evaluation. Given the ways
children display motivation, teachers must consider appropriate
classroom goals according to three criteria: I) the children's self-
perceived strengths, 2) simultaneous displays of risk-taking behavior,
and 3) context validity.
Teachers can operationalize these goals in three steps. First,
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obsGrv© whsn i'h© chi Id is funcl’ioninQ si” op"hirTi3l
,
yGt sppropriai"©
l©v©ls. S©cond, obs©rv© and ©ncourag© th© simultan©ous display of suc-
CGssful ©xp©ri©nc©s and risk-taking. Third, focus on motivations adapt-
able to classroom expectations in several contexts.
The second part of the evaluation process is the assessment. This
is a rationale and process plan for extending the child’s adaptive skills.
The assessment plan is based on data gathered from the observations
(goa I -setti ng ) of the child’s communicative competencies, and learning-
strengths considering teacher, curriculum, context, and child as parti-
cipants in an interdependent system. The assessment process clarifies
the particular contribution and respective responsibilities of each part
in the system which must be mutually nourishing, extending, and appro-
priate for the greatest gain in achieving the original goals. In this
way, the teacher, curriculum, context, and child are all responsible
for the success of the assessment process. Teacher, curriculum, context,
and child are all crucial in evaluating the progress of the teaching-
learning process as a meshing of parts which must function as a single
who I e.
This kind of evaluation is based on a different set of values for
the child’s learning growth than those for which standard achievement
tests are aimed. It is, however, an evaluation which provides a more
efficient way to understand the processes a child uses in building his/her
own skill repertoires. An assessment and evaluation, using the method-
ology of this study, addresses the styles and strengths of the child’s
learning, as growth occurs, in terms of how the child learns to take
risks and build new experiences. This means the assessment process
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approaches the child's styles and strengths for learning in an analy-
tical manner. The goal is to maximize the meshing of academic expecta-
tions and learning motivation. Such a process includes assessing
"participation" which has traditionally been included in school perfor-
mance evaluations. However, there are four more measurements of learned
behaviors subject to increasingly complex skills and proficiencies:
I) the growth of self-activation, 2) development of communicative com-
petencies, 3) interactions of experiences, and 4) adaptation or flexi-
bility in the uses of new information.
Measurement for the above proficiencies clearly addresses broader
goals than setting normative standards for curriculum testing. The
measurements address goals for widening the scope of academic skills,
increasing the usefulness of curriculum, and using the environment as
a tool for extending children's adaptive growth.
Diagnostic implications of language patterns . One of the most
important issues in this study has been finding ways to combine theore-
tical and practical strands of child study in the daily lives of
children and teachers. The time, energy, and detail required for this
study make it impractical for teachers to duplicate except for in-service
training purposes. However, there are many ways the study indicates
and supports possible daily application. The information children offer
about themselves through their language, and the ways they establish or
change patterns are part of the process of child study and have been
clarified as valuable in this study. By encouraging and observing these
indications, teachers support an analytic, diagnostic approach to
teaching as an interaction process. (Smithberg, 1974). In this way
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the teacher supports the basic tenets of this methodology. The following
examples illustrate useful ways the framework for this study can be
applied and extended in the classroom. They provide ways to implement
the diagnostic implications of children’s language patterns.
1. Teachers can be trained in methods of child study which
address both the learning development of children and the daily compli-
cations—manifested by the growth, motivations and strengths the child
is constantly displaying. Teachers can become skillful in forming
priorities in their observations and listening habits. They can form
questions and goals based on disciplined questions. These questions
are formed and refined as information is shared between the child, the
members of the child's instructional team, and parents concerning
appropriate school goals for the child.
2. The classifications of age appropriate language expressions
have been both well used and abused. Usually "age-appropriate" language
and patterns of expressing frustration are used to show how children
fall into stereotyped categories rather than to illustrate where children
are taking risks.
The Piagetian theories of developmental morality constructs (Piaget,
1932 ) provide a helpful understanding of why children might be more con-
cerned with rules than with playing or doing an activity itself. Such
preoccupation with precision in language is helpful and can be useful
to a teacher who suddenly finds a group of children totally absorbed in
whether the kickbal
I
game was fair or not, and what the exact language
of the rules should be to avoid future confusions.
When the five-year-old begins to play with rhymes and multiple
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meanings of words, reading teachers rejoice. This has become a well
known signpost of "reading-readiness." (Cazden, 1974a).
Most experienced teachers also listen instinctively for expres-
sions that are not age appropriate. Children's expressions which
sound too "grown-up," too responsible, or too Immature reflect something
about the child's style of coping in a situation, and his/her expecta-
tion of success. In fact, many curriculum guides Include age-appropriate
language examples as indicators of children's interests and readiness.
To be effective, such examples also ought to include the teacher's
understanding of differences in language patterns for the child in dif-
ferent circumstances. When Jane was alone with an adult, her language
and the subject of how babies are actually born was sophisticated and
competent, even though her questions may have been more naive than was
apparent. However, when she was working on her math, her language was
that of a much younger child expressing frustration and confusion.
Listening for these kinds of language indicators has as much to do with
the observer's framework for isolating context (and task) factors as it
has to do with "age-appropriate" language. All children use more sophis-
ticated language in some situations and revert to much younger expres-
sions in others. The contextual influences and possible differences in
presentation of the child's self-perceptions do not necessarily indicate
the level of the child's understanding of a question or problem. They
could indicate a preoccupation with a totally different problem.
3. Chi Idren may use an accepted cuing system to expand a persona
message. They may also risk incorporating new experiences using that
the tool. The observer must consider all the screens orcue i ng system as
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"hats," by which such message may be masked. This study has used the
analytic constructs of curiosity, concern and role enactment as ways to
listen for and focus on possible categories for cuing systems. Peer
cultures have expressions which function as cuing systems. The way
Susie refused, and then re-engaged her peers in getting directions for
the location of the recreational building is an example of her skill in
manipulating peer cuing systems to signal her continued interest.
4. Expression of frustration have long been a favorite subject
for teachers. Unfortunately teachers' main preoccupation is usually
focused on questions about discipline and control of forbidden behaviors
connoting frustration. Circumstances which would help the child antici-
pate (and therefore develop adaptive coping techniques) are often ignored.
Curriculum which would have to be adapted or specialized to challenge,
rather than frustrate a child may require more time and energy than the
teacher is prepared to offer. Clearly, the most productive way for
teachers to listen for frustrations involves a broader sense of their
value. The same applies for ways a child expresses pleasure. There are
always similarities in the child's tolerance and coping levels for both
emotions. Tolerance and coping are closely related for children (Erickson,
1950 ). Susie's pleasure at winning the checker game, for example, was
almost cancelled out by her frustration at not being able to get Heidi
to take the move which would allow her (Susie) to finish off the game.
Usually the child who is easily frustrated is also easily pleased. The
inflexibility applies to both kinds of expressions for the observer.
Using the criteria of success, then, the teacher must begin to look for
expressions of pleasure as a starting point for extending a child's
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flexibility, adaptability, and risk-taking behavior. It is the work of
the teacher to listen for, and find ways of integrating academic skills
with the child's motivational style. Positive, "acceptable" behavior
seems harder to acknowledge, less obvious to see and hear than frustra-
tion when expressed in "unacceptable" behaviors.
5. Many types of sentence expressions can be revealing for the
observer. For example, there are always times a child Initiates and
extends responses voluntarily, and they contrast sharply with times the
same child offers only a non-verbal nod of the head. Context, subject
matter, peers, or authority figures could be studied for some idea of
their particular contribution to extending or shortening children's
responses.
Mimicking behaviors and language are important diagnostic indica-
tions for a child's expression. The child is eliciting specific results
for this behavior
—
perhaps leadership, humor, or approval. More impor-
tantly, children use the technique to disguise risk, to control some
aspect of the context, or to initiate the integration of a new learning
experience. Mimicking is often a form of voluntary reinforcement most
easily seen in early language development (Brown, 1973. However, Jane's
mimicking of the adult's Instructions appeared to serve as a special
kind of reinforcement for her not related to language development.
When and how children offer reasons or conclusions for their
observations is clearer In some circumstances than others. However, a
child like Jane can be heard consistently offering reasons for every-
thing she—or anyone else around her— is doing. This appears spontaneous,
independent of circumstances in her observations. The child who learns
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reasons are available will learn to anticipate them. Usually, the child
who gives reasons wants reasons. Jane's behavior may anticipate a
reciprocal expectation for the teacher, task, or context. (It may also
indicate that the context supports her desire for knowledge, whereas
she also experiences other contexts which do not.)
Ant i c
i
pat i on
,
guessing, is an important indicator of a child's
willingness to take risks. The careful listener will focus on the
nature and patterns of these risks. Is it the form or context the child
is concentrating on expressing? There is no reason to assume that the
child is skilled enough to incorporate several aspects of communication
at once. In fact, the adult usually selects only a single strand to
listen to. For example, most teachers hear grammatical errors first,
and rather than asking the child to express the message another way,
the teachers focus on the grammatical error, neglecting or rejecting
the message.
6 . The ways in which a child names ob jects ref I ects the child's
communication priorities. Some children seldom call objects by their
exact names. Dot, for example, consistently called various items
"things." Jane, on the other hand, demonstrated she wanted to know the
exact name for the "stuff in the brown bottle." She was visibly pleased
when the peer supplied the proper name, "vanilla." The examples imply
neither that the children are ignorant of the proper words nor that they
are "learning disabled." They merely point to the differences children
showed in interest and grasp of the overall message (Dot) versus the
names of specific items in the messag© (Jane).
7. Chi Idren's formal and informal habits offer clues to the
ways
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they have adapted (or been conditioned to) a set of unstated contextual
expectations. For example, Susie, in the first discussion, raised her
hand to volunteer answers and other children spoke freely without think-
i ng of raising their hands. Susie was never cal led on and hardly spoke
at all for the entire discussion. However, in the second, smaller dis-
cussion, she responded freely, without waiting to be recognized. (It
was interesting to see that she did automatically put up her hand, however,
if the teacher's question was similar to a regular classroom query such
as "How many of you live near the park?" In these two observations,
Susie's patterns were very different. In the first, she showed almost
no active participation, though she offered formal signals of cooperation.
In the second, she actively demonstrated simultaneous expressions of
success and risk when she talked about her tennis experiences as well
as her interest in the recreation building's location. It would be
especially important to notice what factors most influenced her respon-
ses for these two observations.
8. Integrating and experiential stories provide important clues
to the child's style of incorporating information. Dot is very open
about trying to connect her family and school experiences. She manages
to do this consistently, yet appropriately in all three contexts. She is
never as clear about incorporating experiences with other adults or
peers, however. Her feelings or struggles to clarify this information
are not as ski I 1 f u 1 nor as flexibly expressed. Kevin presents a very
different style. In his theories he invents elaborate linkages between
passages, but very little of these integrations carry information from
to another. It would be important to follow Kevin's usesone passage
and expressions in relating information and causal perceptions of
events in other instructional contexts.
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9. Styles children use practicing various communications skills
can be easily observed. Kevin’s extensive word play and fantasy develop-
ment noted above become Important strengths when he is able to use his
ski II fu 1 focus on the crucial linkages between problems. In the bead
project observation, for example, he shows that his success is due to
his system of holding the beads. Dot talks to herself and
encourages herself to compete in play and to accept different interpre-
tations of possible ways of succeeding. In this way she
reinforces her own alternative ways of saving face, and at the same
time, practices ways of interacting with others in a competitive
structure.
Children practice certain kinds of expressions consistently.
When they have some sense of success or control over an expression,
they show a willingness to use it as a tool—a risk-taking expression.
10. Children’s expressions have an observabie effect on others .
For example, some messages (like Dot’s curiosity expressions) are con-
sistently misunderstood. This child’s satisfaction or frustration with
the response she gets either facilitates or hinders her struggle to
communicate more clearly. Dot was more successful in gaining appropriate
responses when she talked about an object, which another person could
see. The sharing of the experience helped her define her message.
Some children have a great deal of emotional content in their
language and use provocative expressions as threats, swear words, or
"sexy” subjects. This may be a bid for social attention, especially
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from peers and especially if nothing more accessible or more satisfying
than social attention is available.
In summary, most children learn quickly to become skilled at
adapting themes and consistent behavior to various contexts. Both
physical development and the necessary skill to integrate concepts in
expressing new information develop more slowly. Yet clearly, integra-
tion of new information is crucial to any child’s successful use of
instructional resources.
The context of the child's message must be considered carefully
for patterns of consistencies and differences. A child may talk
about old experiences repetitively; later, combined with new information,
the whole experience appears different. Only by using the child's own
clues can any practical application of information from his/her language
be incorporated into the school curriculum and become part of the child's
working language, tool and information systems.
Suggestions for Further Research
In this study, the analytic constructs are representative of
particular aspects of school -appropriate behavior for the seven to nine-
year-old child. Analytic constructs for other aspects or ages of
developmental growth would be important considerations for further
research
.
The contexts used in this study were I imited to the school
setting and further limited to instructional situations. It would be
important to gain insights about children's language relfecting changes
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in other settings such as the peer-dominated playground, community-
dominated local store, or an activity dominated surround perhaps a
swimming pool setting. The information about changes in children's •
language in different contexts is limited, and new research could be
helpful to both educators and parents. Further refinements of the
techniques for gathering naturalistic observational data would also
significantly contribute to possible situations to research.
The component variables used in this study were specifically
devised to reflect we I I -function i ng behavior in the school contexts.
These variables would be adaptable to changes in the listening framework
goals. One example might be to change the variables so sthat they
reflect the ways a child seeks to use resources for new information
within a context.
Another interesting extension of using a framework for listening
to children, would be a framework for teachers to listen to themselves.
The clear stipulation would be that values from this methodology be held
constant. The goal for teachers would be to discover their own strengths,
motivations, and risk-taking expressions as they respond in several
different contexts. This idea is not a recommendation for a methdd to
"change" teachers' behavior. Rather, it is an idea for research which
would provide the opportunity for teachers to gain a deeper understanding
about the processes of their own learning and growth as a dynamic inter-
change between person, context, and se I f-percei ved expectations a process.
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Cone I us ion
This chapter has included the discussion of the data, theoretical
and practical implications, practical app I i cat i ons of the methodology,
and suggestions for further research.
The approach used throughout the study offers a tool, a frame-
work for teachers as well as theoreticians. Clearly, the application
need not be confined to formalized research. Practical applications
derived from the study are appropriate where goals and values are comple-
mentary to the assumptions of the study. Furthermore, detailed attention
to individual children must be valued, positive, and possible. (This is
not to suggest a detailed profile such as done on the five children
in the present study be done on every child in any class!) Replication
of such a detailed study as this would be useful for training, or in-
service purposes rather than as a classroom diagnostic tool. But the
procedures can be adapted to the classroom, and the approach to child
study learned and practiced.
The study shows the possibility of assessing linguistic skills
pragmatically and diagnostically. The continuity of a child's patterns,
the purposes which a child's language reflects, can be described in
relation to different contexts. Therefore, reasonable goals can be set
for the child's adaptive development, and the progress of goals can be
documented. The overall reasoning processes a child displays in various
circumstances can be examined. The various screens of cognitive,
emotional and soc io-cu I tura I perspectives can be deciphered.
Adaptive
repertoires can be assessed, extended, and evaluated.
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Frequencies, purposes and contextual patterns In expressions as
well as inter-relations between successful experiences and risk-taking
behaviors, do provide clues to the nature of the child’s message. From
these clues come the basis for the analysis of the child’s strengths
adaptable to the school contexts. The diagnostic tool described in
this study provides a way to continuously re-evaluate learning motiva-
tions and new communicative competencies. Links become evident
between various ways children express their strengths and how these
strengths may be applied to school learning expectations.
The methodology provides a way to focus pragmatically on motiva-
tions for learning. This approach to studying children’s language
forces priorities to emerge within a broad framework, yet considers
the complexities of a child’s development.
More simply, it is the adaptive expressions and the meaning of
successful and risk-taking behavior and their relation to various
instructional contexts, which provides starting points for the observer
who is trying to better understand the child’s learning styles, patterns
and strengths.
Finally, there are problems with studying children’s language in
the classroom, both conceptual and methodological. The problems are not
confined to contextual difficulties. Their solution is not only related
to institutional struggles for federal grants or categorical labels for
children’s handicaps. Mergers of theories between socio-l inguists, educa-
tors, and cognitive psychologists will not necessarily produce relevant
research. Nor are tools for solutions to be found in "systems"
which can
be mass produced and marketed for commercial profit. The
problems
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involved in studying children's language relate to the differences in
children and the purpose as well as tools for analysis.
For useful tools to be produced, classroom teachers must become
active participants in an analytic process. Teachers must be invested
in understanding how children evolve as adaptive learners, the strengths
children bring to this process, and the skills children must still
acquire. Teachers need tools to help them understand what strengths
children's language reflects as they learn about their environment
through interactions with changes— intellectual, emotional and social.
Children need tools to help them command the skills to anticipate and
effect the pace, power, and meaning of changes demanded by their
environments. These skills are the criteria for their adaptability,
for children to develop and increase their own power to communicate
competent I y
.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF BANK STREET ANALYSIS
analysis systhis 299
There are different systeals of analysis for each of the three tasks
^t essentially they are concerned with the sane overall dimensions oflinguistic competence and cognitive development. The dimensions for the
analysis of children's language and thinking are:
1. Linguistic Competence
2. Logical Reasoning
3. Imagination, Abstract Thinking, Opinions
4. Drama and Characterization (Not included in ERACE
3 » Basic Information
6. Clarity
7. Responsiveness, Cooperation, Social Skills (Not included in
©ral Story Telling)
8. Self Confidence
9. Subjective, Personal, Affective Input
10
Involvement, Interest
These dimensions are related to the ultimate and over-riding goals for
child development in the Bank Street Approach. These goals have been
expressed thus: "The kind of child whom the Bank Street Approach seeks to
develop may be described as confident, inventive, responsive and productive.
Confident people have ego strength which enables them to believe in themselves
and to trust others. Inventive people have the capacity to probe, to reason,
to organize their thirlcing processes, to solve problems, and to meet life
creatively. Responsive people are sensitive to the rights and feelings of
others and are free to express the joy, beauty and drama of life. Productive
people have basic knowledge and skills as well as a deep comprehension of the
meaning, value and function of their experiences. Persons with these qualitie.
might be described in essence as coping individuals — coping, not merely in
the sense of adjusting to reality, but in making a constructive impact upon
the human condition."*
The dimensions of the analysis system are related to these goals in the
following draft:
GOALS DIMENSIONS
Confidence
ft
- Self Confidence
- Subjective, Personal, Affective
Input
Inventiveness - Logical Reasoning
- Imagination, Abstract Thinking,
•pinions
- Drama and Characterization
Responsiveness - Responsiveness, Cooperation
Social Skills
Productivity - Lingxiistic Competence
- Basic Information
- Clarity
- Involvement , Interest —
* GUk-eson, Elizabeth C., and Bovaian, Ga^a W.,
Bank Street College of Education, New York,
Hew York, 1975.
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APPENDIX B
BANK STREET ANALYSIS CODING SHEETS
BANK STREET COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
610 WEST 112th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10025 301BRACE: COMMUNICATION GRID
coding ONE Speaker at a time, enter tally mark
/// ) in appropriate cell for each unit of thought except
in these cases; enter p for speaking to a peer, enter s for speaking
to self, r for reading aloud, and c for choral response, instead
tally mark. When coding more than one speaker, use symbols
differentiate among them.
identification data Date
Type of Subject: student
. students
Type of Adult in Group Observed; Teacher
School
Name of Subject (if individual)
_
.
_teacher_
Para
paraprofessional
None Community
Grade.
Time from
other
Teacher
to
302
BRACE: BEHAVIOR SETTING/VARIABLES
(Check one unless otherwise indicated)
Size of Group.
(name)
Role of Adult: Major Contact
Directs Activity Continuously
.
1
Gives Substantive Assistance:
— Initiated by Adult
_ ^ 0 2
— Initiated by Student
_ _ qS
Gives Procedural Assistance Only:
— Initiated by Adult
_ . .
. ^4
— Initiated by Student
_ qS
Is Basically a Participant, Not a Leader
_ 6
Observes Activity and/or Listens but Does Not Participate ?
Is Basically Unrelated to Activity 8
Role of Adult: Minor Contacts
(When subject is adult)
Gives Substantive Assistance
— Initiated by Adult
— Initiated by Student
.. _
Gives Procedural Assistance
— Initiated by Adult
_ .
— Initiated by Student
Observes or Listens but Does Not Participate
(Check any
that apply)
- -ni
02
3
04
05
Major Student Role
Directs Group Activity ...
Assists Other Student(s) in their Activity
.
Participates in a Joint or Collective Activity
Listens or Observes
Relates to Own Activity
1
2
3
-4
5
Type of Activity
Independent Activity (One Student Working Alone)
Adult/One Student Activity . _
Parallel Activity (Students Working Individually in
Close Proximity) .
Joint Activity (Students Working Cooperatively) —
Collective Activity (Group with Single Focus)
1
2
3
4
5
Curricular Focus
Skills _
Conceptual
Aesthetic
Social
Routine, Transitions
Other
1
2
3
4
5
6
Form of Activity
Expressive, Creative
Structured
1
2
Nature of Activity
Abstract — written, verbal
Concrete, Manipulative _ 2
Choice of Activity
Adult prescribed as to content
and/or timing
Student selected as to content
and/or timing
Planned jointly by Student/ Students with Adult
Not Enough Evidence
1
2
•3
-4
-5
-6
Experiential Base of Activity
Based on students' present, on-going experience
Based on students' past experience
Unrelated to students' experience
f
2
3
Potential for Peer Communication
Likely
Unlikely
Prohibited
Not Applicable
2
3
4
Observed Peer Communication
Frequent _ . _
Occasional
Once or Twice
None
1
2
3
4
Student Communication to Adult:
Mostly Student Initiated
Mostly Adult Solicited
Frequently Choral
Basically Listening
None (adult present)
None (no adult present) _ _
f
2
3
-4
5
6
Adult Communication if Any
Mostly to Individual Students
Mostly to Group
1
2
NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR RATINGS (check all that apply)
Subject Shows Friendliness, To Student To Group To Adult
Affection, Support _
Subject Shows Hostility, Anger- D
HHAVIOR RATINGS (check and discuss all that
apply in the boxes below)
I'jbject misses opportunity to respond to,
larify, or extend a student's thinking
CHILD INVOLVEMENT IN ACTIVITY
High Attention Or Involvement In Activity _
Mixture Or Moderate Involvement In Activity
Low Attention Or Involvement In Activity —
-
Dl
-2
—3
ect acts in way which shows lack of
.itivity, concern for others
Subject copes with stress situation
n Yes No
Subject disrupts ongoing activity -
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY
(Content area, teaching strategy and
apparent purpose)
bank street fOLLEGE FOLLOW THROUGH
April, 19TT
CHILD PAptICIPATION IN DISCUSSION
project follow through
Bank Street College of Education
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CHTU) ORau STORYTELL'DIO (] )
March, I977
SUMMARY CODING
Child Teacher
6
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
2h
26
30
32
34
36
36
Plot-Dramp
'281
Clarlty-Nat\ire of Events 1 1-3 1
1-3 1It
.
lUocic
3?Connectedness
.Number of Dramatic Enisodes O-N S4-36'
_ .
Number of Characters 1 0-N ( 37-36
'
Number of Quotes 1[0^] 39-41
III. TYPE OF THOUGHT
lUSiDKi'ING ITotal These) 42-44'
^ ^ ‘Simple 5:5^ '45 -47
’
Descrlntive Elaboration 0-n' 46-50 1
Temporal Relationshin
Spatial Relationship
|
0-N
IXXjICAL REASONING (Total These) Q-N 57-^
contingency: Cause-effect, Rationale,
Purpose, Nec.
Condition jSufficient Condition,Nec
Event fO-N)
Discrepancy with Expectation or
Appearance [o-n;
Probability/Possibility
SUBJECTIVE STATES
38
38
38
40
Number of T-units (0-N
Number of Words (0-N 165*^8 ;
VI. BEHAVIOR IN TASK
40
40
40
41
4l
41
Prompting 1 i
Hesitancy of Speech ii-3 1
Interest in Story
,
1-3
Animation i"3
Dramatization
Comfort in Situation ,i-?l
Eiiter beneath number whether this Is a
Crtimletlnn iCnitmT) or It
story
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APPENDIX C
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION DESCRIPTIONS
306
Kevin in the Classroom
Name of Observation Other People Descr
i
pt ion
P i ssors
Turtle
Glasses
Beads #1
Beads ff2
Trad i ng
Game
T i mmy
4 peers,
teacher aide
2 peers
2 peers,
teacher aide
2 peers,
teacher aide
3 peers
I peer
3 peers
I peer
Kevin begins work on his
sewing but spends most of
interaction in peer-play.
Kevin is watching the new
turtle and challenging
his friend to imaginary
competition.
Kevin is trying to do his
writing, but is interrupted
several times.
Kevin is helping Char, put
beads away.
Kevin continues to help
put beads away, and pro-
tects Char, from teasing.
Kevin is trading shells
with Shawn.
Kevin is playing candy
cane and is having a hard
time. Sound not good,
not coded.
Kevin asks Shawn whom he’ll
pick for making ice cream.
Not coded.
307
Jane in the Classroom
Name of Observation Other Peop 1
e
Descr
i
pt ion
Bow 1 oom
1 peer Jane helps Shawn with
his weaving.
Snack 3 peers Jane and other chi Idren
are trying to figure out
how to buy their snack.
Read i ng 2 peers,
teacher aide
Jane finishes working on
her ski 1 1 workbook, reads
aloud and records her
work.
Don't touch 3 peers Jane is working on reading
skills workbook, inter-
acts with peers about the
mike and sewing projects.
Beads lt\ 2 peers,
teacher
Jane helps Char, put
beads away.
Beads ^2 3 peers Jane continues to help
put beads away.
Happy Face 2 peers,
teacher
Jane is waiting to get
her math paper approved.
Red Hop
1 peer,
teacher
Jane is working on her
math with the rods, but
having trouble with the
problem and her friend.
Brown Eyes 2 peers,
teacher
Jane is playing a guessing
game with teacher and
peers as a break from the
math activity.
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Rick in the Classroom
of Observation Other People Descr
i
pt ion
Spe 1 1 i ng 1 ntern
(Mrs. K.
)
Rick asks Mrs. K. about
spe M i ng error
.
John Wayne
1 peer Rick and Jer. play with
microphone.
Writing 2 peers Rick completes daily writ-
ing assignment.
Project
1 peer,
teacher
Rick works on cardboard
stairs for large model
bu i 1 d i ng
.
Test 5 peers,
1 ntern (Mrs. K.
)
Rick is part of skill group
taking a spelling test.
Monopo
1
y
Game
6 peers;
3 players and
3 observers
Rick is part of ongoing
monopoly tournament.
Sound not good, not coded.
Fract i on
Game
2 peers Rick plays math game.
Tape damaged, not coded.
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Susie in the Classroom
Name of Observation Other People
Be 1 1 Tower 5 peers and
Ai de (Mrs. L.M.
)
Susie is constructing a
cardboard bell tower for
3 sma 1 1 model of the school
bu i 1 d i ng
.
Checkers
1 peer Susie is winning a checker-
game.
Spe 1 1 i ng 3 peers.
Aide (Mrs. L.M.
)
Susie is taking a spelling
test.
House 3 peers,
teacher (Mr. W.
Susie is building a card-
board model house.
Panda
1 peer Susie and Deb are
read i ng.
Waiting
1 peer Susie and Deb wait for
instructions from teacher.
Read i ng 1 peer Susie and peer take turns
reading from book. Very
short. Not coded.
Read i ng teacher ( (Mr . W.
)
Susie reads to teacher.
Tape damaged. Not coded.
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Dot in the Cl a s sroom
Name of Observation Other People Descr
i
pt i on
Snake 2 peers,
teacher (Miss M.
)
Dot asks for help with
her writing.
Sy 1 1 ab 1 e game 3 peers,
teacher
Small skills group works
on syllable game
Memorial Park 2 peers,
teacher
Dot works on her writing.
Penny Bank
1 peer,
teacher
Dot is doing reading
phonic workbook.
Wanna See 2 peers,
i ntern (Mr. R. )
Dot interacts with peers
while working on her
writing.
Beg i n of Day her sister,
the author
Dot enters room, takes
a survey, and settles on
sewing project.
Sewing Table Jane, Kevin Dot brings her sewing
project over to join
Jane, counts with Kevin.
Longhouse brief ly,
Shawn
Dot plays with Indian
do 1 1 s at 1 onghouse
mode 1
.
Blackboard Shawn, Jane Dot is changing date
on blackboard.
Turt 1
e
2 peers Several children watch
the turtle in a "new"
home.
Game 1 peer Dot plays Fox & Sheep
with Alicia.

